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INTRODUCTION

Dear PJ,
This is the life story of your great-grandfather, Ralph Edward McShane. I have put it together for the
pleasure and pride of our whole family, but especially for you who will be bearing his name into what I trust will
be a big part of the twenty-first century.
You and I know very well how the name Ralph Edward McShane moved along from one person to
another until it became PJ,but some people looking at this introductory letter might not understand. So I will
mention that Grandma and I named your father Ralph McShane Doggett and then when you were born your
father and mother named you Ralph McShane Doggett Junior. That is quite simple, but the P in PJ is
something special. We called your father Peppino when he was little in Rome and this became Peppy when he
got bigger. And so PJ now stands for Peppy Junior.
Ralph was deeply touched by our naming your father after him and he wrote this to us in a letter at that
time:
“There are times when words—particularly written ones—are completely unsatisfactory for expressing
true feelings. The mere fact that my newest grandson has joined the family would be a sufficient cause for
rejoicing, but to have him bear my name is a gift I don’t deserve. The love and deep understanding behind that
gift are more precious to me than even you two may completely understand. From the bottom of a full heart I
thank you.”
Ralph was not my father by blood, but my father in real life. And who could hope for a better one? I called
him Ralph and my children, including your dad, called him Grandpa. Sometimes he was known as Vice Admiral
Ralph Edward McShane, holder of the Legion of Merit and the Croix de Guerre. My grandfather (known in the
family as “Big Grandpa”) referred to him as “The Admiral.”
I was already about three years old before I even met Ralph, but I know now that for both of us it was
love at first sight. Iwanted a father and he wanted a son. This is rather complicated, but I’ll explain it all later in
the story.
The greatest achievements of Ralph’s career as a naval officer came about during and just before D-Day
(6 June 1944) whenhe was serving as “Logistics Officer” for the American fleet engaged in the invasion of
Normandy. Logistics, as best I can say it, means getting all of the right things in the right amounts at the right
times to the right places so that the battle can be won by your side.
And what do I mean by “things?” Well, things like bulldozers, ketchup, gravel, Jeeps, beer, dental chairs
(one per 25,000 troops), tents, airplanes, cheese, blood, gasoline, showers, band aids, binoculars, gas masks,
boots, shovels, trains, beans, typewriters, cranes, tanks, paper, ambulances and many thousands of other items

large and small. Ralph once defined logistics as “everything except the actual fighting.”
The famous General Omar Bradley was on board the Augusta with Ralph during the invasion on D-Day.
However, he soon went ashore (D+2) to lead a million soldiers in combat against Hitler’s armies in France and
Germany.
And it so happened that the General’s granddaughter, Anne, later married your Uncle Tony and one of
their sons is your cousin Bradley who has the same middle name as you do. His full name is Bradley McShane
Doggett which makes him an eight-star kid: five for General Bradley, three for Admiral McShane and none for
Sergeant Doggett. I don’t mind.
Your cousin Daniel is also partly named after your great grandfather. His middle name is Edward which
was taken right out of the middle of Ralph Edward McShane. So Ralph is remembered and honored in the names
of four members of our family: Your dad, two of your cousins and yourself. Well deserved!
Ralph did a lot of other important things in his career both before and after D-Day. In the early days of
American participation in the war, and even before, he was the Navy’s chief inspector at New York Shipbuilding
Corporation where he had to make sure that ships being built for the Navy met specifications down to fractions
of a millimeter. (So that they wouldn’t sink!)
After the war Ralph served in senior positions such as fiscal director and chief of staff at the Navy’s main
headquarters offices in Washington. He also was Commander of the Naval Shipyard in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire. Ralph was basically an engineer, but he showed himself capable of doing many other things. He was
warmly congratulated by the highest ranking people in the Navy at the time of his retirement.
Ralph was much more than a highly competent naval officer. He was a loving and caring husband and
father and was much admired by all who knew him for his intelligence and the genuine warmth of his
personality. He also had a great sense of humor.
I was very proud of Ralph and loved him very much. I still think of him often and it has been a special joy
for me to write this story of his life including the parts of it that he spent with me. And PJ, I am particularly happy
that his name and his memory will be staying alive with you.

PS (1 January 2000)
At the very end of the story there is a part marked: “Memorabilia.” I want you to know that all of the things listed
there (except for the wall display of crossed swords etc. in your father’s study) down to the last shirt stud are
stored more or less neatly and compactly in one of the small rooms on the top floor of Lou Baguié. You can take
away some or all of these any time you like. Otherwise I will continue to keep them for you.

THE ADMIRAL

CHAPTER 1
EARLY LIFE AND FAMILY
1899 – 1916

Starting with his birth certificate: Ralph Edward McShane was born on 4
February, 1899 at 2 South Patterson Park Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland.
His father was James Francis McShane whose occupation is listed as
“draughtsman” and his mother was Mary Antoinette Brannan McShane. From other
records it can be determined that at the time of Ralph's birth his father was 25 and his
mother 24.
Ralph was an only child.
*****
At the time of Ralph's birth President McKinley had been in office a little less
than two years and the US had recently won the Spanish-American War. Secretary of
State John Hay called it a “splendid little war.” After the famous sinking of the USS
Maine in Havana harbor on 15 February, 1898 an American expeditionary force routed
the Spaniards in Cuba and Puerto Rico and on 1 May Commodore Dewey destroyed a
8

Spanish flotilla in the harbor of Manila. Thereafter Spain recognized the independence of
Cuba and ceded Puerto Rico to the United States. In addition McKinley forced the
Spanish to “sell” the Philippines to the United States for $20 million.
All of this catapulted the United States into the arena of world politics. So maybe
Ralph's destiny was already determined in broad lines at the time of his birth. The United
States was going to be important in the world and the US military establishment,
including the navy, was going to be particularly important. There was plenty of space
ahead for Ralph to become a star performer.
*****
It so happens that the earliest documentation we have relating to Ralph's forebears
is an impressive certificate given to Ralph's maternal grandfather, James Adams Brannan,
on 22 December 1868 by the Navy Department on the occasion of his honorable
discharge as an “Acting Ensign”. The citation reads as follows:
“The war for the preservation of the Union having under the beneficial guidance
of Almighty God been brought to a successful termination, a reduction in the Naval force
becomes necessary. Having served with fidelity in the United States Navy from the 17th
day of March 1863 to the present date you are hereby honorably discharged with the
thanks of the Department.”
*****
We also have documentation on Ralph's three other grandparents (and even one
great grandparent) as well as their offspring and the offspring of their offspring from an
unusual and unexpected source. In the course of sifting through Ralph's various
accumulated papers and other memorabilia I opened up a prayer book entitled “The Key
to Heaven, a Manual of Prayer” and found just inside the cover dozens of tiny death
notices of McShane/Brannan family members dating from 1897 to 1960 clipped from
Baltimore newspapers.
The most likely person to have done the clipping was Ralph's mother, who
incidentally was known to everybody as just plain “Nettie”, not Mary Antoinette. I don't
know whether the prayer book was simply a convenient filing place or if she thought that
this resting place might be helpful in some way to all those dead relatives. Anyway each
of the notices gives a little information on the deceased and on those that he/she left
9

behind. And overall they tend to be mutually reinforcing. Thus a family tree emerges.
*****
Turning first to the grandparents, on the paternal side there was Dr. James F.
(probably Francis, like his son) McShane and his wife Sarah Bradly McShane. She died
on 6 February 1903 and he followed at an unspecified date somewhat more than two
years later at the age of 54.
Dr. McShane was educated in the Baltimore public schools and graduated from
Loyola College. He received his M.D. in 1870 at the University of Maryland and
thereafter initiated his medical practice. He soon become identified with the Health
Department and was appointed vaccine physician. Later he was made Assistant
Commissioner of Health and eventually became Commissioner, a position he held for
about eight years.
Ralph's paternal great grandmother, Anne McShane, is identified in Dr.
McShane's death notice which states that she survived him, so she must have been quite
old at the time. It also states that he left two unnamed brothers and two unnamed sisters.
So Anne must have had at least five children, i.e., James plus two other sons and two
daughters.
No information is available on Sarah's parents and siblings.
James and Sarah had seven children: James, Francis (Ralph's father), Albert F.,
Robert I., Lawrence, John M., M. Loretta, and Mrs. Charles Jorss. All we know about the
latter is that M. Loretta died at her home and that the funeral was held there.
On the maternal side there were James Adams Brannan of the above-mentioned
naval fame and his wife, Mary Agnes McConn Brannan. He died on 17 April, 1897.
And we wonder what he did during the 30 years after the end of his exciting naval career.
Sarah was a widow for some 27 years until her own death on 4 November 1924.
There is no information on the parents or siblings of James and Mary except that
her maiden name was McConn. However, we do know that they had five children:
Jerome Pickett, James A. Junior, Edward W., Mary Antoinette (Ralph's mother) and
Marion Dasey.
It is probable that all of these four grandparents came over from Ireland in the
1840's during the great wave of Irish immigration following the potato famine.
10

*****
The next generation, Ralph's father and mother, has already been mentioned in
relation to Ralph's birth certificate, but there is more information in the death notices.
Mainly the notices indicate that they had ten siblings between them as listed in the above
notes on the paternal and maternal grandparents. All of these plus a few spouses were to
become Ralph's uncles and aunts.
Ralph's father, James Francis McShane, died on 2 April 1929 at the age of 55.
Apart from the reference to his work as “ draughtsman” in Ralph's birth certificate
nothing more is known of him.
Ralph's mother, I called her “Aunt Nettie,” lived for a very long time after that,
almost 40 years. She died on 25 February 1968 at the Kensington Gardens Sanitarium in
Maryland, near Washington, D.C., at the age of 92. I knew her fairly well. She was a
sweet old lady and very nice to me, but there wasn't much to talk about with her. As far
as I know she never had a job and Ralph's father didn't leave her very much. She was a
source of concern for Ralph for many years and a significant financial burden. This
sometimes made my mother unhappy but, of course, she knew it was necessary.
The only other relatives of Ralph that I knew were his mother's sister Marion
Dasey Brannan (“Aunt Daisy”) and her husband Harry Lee Manser (“Uncle Harry”). I
knew both of them. He smoked a pipe and looked like my impression of a professional
track gambler. He was always very nice to me and I enjoyed his company. Aunt Dasey
was a sweet old white haired lady. She was almost totally deaf as the result of some
disease during her childhood so all she could do was smile. After Harry's death on 15
February 1937 Aunt Dasey lived with Aunt Nettie at the latter's home at 620 North
Bentalou Street. Aunt Dasey lived on as a widow for 27 years until 3 April 1960. I don't
know what those two old ladies did all those years. Maybe they were happy or maybe
they lived lives of quiet desperation. For Nettie there was always her pride in Ralph
although I think she sometimes gave him a hard time. Aunt Nettie was 85 when Aunt
Dasey died. I think it was about then that Ralph moved her to the sanitarium.
*****
As the eyes begin to glaze I will skip a rundown on Ralph’s other aunts and uncles
and his cousins.
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*****
Virtually all of these people were Irish Catholics and a requiem high mass was
featured at most of their funerals. The names of some of the churches were St. Patrick's,
St. Edmund's, St. Ann's and St. Paul's. Most of the interments were either at London Park
or New Cathedral cemeteries. Others mentioned were Holy Redeemer and Bonnie Brae.
*****
Having slogged through the relatives we can now turn to Ralph's early life, about
which we know almost nothing except that he was educated in the Baltimore public
schools and graduated from high school in 1916.
Ralph grew up during the period leading up to the outbreak of World War I in
August 1914 and the US entry into the conflict in April 1917. Throughout this period the
United States was reluctantly becoming more and more involved in world affairs.
My memory of Ralph is so vivid that it is hard for me to imagine how different the
world was when he was born in 1899 from what it is now. Try to visualize a world
without nuclear weapons, blue jeans, airlines, McDonald’s, rock music, television,
penicillin, slam dunks, radio, AIDS, tiebreakers, crack, movies, pornographic magazines,
personal computers, United Nations, homogenized milk, polio vaccine, etc., etc.
A few vignettes may help bring back to mind what was happening during these
years:
Presidents in the early years of the twentieth century included William McKinley
1897-1901 (assassinated in September), Theodore Roosevelt 1901-1909, William
Howard Taft 1909-1913, and Woodrow Wilson 1913-1921.
Queen Victoria finally died on 22 January 1901 at the age of 81. She had been
Queen of Great Britain and Ireland from 1837 to 1901 and Empress of India (the jewel in
the crown) from 1876 to 1901. She and Albert had nine children, and through their
marriages there descended many of the royal families of Europe. The New York Herald
reported: “End came at half-past six, peacefully, surrounded by her children. Touching
incident of the last hour; she asked to have her pet dog brought to her. Kaiser William,
the Prince of Wales, Duke of Argyll and Duchess of York present. Died like the setting
sun.”
President McKinley was assassinated at the Pan American Exposition in Buffalo,
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New York by Leon Czogusz, an anarchist, on 6 September 1901. He was succeeded in
office by his vice president, Theodore Roosevelt.
The Boer War in South Africa was ended by the Peace of Vereeniging signed in
Pretoria on 31 May 1902. It ended the independence of the Orange Free State which
came under British military administration. Winston Churchill served as a subaltern on
the British side during the war.
In 1903 the Hay-Bunan-Varilla Treaty between Panama and the United States
granted the United States canal-building rights and the sole right to operate and control
the Canal Zone. The Compagnie Nouvelle du Canal de Panama sold its holdings to the
United States in 1904. Later when Ronald Reagan was campaigning he expressed his
view on the canal as follows: “We bought it, we paid for it, it's ours and we're going to
keep it.”
In those days (quite different from now) the United States was still the great
melting pot. In 1903 the following words of Emma Lazarus were inscribed on a bronze
plaque attached to the base of the Statue of Liberty: “Give me your tired, your poor, your
huddled masses yearning to breathe free, the wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me. I lift my lamp beside the golden door.”
On 28 June 1914 a Serbian nationalist assassinated the Archduke Francis
Ferdinand of Austria in Sarajevo (later site of winter Olympics and Serb ethnic cleansing)
which set in motion a chain reaction of threats, ultimatums and mobilizations. that
resulted in the outbreak of World War I by the end of August.
On 6 April 1917 President Woodrow Wilson signed a declaration of war on
Germany that had been approved by Congress after German submarines began to sink
American ships indiscriminately as part of Germany's all-out submarine war against all
commerce, neutral as well as belligerents.
There were two revolutions in Russia during 1917. The first in March overthrew
the imperial government and the second in November placed the Bolsheviks in power.
The two revolutions effectively knocked Russia out of the war and started the country and
its people on the path toward a disastrous seven decades.
*****
By this time Ralph was into his first academic year as a midshipman at the naval
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academy. Although Ralph's interests were primarily in scientific fields he was surely
following world events while he was still in high school, particularly as he was destined
to become a naval officer. He was an avid reader all his life and this must have started at
an early age.
The circumstances of his appointment as a midshipman are not known in any
detail except that he was encouraged by one of his high school teachers to make the
attempt, which involved getting one of Maryland's two senators in Washington to appoint
him. As Ralph came from some rather humble origins it is pretty clear that he didn't have
much political clout. So there must have been some kind of merit system involved and
Ralph was an excellent student and a young man of serious purpose.
One of the most revealing sources of information about Ralph as a young student
is in a small (17cm x 10cm) notebook that he kept from 1915 to 1917 entitled “Formulas
and Laws” in meticulous printed handwriting with blue and red pens illustrated with
many diagrams drawn with extreme care as well as a large number of complex formulas.
The subject matter begins with logarithms and ends with differential and integral
calculus. Anyone perusing this little notebook would have to agree that it must have been
produced by an exceptional young man.
*****
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CHAPTER 2
MIDSHIPMAN AND JUNIOR OFFICER
1916 – 1929

Ralph was a midshipman at the United States Naval Academy from September
1916 to June 1920, a period which encompassed all of the US participation in World War
I and the signing of the peace treaty at Versailles on 29 June 1919.
The first battle of the Somme launched on 1 July 1916 epitomized the static and
deadly nature of World War I. British and French infantry went over the top and by the
time the campaign was over in November estimated casualties were 420,000 British,
195,000 French and 650,000 German. The Allies had advanced five miles. In The Face
of Battle there is a vivid description of the impressions of a British soldier who advanced
about 100 yards and then couldn't find very many of his colleagues. Most of them had
been hit by a German machine gunner on their flank who had set his weapon at hip level
and swiveled it back and forth.
President Woodrow Wilson was looking ahead to the peace while the war was
still raging. In a speech on 8 January 1918 he enumerated the famous Fourteen Points
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that he considered to be an essential basis for a just and lasting peace. They started with
“open covenants, openly arrived at” and ended with “a general association of nations
must be formed.”
The Armistice ending the war was signed in a railway car at Rethondes, France on
11 November 1918.
On 28 April 1919 at the Paris Peace Conference the Allies subscribed to the
Covenant which established the League of Nations. The League was seriously weakened,
however, by the non-adherence of the United States; the US Congress voted against
ratification of the Treaty of Versailles which included the Covenant. Efforts to achieve
agreement at a bipartisan conference of the Senate foundered on the bitter-end opposition
of Republican irreconcilables.
The Treaty of Versailles was signed on 28 June 1919 in the Hall of Mirrors as
drafted almost entirely by the “Big Four,” David Lloyd George of Britain, Georges
Clemenceau of France, Woodrow Wilson of the United States and Vittorio Orlando of
Italy. None of the defeated nations had any say in shaping the treaty and even the
associated powers played only a minor role. The German delegation was presented with a
fait accompli; it was shocked at the severity of the terms and protested the contradictions
between the assurances made when the armistice was negotiated and the actual treaty.
Accepting the “war guilt” clause and the reparation terms were especially odious to them.
The assessment of losses incurred by the civilian population was eventually established at
$33 billion (big dollars in those days) by a commission in 1921. Although economists at
the time declared that such a huge sum could never be collected without upsetting
international finances, the Allies insisted that Germany be made to pay, and the treaty
permitted them to take punitive actions if Germany fell behind in payments.
So a big step toward World War II had already been taken at this time.
*****
Ralph's career in the Navy from 1920 to 1954 is detailed in a voluminous file of
orders. The first of these, dated 6 May 1920, read as follows:
“Upon graduation you will regard yourself detached from duty at the Naval
Academy, Annapolis, Maryland. You will proceed to the port in which the following
vessel may be and on or before 9 July 1920 you will report to the Commanding Officer
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for duty on board that vessel: USS Nevada.”
On 3 June 1920 he received his diploma which certified that Ralph Edward
McShane had successfully completed the prescribed course of study at the United States
Naval Academy and was graduated on 3 June 1920 and “having been recommended by
the Academic Board, I, the Superintendent, in conformity with the Act of Congress
approved 8 January 1937 confer on him the Degree of Bachelor of Science with all the
rights and privileges thereunto pertaining.”
Ralph was ranked fifth in his class and graduated with distinction. This was
beneficial to him throughout his career as the order in which officers are considered for
promotion to all ranks in the future is based on class rank at the Naval Academy. Thus he
was only a little behind the lowest ranking people in the class of 1919 and far ahead of
the lowest ranking of his own classmates.
Ralph received his commission the day after his graduation. He was notified of
this as follows in a memorandum from the Navy Department, Bureau of Navigation:
“The President of the United States, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, having appointed you an Ensign in the Navy from the fifth day of June 1920, I
have the pleasure to transmit herewith your commission, dated 4 June 1920.”
*****
Ralph served on board the battleship Nevada from 9 July 1920 to 5 August 1921.
Warren Harding succeeded Woodrow Wilson as president in March 1921,
winning the election on a platform of a “return to normalcy.” His victory ended all hopes
of American membership in the League of Nations. In his inaugural he announced that
the United States would not be entangled in European affairs. He concluded a separate
peace with Germany in 1921.
Throughout Ralph's career he received a series of short-term orders relating
mainly to the further development and broadening of skills that would advance his career
development. Initially he was essentially a trainee; in later years he was a trainer or
lecturer himself.
The first order of this nature required him to report to the Commandant of the
Navy Yard in Washington, on 30 November 1921 for temporary duty at the “optical
school” followed by a return to the Nevada at the Norfolk Navy Yard. The order also
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noted that this would be in addition to his current duties.
While serving on board the Nevada Ralph performed various deck and
engineering duties customary for a young officer.
The archives contain an entertaining set of certificates and pictures relating to the
initiation rites that Ralph underwent when he crossed the equator for the first time on the
Nevada on 24 January 1921 southbound from Panama to Callao, Peru. Among other
things the initiation included his being smeared with mud with large paint brushes applied
to his hair, face and white uniform. He seemed to be smiling. I wonder who washed the
uniform.
One of Ralph's shipmates on the Nevada was Richmund “Rich” Kelley who had
also been his best friend at the Naval Academy and at MIT where they both belonged to
the DKE fraternity. More about him and his wife, Joan, later.
**** *
On 6 August 1921 Ralph was ordered by the Bureau of Navigation of the Navy
Department to report for shore duty which was “required by the public interest, having
been so determined by the Secretary of the Navy.” He was directed to “report to the
Superintendent of the United States Naval Academy for duty in attendance upon a postgraduate course of instruction in construction.”
In my opinion this assignment to Annapolis was an early indication that Ralph
was being singled out for a career in the fast lane in view of the reputation he had already
established at that time. The subject matter of these studies included mathematics, basic
sciences and engineering.
Ralph's further post-graduate program was elaborated in another order from the
Bureau of Navigation dated 10 May 1922 as follows:
“On 12 June 1922 you will report to the Commandant of the First Naval District
for duty under practical instruction at the Navy Yard under the supervision of the
Postgraduate School in Annapolis, Maryland. On 30 September, 1922 you will report to
the Commandant of the First Naval District for duty under postgraduate instruction at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge, Massachusetts .... The Secretary of
the Navy has determined that this employment is required by the public interests.”
Some further good news came to Ralph in a memorandum of 29 June 1922 from
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H. H. Crosby of the Bureau of Navigation:
“The President of the United States, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, having appointed you an Assistant Naval Constructor in the Navy with the rank of
Lieutenant (junior grade) from the 23rd day of June 1922, I have the pleasure to transmit
herewith your commission dated 29 June 1922.”
*****
On 30 October 1922 the New York Herald reported:
“Fascist Chief Dictator of Italy; called by King to form cabinet. 'Black Shirt' army
in swift mobilization assumes control of country entering Rome unopposed by regular
troops and cheering monarch at the Quirinal. Mussolini shapes Italy's destinies.”
Following the Teapot Dome scandal which involved the illegal leasing of naval
oil reserves, President Harding died in the Summer of 1923 and was succeeded by Calvin
Coolidge, whose conservative Republican policies of government inaction toward
domestic and international problems came to symbolize the era between World War I and
the Great Depression.
*****
Ralph spent two academic years at MIT, i.e., 1922-23 and 1923-24. During the
1923 summer break his activities were detailed as follows in a Bureau of Navigation
order of 2 June 1923:
“You will report to the Commandant, First Naval District for a summer course of
instruction at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 25 June to 28 July 1923.
On 29 July you will proceed to Portsmouth, New Hampshire and report to the
Commandant of the Navy Yard for temporary duty under instruction at that yard under
the supervision of the Head of the Graduate School.”
The next step in Ralph's career development was first mentioned in a Bureau of
Navigation memorandum of 25 April 1924:
“Upon the completion of your course of instruction you will consider yourself
detached from duty at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and report not later than
7 June 1924 to the Commandant of the First Naval District for such duty as may be
assigned to you at the Boston Navy Yard.”
This, like all of Ralph's other orders, was “required by the public interests.”
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Ralph's diploma from MIT is dated 10 June 1924 and reads in part as follows:
“The Massachusetts Institute of Technology ... hereby confers on Ralph Edward
McShane the Degree of Master of Science in Naval Construction in recognition of his
proficiency in the general and special studies and exercises prescribed by the said Institute
for such degree.”
Thus Ralph's professional capabilities had been considerably improved and he had
another good item for his record.
Ralph may not have been present for the graduation ceremonies because in a
memorandum of 26 May 1924 the Bureau of Navigation had ordered him to report on 9
June 1924 for a course of instruction in gas warfare defense at the Edgewood Arsenal in
Edgewood, Maryland.
*****
Ralph served at the Boston Navy Yard from 1924 to 1928. His duties included
planning and estimating repair jobs for various types of ships, coordination of scheduling
and accomplishment of repair jobs, dry-docking of ships of all types including major
transatlantic liners, and supervision of several shops including in particular the Navy's
rope making plant. At this plant he carried out a revision of accounting practices and
established price scales.
There were also various special temporary assignments. The first of these was
service during September 1924 as assistant to the Board of Inspection and Survey
concerned with final trials of the U.S.S. Raleigh.
Meanwhile Ralph's career continued to evolve and he was promoted to Lieutenant
effective 16 February 1926.
On 26 July 1926 he was appointed a member of a general court-martial and was
instructed to report to the president of the court for this duty. On 28 July 1927 he was
assigned for unspecified temporary duty in relief of Lieutenant Commander Grover C.
Klein. Presumably it is a good sign to work for a while at a higher grade level.
*****
During his first year in Boston Ralph met his wife to be, Ruth Elizabeth Doggett
(nee Johnson), one of the daughters of Swedish immigrants, John A. Johnson and Sigrid
Amalia Lundberg Johnson. Ruth was a nurse at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital there in
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Boston. She had been divorced from Clinton Locke Doggett in September 1924 and had
a three year old child (me) which made things more complicated for Ralph and Ruth,
particularly in view of the arrangements that had been made for my care at the home of
my paternal grandparents. Ruth was exactly four years older than Ralph as she was born
on 4 February 1895 and he on 4 February 1899. So she was 29 and he was 25 when they
met.
My father, Clinton Locke Doggett I, disappeared before or soon after my birth
which gave my mother a problem. What to do with her baby? At first she relied on her
sister, Aunt Helen, in Saxonville and then some friends named Dunklee helped out for a
while. But she needed a longer term solution and eventually could not resist the offer by
her husband's parents to take me in. They felt a strong moral responsibility after their son
had left my mother in the lurch.
These senior Doggetts were formidable people whom Ralph would get to know
very well, at first with some misgivings. My paternal grandfather, Dr. Laurence L.
Doggett, in 1924 had been president of Springfield College (Massachusetts) for 28 years
and his wife, Carolyn Durgin Doggett, was the cultural queen of the campus who taught
art history and classical music appreciation and was the hostess at many an elegant tea
party at the presidential residence.
Ralph recalls that he and I met in 1924 when I was only three. My first memory of
him was when he made paper airplanes for me at an apartment on Queensbury Street in
Boston while I was on a visit to Mother from Springfield. At first I shyly called him
“Lieutenick MikShane.” For both of us I think it was love at first sight. I wanted a father
and he wanted a son.
Mother and Ralph were married on 27 August 1927 at the Fifth Avenue Baptist
Church in New York City. Mary Burr, Mother’s closest childhood friend and nursing
colleague, was the maid of honor. It was a quiet, informal ceremony with just a couple of
fraternity brothers also present. Sayre Rose was the best man.
*****
Ralph served as an instructor at the Naval Academy from 1928 to 1929. He
conducted courses in basic engineering subjects including descriptive geometry, naval
architecture and mechanics. He also performed various temporary additional duties. For
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example he was directed to report on or about 8 June 1928 to the Commanding Officer of
the USS Utah for temporary duty in connection with a midshipmen's practice cruise.
*****
Hirohito became emperor of Japan on Christmas Day 1926 after the death of his
father. His reign was designated Showa, or “bright peace.”
On 22 May 1927 the New York Herald reported that: “Captain Charles A.
Lindbergh, probably the most daring aviator of all time, completed the greatest flight in
air history last night at 10:22 o'clock, when he set his Ryan monoplane down on Le
Bourget Field in Paris just thirty-three hours and thirty minutes after he roared off the
ground at Roosevelt Field outside of New York, 3,600 miles away ... Lindbergh says he
was within ten feet of sea.”
The famous murder trial of Italian immigrants, Nicola Sacco and Batolomeo
Vanzetti in Massachusetts concluded with their execution on 23 August 1927, the
accused having maintained their innocence to the end. Many people felt that there had
been less than a fair trial and that the defendants had been convicted for their radical,
anarchist beliefs.
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CHAPTER 3
PORTSMOUTH NAVY YARD
1929 – 1933

In an order dated 13 May 1929 the Bureau of Navigation instructed Ralph to
report to the Commandant of the Navy Yard in Portsmouth, New Hampshire for duty in
relief of Lieutenant Commander (one rank higher) Norbourne L. Rawlings on 10 July
1929. The Commandant on that date then issued a memo ordering him to report to the
Manager of the Industrial Department for duty.
During his years of service at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard from 1929 to 1933
Ralph was concerned with coordination and scheduling of submarine repairs and
superintendence of manufacturing shops, particularly design and manufacture of special
marine electrical fittings and appliances.
*****
Herbert Hoover (R) defeated Al Smith (D) in the presidential election of
November 1928 on the strength of his reputation as chief Allied relief administrator
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during World War I and also because Smith was Catholic and opposed to prohibition.
But then Hoover had to suffer through the worst years of the Great Depression without
being able to do much about it.
The New York Herald of 30 October 1929 reported: “16,419,000 Shares Turned
Over and Billions in Values Lost as Market Breaks Third Time.” Stocks in a few weeks
lost 40 percent of their value and the market continued a downward course through 1932.
The crash had come in response to declines in industrial production, construction, and
retail sales. It triggered a deflationary spiral that became difficult to stop.
*****
On 19 November 1929 the Bureau of Navigation ordered Ralph to attend a
demonstration of electric arc welding on 21 November arranged by the General Electric
Company in Schenectady, New York for the benefit of shipbuilders.
*****
Most of my early memories of Mother and Ralph start with their move to
Portsmouth in the summer of 1929. I visited them there during all of my school holidays
from 1929 to 1933 and was, of course, growing up and becoming more and more aware
of things.
Their life style was simple and modest. They lived in a small apartment. I
remember that Mother liked to serve us sandwiches for lunch on a card table.
Ralph was an intellectual and a highly skilled professional engineer, but he fully
shared simple pleasures with us. We all liked the popular songs of that era and we would
listen to the hit parade together after each having guessed what the top 10 songs would be
and in what order. (They were sweeter in those days.)
We also enjoyed listening to the comedy shows on the radio, like Jack Benny,
Burns and Allen, Amos and Andy and Fred Allen. We even liked the first of all of the
soap operas: Betty and Bob, starring Don Amechi.
Ralph could sing too and harmonize; I especially remember the Easter Parade.
Ralph also knew how to tap dance a little.
Ralph was 5'7” and weighed 145 pounds; he was no athlete. He didn't even like to
go swimming very much. He said that he didn't want a tan because he was proud of his
white skin (not in a racial sense of course). But I vaguely recall that he played some
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lacrosse either at high school or at the Naval Academy, which is a very rough game.
Mostly you bash your opponents with your racquet or they bash you. Anyway Ralph
when I knew him never seemed to need much exercise. He just stayed healthy.
Mother could play the piano by ear. Her repertory of chords was limited but she
could play almost anything. She was popular at parties when people gathered around the
piano with glasses in hand.
Their friends were mostly other Navy people with whom they played a lot of
bridge and poker. Mother was very good at these things and liked very much to gamble
for small stakes. They both also loved horse racing. Ralph based his bets on complex
calculations while Mother based hers on such criteria as the names of the horses. The
story goes that she did better than he did but no statistics are available. She didn't
mention it when she lost.
My mother had a certain fundamental dignity and decency about her and she was
respected for this by Ralph and others. Ralph called her his “rock.” She was not at
Ralph's intellectual level but she read a lot of fiction and had plenty of street smarts. She
had a great sense of humor too. She had a mischievous smile which said: “I think we're
both quite ridiculous, but I like you very much just the same.” And she had little jokes
like: “She was only the farmer's daughter but all the horsemen knew her.” Another one
was about two lions who went into a bar and one of them ate the barmaid. Back out on
the street he emitted an enormous belch and the other lion said: “Must be that barbituate.”
Oh yes, one other. If somebody said he was a little stiff from bowling her reply
would be: “I don't care where you're from. You're a nice little guy.”
Ralph also had plenty of light moments. Sometimes he would tell ethnic Irish
jokes, the kind that depend heavily on the way they are told. One of them was about the
wake for little Danny O'Shaughnessy who had been a very small man. The skilled
raconteur over the space of several minutes makes it abundantly clear that Danny was
very, very, small. Tiny. So during the wake he is laid out in an upstairs bedroom and the
mourners are in the living room. When a new arrival came in one of the mourners told
him he could pay his respects to Danny upstairs “but be careful to latch the little gate on
the stairway. The cat's had him downstairs three times already.”
The three of us all liked spectator sports. Mother influenced me or I influenced
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her to become a rabid baseball fan. Her team was the Boston Red Sox and mine was the
Philadelphia Athletics. In those days there were the original eight teams in each league
and the two pennant winners would play each other in the World Series.
We also tuned in on the radio to all of the big heavyweight boxing championship
fights. The champions in those days were Max Schmeling, Jack Sharkey, Primo Carnera
and Max Baer (all white).
On 9 January Mother and Ralph drove me to Springfield and they went back to
Portsmouth on the 10th. Portsmouth and Springfield were two different worlds for me. I
even had a different name in Portsmouth. My playmates called me Sonny McShane.
*****
The great debate about when I should leave Springfield raged throughout the
Portsmouth period. By the time Mother and Ralph moved to Portsmouth in the summer
of 1929 they had already been married for two years and they were more than willing and
able to take care of an eight-year old boy who happened to be my mother's son. It is very
difficult to understand why the debate went on for so long. Grandpa and Grandma and
Mother and Ralph would argue about it whenever I was brought back to Springfield after
visiting Mother and Ralph. They would sit sometimes near the fireplace and I would hide
just above the top of the stairs. Grandpa would say: “You have the legal right, but we
have the moral right. This was the best thing for the little boy etc.” Well, this went on.
Later on when Grandma was in terminal illness the argument was that my departure
would kill her.
Whenever I visited Mother and Ralph it was almost a ritual that on the last night I
would cry for a long time in my bed with increasing volume and then Ralph would come
in to console me with rabbits made out of his handkerchief and other games he knew like
finger shadows on the wall.
Mother would tell me that I should help them more by telling Grandpa that I
wanted to leave. I suppose that if I had been a tougher kid I could have had tantrums
every day in Springfield until they would let me go.
Well, finally the obvious time did come after Grandma died in the Summer of
1932 and Ralph received orders to transfer to San Diego, California. Mother and Ralph
at that time simply were not going to leave me in Springfield any longer. So we left for
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the West Coast in the Spring of 1933 when I was in the sixth grade.
I'm told that my enormous happiness on that occasion was not hard to notice and
that I barely said good-bye to Grandpa. It must have been a rather crushing experience
for him. But he had amazing staying power and I would say strong love and admiration
for the three of us and great pride in the offspring we generated. He stayed in our lives
one way or another for the remaining 24 years of his life, mostly for the good.
*****
In an order dated 9 February 1933 the Bureau of Navigation had informed Ralph
that he would regard himself to be detached from duty at the Portsmouth Navy Yard and
would proceed to New London Connecticut and report to the Commanding Officer of the
Submarine Base for temporary duty under instruction at the Submarine School. On 1
May 1933 he should regard himself detached from duty at the Submarine Base and report
to the Commander of the Submarine Force, US Fleet in San Francisco for duty on his
staff. A per diem of $5.00 would be allowed.
On 27 March 1933 the order was modified to authorize Ralph to travel to San
Francisco in his own automobile with reimbursement at five cents per mile. This was in
response to Ralph's request to drive across the country with Mother and me which the
memo states would be “more economical and advantageous to the United States.” In a
marginal note typed on the memo Ralph stated that he commenced travel from
Portsmouth at 1200 on 15 March 1933 and arrived in New London Connecticut at 2100
the same day and later commenced travel from New London at 1100 on 29 April 1933
and arrived in San Diego, California at 1130 on 20 May. Part of this was leave needed to
pick me up in Springfield and visit his mother in Baltimore among other things.
A record dated 25 April 1933 shows that Ralph visited various submarines on 15
different occasions between 20 March and 25 April 1933. This was by way of
preparation for his upcoming two years of duty with the Submarine Force in the Pacific.
A sad event shortly before our departure was the death of Grandpa Johnson on 4
May 1933. Mother and Ralph, of course, attended the funeral and spent some days with
family members there in Saxonville.
*****
Some news items: On 13 May 1932 the New York Herald reported:
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“Lindbergh baby is found murdered; discovered by roadside near Hopewell. Body
thrown in undergrowth on boundary of parent’s estate. Identification is confirmed by
family. Almost a skeleton. Ballistic experts announced that the hole in the baby's skull
was made, in their belief by a bullet. Colonel Schwartzkopf has ordered 20 additional
state troopers to aid in search for the murderers.”
Hitler became Chancellor of Germany on 30 January 1933, legally, as he had been
determined to do, and not by revolution. On the night of 27 February 1933 the Reichstag
building was burned down and, on the pretext of a Communist plot to seize power, the
Reich government assumed emergency powers. On 5 March 1933 Hitler's National
Socialist party won a majority in the Reichstag. The New York Herald reported: “Hitler
wins by close margin in quiet election. Nationalist coalition gets 52 percent of total as
39,289,854 ballot. Hitler tonight stands indisputably as Germany's man of destiny.”
On the same date the Herald also reported: “Roosevelt declares bank holiday and
gold embargo. Drastic new legislation to deal with crisis to be enacted by a special
session of Congress on Thursday.” Roosevelt had just taken office on 4 March.
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CHAPTER 4
CORONADO, PACIFIC SUBMARINE FLEET
1933 – 1935

The trip to California was thrilling. I'll never forget it. I was excited and happy
and all three of us were excited and happy. I can remember the itinerary in detail to this
day. We first went to Baltimore to visit Ralph's mother (in her traditional brick row
house with white marble steps on Bentalou Street). And then among the places along the
way were Roanoke, Knoxville, Nashville ... we crossed the Mississippi River where it
was huge at Memphis ... then Little Rock, Texarkana, Dallas, Big Spring ... and then New
Mexico, Arizona and on to San Diego.
We drove in their old beat up Chevrolet, I think they called it Babette and we went
at about thirty miles per hour the whole time. It took us ten days. Ralph was a cautious
driver and I guess the speed limits were lower in those days and I think the cars probably
weren't even built for great speed.
We were fully packed; both the trunk and half of the back seat were loaded.
Mother used to sit on the right side of the back and her right arm was sunburned from
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forearm to half of her upper arm.
I liked to be navigator whenever Ralph would let me do it. I remember one time
when Ralph and I had a difference of opinion when he wanted to go to Dallas and I
insisted that he was headed for Fort Worth. It turned out that I was right and he often
referred to that story later on.
So we settled down in Coronado when we got there and we stayed for two years.
During this time from 1933 to 1935 Ralph served as Staff Officer for the
Commander of the Submarine Force of the US Fleet. He performed general
administrative work, including inspection of submarine material conditions, and tests of
new methods and equipment. He inspected submarine bases in the US, Panama, Hawaii
and Alaska and controlled certain maintenance funds.
There are several records of duty performed by Ralph on submarines. These were
all one-day visits except for one overnight stay, but all of the vessels concerned were
actually in operations underwater while Ralph was on board:
•

A record of 2 September 1933 lists duty on five occasions between the first and 29th
of September on board the USS Dolphin and four other submarines based at Pearl
Harbor.

•

Another of 9 April 1934 refers to duty on the Dolphin and two other submarines
between 10 April and 1 May 1934 at Gengives, Haiti.

•

Then there is one dated 24 June 1934 listing duty aboard three submarines between
the 6th and 19th of June 1934 en route to San Diego.

•

Another record dated 17 September 1934 reported duty on board the USS Argonaut
and five other submarines between 5 and 17 September 1934 at Lahaina on the
Hawaiian island of Maui.

•

A record of 18 April 1935 shows Ralph performing duty on board the Cachalot on 8
April and on the Bonita from 15 to 16 April.

•

Finally duty on board submarines on 23 July and 2 August 1935 is listed in a record
dated 22 July 1935.
So Ralph spent a lot of time under water. He received extra pay of a few dollars a

day, in varying amounts, for this duty.
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Coronado at the time we lived there was an island. Well I guess you'd say it's still
an island, but now it's connected to San Diego by a bridge or possibly a causeway. But at
that time you used to have to get there by a ferry boat from San Diego.
On the other side it was made a little less than an island by what was called the
Silver Strand which was a very thin piece of land going from north to south past the Hotel
del Coronado and then running down to Mexico. My mother used to go down to
Tiajuana for the gambling. She would play mostly roulette, I think, and once in awhile
she would win and she would come back with a purse full of silver dollars. And one time
I recall she bought a bicycle for me with her winnings. She never mentioned it very often
when she lost.
I recall very clearly the first place we stayed there on Coronado ... We stayed in
ten different places there, I think, or at least eight or nine. The first one was called the
Casa del Rey; it was sort of an apartment court.
Ralph was away a great deal of the time during this two-year period. He was on a
ship called the Bushnell which was the Admiral's flagship. He spent a lot of time in
Honolulu and Alaska and cruising around.
Once in awhile when they came back to San Diego harbor Mother and I would get
to visit the ship and sometimes we would have a meal there. We would go back and forth
from shore on a motor boat and that was quite a pleasant and exciting experience.
Somehow Mother had a gypsy instinct in her and I can't remember exactly why we
moved around so much but, well, it was fun. Ralph was never quite sure how to find us
when he would come back from one of his trips.
When Ralph was home we enjoyed some simple pleasures. The three of us liked
popular songs very much and we used to listen to the hit parade every week. We loved
songs like June in January, Winter Wonderland and The Object of My Affection.
We had a young girl who helped us around the house at least part of the time. Her
name was Mary and one unforgettable experience was when she accidentally put Oxydol
soap powder on the cauliflower instead of some kind of seasoning. Well, that didn't do
too much damage to us, but she was terribly embarrassed. Ralph was very kind to her
afterwards.
We had a little mongrel dog named Micky and I was very fond of him.
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Apart from home, my life in Coronado centered around the Coronado Junior High
School and tennis at Star Park. These were happy times.
The weather was almost always perfect for those two years all the year round.
There would often be a little fog in the morning early; then that would clear up and it
would be sunny just about all the time. It was a little dry, of course, because of that ... not
terribly. People would water their lawns. There were palm trees and the ocean.
It was a delightful place. I've never gone back there, but I would like to go
sometime to see what it is like now. All together my recollections of that two-year period
are very happy ones. It was certainly a big change in my life. I was truly sorry to leave
the place, but I had some new excitement to look forward to.
*****
A couple of news items during the 1933 to 1935 period:
“Roosevelt proclaims prohibition repeal today.” This was the headline in the New
York Herald of 5 December 1933 when the twenty-first amendment repealed the antialcohol eighteenth amendment. It takes ratification by three quarters of the states to adopt
a constitutional amendment. Utah was the 36th state to ratify of the 48 states in the
Union at that time.
Mussolini attacked Ethiopia on 2 October 1935. Italy won the war and Victor
Emmanuel III was crowned Emperor of Ethiopia. The New York Herald Tribune of 4
October reported: “Three Ethiopian towns bombed as war starts. 120,000 troops used in
first offensive. Mussolini's airplanes follow troops across frontier at dawn. Duce's two
sons lead air force as Italians roar into Abyssinia. First day's fatalities estimated at 1,700.
Ethiopia called to arms by drums and beacons. Emperor protests to the League of
Nations.”
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CHAPTER 5
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR COMPTROLLER,
WASHINGTON
1935 – 1939

Ralph's duty with the submarine force in the Pacific was brought to a close
officially by an order from the Bureau of Navigation dated 15 June 1935 which directed
him to report for duty to the Chief of the Bureau of Construction and Repair in
Washington, DC on or about 5 September 1935 after taking one month's leave. This gave
us plenty of time to pack up in Coronado and settle down in Washington before the
1935-36 school year got underway. I had graduated from eighth grade in Coronado on 7
June.
For some reason Mother and I traveled separately from Ralph. We went across
the country by train, which was a great experience. It took three days and three nights and
I really enjoyed the eating and sleeping on the train and the scenery in the Rocky
Mountains was wonderful. We went on to Kansas City and then changed trains in
Chicago for the last leg to the East Coast.
When the three of us were reunited in Washington we moved into a row house
(now called town house) at 1715 37th Street near Georgetown University.
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During our four years in Washington Ralph served as Comptroller of the Navy
Department's Bureau of Construction and Repair. He was responsible for maintenance of
accounts, control of funds, estimates of appropriations including construction costs for all
Navy shipbuilding programs, preparation of appropriation requests and assisting in
justification of appropriations before the Bureau of the Budget and Congressional
appropriation committees. There was a great expansion of US naval shipbuilding during his
duty in Washington.
As in the past Ralph also had various temporary assignments during this period.
For example on 28 January 1936 he was instructed to report to the Commandant of the
Navy Yard in Portsmouth Virginia for consultation in connection with work being done
on the USS Potomac.
Then on 27 march 1936 he was ordered to examine the construction and repair
requirements of tugs at Baltimore, Maryland for the Chief of Naval Operations.
We moved that summer to Jennifer Street on Connecticut Avenue near Chevy
Chase Circle, where we lived for the next two years of my high school education. I went
to Wilson High School for those two years, plus a third after we moved to Tilden
Gardens, also on Connecticut Avenue. Wilson is on Nebraska Avenue between
Connecticut and Wisconsin. It's still there and I see it once in awhile driving by and
singing “Sons of Wilson still undaunted. Banners to the sky are flaunted” etc.
Ralph received some wonderful news in a memorandum of 8 July 1936 from “The
Secretary of the Navy” as follows: “Having been duly found qualified by examination for
advancement to the rank of Lieutenant Commander, Construction Corps, you will, by
direction of the President of the United States be regarded and recognized as holding said
rank from and including 30 June 1936.”
So Ralph had been a Lieutenant for more than ten years, a victim of the Great
Depression and peace, at least in the United States. Certainly no fault of his own. One of
the benefits of war is that military promotions come along much faster.
A reminder of the comparisons between Navy officer ranks and those in other
military services:
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Navy

Army, Marines, Air Force

Ensign

Second Lieutenant

Lieutenant Junior Grade

First Lieutenant

Lieutenant

Captain

Lieutenant Commander

Major

Commander
Captain

Lieutenant Colonel
Colonel

Commodore (rare)

Brigadier General

Rear Admiral

Major General

Vice Admiral

Lieutenant General

Admiral

General

On 25 June 1937 in addition to his ongoing duties Ralph was appointed recorder
of a naval examining board of which Rear Admiral John D. Bennet was president.
Some news items during our Washington years:
On 2 August 1936 the New York Herald reported: “Hitler opens 11th Olympic
Games with 5,000 athletes. 110,000 attend stadium rites. Teams parade. French get
ovation after dipping tricolor to salute Fuhrer in Nazi style. Austrians and Bulgarians
hailed. Lukewarm reception given American group.” Jesse Owens (who was black)
spoiled the party by winning four gold medals. Hitler refused to be present during the
awards ceremony; he had intended to use the games to show Aryan superiority.
The abdication of King Edward VIII was reported as follows on 11 December
1936 by the New York Herald Tribune: “King abdicates in favor of Duke of York.
George VI to be proclaimed tomorrow after speedy formality. Former ruler expected to
leave England immediately after radio talk, possibly forever. News stuns crowd, then
thousands cheer new king. Mrs. Simpson hears decision by phone, is silent to press.”
The Hindenburg disaster was reported by the New York Herald Tribune on 7 May
1937. Excerpts: “33 reported killed as Hindenburg, world's largest dirigible, explodes
and crashes to earth in flames at Lakehurst. Craft is rocked by sudden blast. dives onto
airfield a mass of flaming wreckage. Suddenness of catastrophe stuns helpless witnesses.
Craft believed struck by lightning.” I remember very well seeing this in the news at the
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movies. All the announcer could say over and over again was: “Oh my God, all those
people. Oh my God all those people.”
On 13 March 1938 the Herald Tribune reported on Hitler's annexation of Austria:
“Hitler at Linz proclaims Austria part of Germany as Reich army sweeps through country
to Brenner. In first speech Hitler calls for a show of German unity to the world. To make
Vienna entry today. Nazis turn down Paris, London note. Protest against invasion held
inadmissible as German bayonets control key points in Austria. American Secretary of
State Hull says US to keep hands off in Austria.”
The disastrous appeasement of Hitler at Munich at the expense of Czechoslovakia
was reported by the Herald Tribune on 1 October 1938. Some excerpts: “Czechs accept
Munich decision with resignation. Czech army starts Sudetenland evacuation. German
troops move in this afternoon. 'Peace heroes' get triumphal welcome on return as Europe
relaxes and forecasts general settlement. Thousands hail 'Peace Premier.' 'I believe it is
peace for our time' Chamberlain tells Downing Street crowd. US envoys are praised by
Roosevelt. Mussolini given great welcome on return home.”
*****
Apart from the newspaper headlines there are some stunning media photographs
of events during this and other periods in Eyewitness, 150 Years of Photojournalism
published by Time Magazine in 1990.
One of these is of the Hindenburg in flames. Another famous one dated 5
September 1936 is of a Loyalist soldier in Spain staggering back with arms spread wide
just after being struck in the head by a bullet. It is considered to be one of the greatest
war pictures of all time. Then there is the unforgettable one of a tiny wounded Chinese
baby sitting all alone and obviously howling on a railroad track in Shanghai on 28 August
1937 just after the Japanese had bombed the station.
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CHAPTER 6
NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION INSPECTOR,
CAMDEN, NJ
1939 – 1943

Notice regarding the next step in Ralph's career development came in an order of
11 July 1939 from the Navy Department's Bureau of Navigation as usual: “On or about
30 August 1939 you will regard yourself detached from duty in the Bureau of
Construction and Repair of the Navy Department and will proceed to Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania and report to the Commandant of the Fourth Naval District and, when
directed by him, report further to the Superintending Constructor of the New York
Shipbuilding Corporation in Camden, New Jersey for duty.”
So we moved to Haddonfield, New Jersey, a pleasant residential town across the
Delaware River from Philadelphia. I suppose the actual move took place in my absence,
because I was spending the summer working and playing along with other college
students or pre-freshmen (mostly Oberlin) at a small hotel on the southern shore of Lake
George in New York state.
Ralph's job at New York Ship, as most people called it, was to supervise the
inspection of Navy ship construction for compliance with contractual requirements and
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conformity to technical specifications and good practice. He supervised corps of
technical experts concerned with inspecting the building of battleships, cruisers, aircraft
carriers, naval auxiliaries and various types of landing craft. The description is short and
the language is simple, but what a blockbuster of a responsibility! New York Ship was a
huge operation in wartime and the specifications had to be met down to very small
measurements.
*****
Incidentally, before that summer was over, the war had actually started for the
Europeans, though not yet for us. As reported by the New York Herald Tribune on 2
September 1939: “German army invades Poland along four fronts; France and Great
Britain order general mobilization. Air raids at dawn herald Nazi attacks; Warsaw
bombed; Poles resisting stiffly. British in a virtual ultimatum tell Reich to call back
troops. French cabinet acts to honor pledge to Poles. Roosevelt cables an appeal to
British, French, Italian, German and Polish governments to refrain from bombing civilian
populations in open towns.”
*****
So much for the Maginot Line! The Germans went around it. On 11 May 1940
the Herald Tribune reported this seminal event as follows: “Reich invades Low
Countries and Luxembourg. Amsterdam, Brussels, Antwerp and other open cities are
fiercely bombed. Parachute troops land. Germans also bomb French cities. Civilians
dead. US to stay out Roosevelt says after long defense conference.”
More or less by coincidence there was another very significant headline on the
same day: “Chamberlain is replaced by Churchill. 71-year-old premier bows to public's
will after Laborites refuse to accept his leadership.”
Churchill's first speech to the House of Commons on 13 May 1940 is regarded as
one of the most crucial in modern history. Near the end he said: “I have nothing to offer
but blood, toil, tears and sweat.” (This is often misquoted as “blood, sweat and tears.”)
When the speech ended, the House, after a brief stunned silence, erupted into a rare and
moving ovation.
*****
On 21 May 1940 Ralph received a memo of minor importance from the Bureau of
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Navigation advising him that his title had been changed: “Due to the consolidation of the
shipbuilding offices, effective 15 May 1940 your duty will be: Office of Supervisor of
Shipbuilding, New York Shipbuilding Corporation, Camden NJ. The Secretary of the
Navy has determined that this employment on shore duty is required by the public
interests.”
*****
On 3 June 1940 the Herald Tribune reported: “Allied artillery guards last
approach to Dunkirk as evacuation nears close. Greater part of troops escapes capture.
Last thousands seek shelter.” The rapid advance of the Germans into France had trapped
large numbers of the British Expeditionary Force with escape only possible by sea from
Dunkirk. 198,000 British and 140,000 French and Belgian troops were saved. Many
small private boats participated in the rescue. These troops were of enormous value in
the future conduct of the war.
*****
Another organizational type memo came to Ralph from the Navy Department on
25 June 1940: “The Construction Corps of the Navy has been abolished by an Act of
Congress. In accordance with the provisions of the Act you are transferred to the Line of
the Navy in the grade of Lieutenant Commander and are designated for engineering duty
only.”
An order of 23 July 1940 assigned Ralph to temporary additional duty at Quincy,
Massachusetts reporting to the Supervisor of Shipbuilding of the Bethlehem Steel
Company in connection with hull erection work on the USS Massachusetts.
*****
Winston Churchill's address to the nation in September 1940 on the Royal Air
Force included these famous words: “Never in the field of human conflict was so much
owed by so many to so few.”
In the fall of 1940 Roosevelt conducted a political campaign for a traditionbreaking third term, running against the Republican Wendell L. Wilkie, and was reelected
with over 54 percent of the popular vote.
In one of the cassettes in the collection entitled Great Speeches of the 20th
Century, Princess Elizabeth and Princess Margaret on 13 October 1940 offer greetings to
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the children of England. Princess Elizabeth said that “I can truthfully say to you that all
we children at home are full of cheerfulness and courage.” This may seem somewhat
trivial and childish, but it had a big effect on morale at the time. The royal family was
living in London under the bombs like everybody else rather than in the safer countryside.
A famous photograph in Eyewitness dated December 1940 pictures the great
dome of St. Paul's Cathedral during an incendiary bomb attack surrounded by the burning
city of London.
*****
On 1 March 1941 Ralph was ordered to attend a conference on welding at the
Bureau of Ships in Washington, DC.
Ralph's career was now skyrocketing. In a memorandum of 21 April 1941 Ralph
was advised as follows by the Chief of the Bureau of Navigation: “The President of the
United States by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, having appointed you a
Commander in the Navy from the first day of July, 1940, I have the pleasure to transmit
herewith your commission, dated 21 April 1941. The Bureau congratulates you on your
promotion.”
*****
The war started for Americans on Pearl Harbor Day, 7 December 1941. In an
address to a joint session of Congress on 8 December President Roosevelt started out as
follows: “Yesterday, December 7, 1941 -- a date which will live in infamy -- the United
States of America was suddenly and deliberately attacked by naval and air forces of the
Empire of Japan.” His concluding words: “I ask that the Congress declare that since the
unprovoked and dastardly attack by Japan on Sunday, December 7, 1941, a state of war
has existed between the United States and the Japanese Empire.”
Three days later Germany and Italy declared war on the United States and
Congress, voting unanimously, reciprocated.
*****
And Wow! Here we go again. A memorandum of 7 October 1942 from the Navy
Department informed Ralph: “As you have been found physically qualified, you are
advised that the President, under date of 3 October 1942, appointed you for temporary
service at the rank of Captain USN from 20 June 1942.” Still a Lieutenant in 1936 and
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now a Captain. Three ranks higher in 1942.
And besides that Ralph received the following citation signed by the Secretary of
the Navy, James Forrestal, for his work at New York Ship:
“For outstanding performance of duty at the plant of the New York Shipbuilding
Corporation and nearby smaller shipyards, as Assistant Inspection Division Officer from
September 8, 1939, to May 8, 1942, and subsequently as Inspection Division Officer from
May 8, 1942 to November 16, 1943. In charge of inspection of materials and
workmanship, Captain McShane was responsible for supervising and checking
compliance by the contractor with specifications and plans in the building of one
battleship, several aircraft carriers and over one hundred landing craft vessels. By his
great technical skill, careful attention to details and sound judgment, he contributed
directly to the success of the warship building program at these various shipyards, thus
aiding the war effort at a critical time. His steadfast devotion to duty was in keeping with
the highest traditions of the United States Naval Service.”
“A copy of this citation has been made a part of Captain McShane's official record, and
he is hereby authorized to wear the Commendation Ribbon.”
Ralph's service as chief inspector at New York Ship ended with the following
memo from the Bureau of Naval Personnel to Captain Ralph E. McShane: “When
directed by the Supervisor of Shipbuilding of the New York Shipbuilding Corporation, on
or about 15 November 1943, you will regard yourself as detached from duty in the office
of the Supervisor of Shipbuilding. You will proceed to New York and report to the
Commandant of the Third Naval District for temporary duty awaiting the first available
transportation, including by air, to the port in which the Commander of US Naval Forces
in Europe may be and upon arrival report to him for duty on the staff of Rear Admiral
Alan G. Kirk, USN, a Task Force Commander.”
Ralph was going to war.
*****
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CHAPTER 7
WARTIME ENGLAND
1943 – 1944

In an “endorsement” signed by Admiral Stark, Commander of US Naval Forces in
Europe it is noted that Captain Ralph E. McShane reported to the Commanding Officer
US Navy Passengers at 2300 on 22 November 1943 in New York for transportation, that
transportation was completed at 0930 on 29 November 1943 at Greenock, Scotland, and
that he reported on the same date for duty on the staff of Rear Admiral Alan G. Kirk.
In a memorandum dated 14 January 1944 from the Commander of Task Force
ONE TWO TWO Ralph was ordered “to proceed on or about 17 January 1944 to
Portsmouth, Hants for temporary duty in connection with carrying out instructions of
Commander Task Force 122.” Not very informative, no doubt intentionally so.
Yet another: “On or about 16 march 1944 you will proceed to Southampton,
England for temporary duty in connection with carrying out instructions of Task Force
122.”
By good fortune I have, as an item in Ralph’s memorabilia, the horse’s mouth on
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his adventures before and during the Normandy Invasion. It is a book entitled Many a
Watchful Night by John Mason Brown, an author who was hired by the Navy to
participate in and write up the history of Ralph’s task force day by day.
He describes the physical and organizational set-up of Ralph's work in London
prior to the invasion as follows:
“There were two United States Naval commands in Grosvenor Square, near
neighbors at Numbers 20 and 15. There was Admiral Stark's known as COMNAVEU,
because Admiral Stark was Commander of US Naval Forces in Europe; and shared with
the Army. And there was our Task Force, under Rear Admiral Alan G. Kirk, who was
Commander of American Naval Forces participating in the Invasion. We, and the
commands under us, were the assault group in Admiral Stark's domain, with the Invasion
as our specific task.
“Both headquarters occupied imposing pink brick buildings faced with white
stone, and bore a family resemblance to the American Embassy. Both had been modern
apartment houses. Both were so opulent in their scale, decorations and bathroom fixtures
that no one denied the story which said that these apartments had been occupied by such
as Marlene Dietrich or the elder Fairbanks.”
*****
I spent about five months in England from July to November 1943 and left at just
about the same time as Ralph was arriving. We both arrived at Greenock, Scotland. I
was on a troop ship and Ralph came by air. Ralph spent more than a year in England,
broken by his time aboard the Augusta, and later he went to Germany for a few weeks as
part of the occupation.
Brown and Ralph and I as well as other Americans shared a number of
impressions about how things were in England during the war. Among many other
vignettes I have selected excerpts from Brown's descriptions of three inescapable
perspectives: (1) the pervasive blackouts, (2) the ubiquitous bomb damage and (3) the
necessarily massive intrusion of Americans.
Blackouts
“Many Americans, coming to England in the winter months, reached London
during a black-out. They emerged from trains which now seemed blinding in their
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brightness, to be swallowed up in the darkness. They stepped out into a world consisting
only of infinite folds of a black velvet curtain far too heavy to lift.
“The dim-outs in the States were noonday compared with the midnight of a
moonless black out; London, unlighted, seemed darker than the darkest countryside
through which the train had passed.
“Add to the darkness, which was foglike, a real fog, a London fog, which is the
realest fog there is, and you find yourself trapped and entombed by the mere absence of
light.”
“Some Americans learned like the British to lightning-bug their way with hooded
flashlights through the back streets.”
“We dreaded getting up in the tar-thick darkness on cold mornings, stumbling to
the office down inky streets and wading out again into the blackness in the late
afternoons.”
“New arrivals were driven through an invisible London by drivers equipped to
serve the Seeing Eye.”
“Ebony black-out curtains were always at hand, in flats, offices, homes and public
places. They were never out of sight; permanent shadows on the most cheerful walls.
From each sunset to each sunrise their bat wings were outstretched, their blackness spread
the wider.”
Bomb Damage
“Whole areas, reduced to cobblestones and as neatly raked as flower beds, told the
story. So did gutted buildings, their facings gone, their floors collapsed, the location of
their staircases marked by gashes on the now naked plaster of their interiors, and their
fireplaces and bedroom wallpapers pathetic in the guarantee of intimacy they had once
offered.”
“The churches, such as St. Clement Danes, roofless and charred, their windows
gone; the flattened Pompeian areas near the docks in the East End or around St. Paul's;
the ancient stones in the Temple, now fragments on the ground; the missing portico in
Whitehall, where the Horse Guards had once sat as imperturbable as toy soldiers; the
damage in Pall Mall across from St. James Palace or to the Palace itself - these could not
be missed.”
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“Gutted buildings were encountered in almost every block and square ... and those
entirely downed, where the basements were walled up and being used as emergency tanks
for fire fighting ... Seemingly intact, would be two, three, or five houses -- sometimes an
entire row -- empty, their windows boarded or gone, only their walls standing, locust
shells abandoned by the locusts.”
Intrusion of Americans
“As we Americans moved in, the British had no other choice than to move over,
which is no easy thing to do in your own house. Even the fact that they needed us, as they
frankly said they did, did not make the moving over easier.”
“We came hungry to a land where food was scarce ... We came thirsty to pubs and
clubs where the liquor supply was low.”
“We crowded their hotels. We crowded their streets. We crowded their
countryside. We added to their difficulties in getting taxis. We depleted the meager
stocks in their stores. We jammed their theaters and their restaurants, their movies and
their trains.”
“We moved into requisitioned buildings in every bruised village, town, or city
wherever forces were stationed. Where there were no towns we built them ... Our
relentless bulldozers ploughed up dark mud where green turf had flowered for centuries
and overturned old oaks to make way for macadam roads over which our jeeps raced.”
“All roads and most leaves led to London. And an overcrowded London had to
find room for all of our men in every service ... She was a pleasure town and a war
zone ... headquarters for the Invasion Forces and nerve center for a global war ....
Americans in and out of uniform, on every kind of mission and in every branch of service
must have appeared inexhaustible to Londoners.
“On the south coast of Devon, by British invitation, we went further .... We turned
our troops, our rockets, and our heaviest guns loose on English villages and farmhouses
from which the inhabitants had been evacuated. Our maneuvers, in which British ships
participated, were full-fledged performances, carried out as earnestly as if D-Day were
already upon us.”
*****
One thing that Brown didn't mention was the popular songs which, like those of
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other times and other places, tend to bring on nostalgia. Anyone who was in London in
1943 will remember A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley (pronounced BARKLEY) Square.
And there were others like the Lambeth Walk and Gracie Fields singing We'll Hang Out
Our Washing on the Siegfried Line. Unforgettable.
*****
Now the invasion was coming on.
In a memorandum of 18 April 1944 from Commander Task Force ONE TWO
TWO Ralph was ordered to proceed on 24 April 1944 to the port in which the Flagship of
Commander Task Force ONE TWO TWO may be and upon arrival report to Commander
Task Force ONE TWO TWO and continue your present duties. This was the start of
Ralph's duty aboard the Augusta which continued until D-Day and a little beyond.
The duties referred to were as Logistics Officer, US Naval Task Force, European
Invasion. These duties included preparation of basic logistics plans, coordination of plans
of subordinate commands, liaison with US Army and Allied military commands and
general coordination of US Navy logistics activities during the landings in Normandy and
subsequent early development of the military operations.
So from the time of his arrival in England until the actual invasion Ralph was
directing logistical preparations, at first from an office in London and after 24 April 1944
on board the Augusta.
Among Ralph's papers there is a formidable listing of the responsibilities and
organization of his Logistics Section which was labeled F4. Then there were two-digit
subsections like F42 and three-digit subsections like F421. Some of the words bobbing
up here and there in this document include: Records of the operational status of all ships
and craft, cognizance of all logistical plans, personnel planning including general
planning for berthing and messing, procurement of major materiel, recording of erection
progress, operation of logistics ships and craft, convoy information, salvage, ports
including Mulberry and captured ports, administration of the supply of petroleum and
other supplies. And it goes on.
Somebody marked in pencil at the top of this document: “F4 Himself.”
Ralph explained the whole thing more simply. He said that logistics is everything
except the actual fighting.
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*****
John Mason Brown describes the boarding of the Augusta as follows:
“Soon thereafter, when the spring was already upon us, we discovered that our
Task Force was to be subdivided into three groups: one the lucky and the rightly envied
(including Ralph), to go with Admiral Kirk on his flagship; another to be hut-based for
the time being in a South Coast port; the third, and smallest, to continue its much needed
intelligence work in London.”
“The announcement of forward and rear echelons is always anguishing. Among
military operations this severance is one of the most painful. Its casualties are wounded
spirits. This is why they hurt beyond remedy. Even a flagship must float, and to float can
carry only so many. Hence the pains of the pruning; the dashed hopes, the ardent
protests, the pleas to be taken along.”
“Moving day followed in a short time. Desks and files and maps, treasured plans,
safes and records, were piled up under guard on the pavements out front and under guard
taken southward by truck either to the Augusta or to the waiting huts.”
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CHAPTER 8
D-DAY ABOARD THE AUGUSTA
1944

It is not for me in this story to provide the world with yet another account of what
happened on D-Day. My focus is on Ralph and on the importance and complexity of his
role on that fateful day. And as I missed this occasion myself, I must rely on others to tell
his story.
The level of Ralph's seniority aboard the Augusta is evident in a
MEMORANDUM TO THE STAFF of 13 May 1944 from Admiral Kirk's Chief of Staff,
Rear Admiral A. D. Struble on the subject of “Administrative Procedure during the
absence of NCWTF and Chief of Staff.” The first paragraph:
“During the absence of Naval Commander Western Task Force and the Chief of
Staff during the weekend of May 14, the Senior Officer Present Afloat will be Captain E.
H. JONES, USN and the Senior Officer Present of the Staff of Commander Task Force
ONE TWO TWO for Administrative purposes will be Captain R. E. McSHANE, USN.”
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A pleasant event that occurred a few days before the invasion was the visit of
King George VI to the Augusta. There is a photograph on page 107 of Many a Watchful
Night showing Ralph about to shake hands with His Majesty as he moves along a lineup
of senior officers. John Mason Brown describes the occasion as follows:
“Finally on the South Coast there was the King's visit to the Augusta. With
Admiral Ramsey he had come to inspect the American Naval Forces under Admiral Kirk
which alongside the British would participate in the Invasion.
“Although several days of polishing and rubbing had preceded his visit, the men
could not, for reasons of security, be told who was coming.
“After a tour of the harbor with the Admiral on a PT boat, the King stepped lightly
up the gangway. Then it was that the Augusta's sailors, tired from standing in the cold,
saw in the flesh a face familiar to them on coins and stamps. It was a young face drawn
with fatigue; a fine face, really; sensitive, sad, and above all gentle.
“The King's manner radiated controlled timidity and disciplined shyness. He
looked as if he hated being the center of so much attention. Yet his smile was so gracious
and his step so agile that as a man he conquered Americans reared in sections not apt to
be overenthusiastic about British Kings.”
Incidentally Brown mentions Captain McShane as a Section Head on page 101 of
Many a Watchful Night.
And a few days later Brown had this to say:
“If anyone still had doubts about the moment's being at hand, these doubts
evaporated when with their staffs the Generals came aboard. First, Lieutenant General
Omar N. Bradley, as commander of the First Army and second to General Eisenhower in
the American Army's chain of command. The presence of this quiet, imperturbable
gentleman meant one thing -- action.”
“In his Order of the Day addressed to soldiers of the First Army, General Bradley
had said: “The future of the war, in fact, the future of our country, depends on the
success of this operation ..... It must succeed and, with God's help, it will succeed.”
*****
We are honored to have General Bradley’s granddaughter, Anne, as a member of
our family. She married our son, Tony, and one of their children is named Bradley
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McShane Doggett.
*****
There are so many things that happen during an invasion. Brown has eloquently
described two of the things that struck me especially at Anzio and that Ralph, of course,
would also have experienced off Normandy: One is the sound of the guns and the other is
the difference between being on a ship and being on land.
*****
The guns:
“It is almost time to stuff our ears with bits of cotton. When the big guns go, they
thunder like near-by echoes of the Judgment Day. They assault not only the enemy's
strong points but the eardrums of those aboard the ships which reel under them.
“The Texas answers the shore batteries furiously with enough fire to avenge the
Alamo. Great clouds of smoke pour out of her; flames spill from her like oranges from a
broken crate. She is ablaze with her own fire; indeed she seems struck merely because of
the frenzy of her striking.
“H-hour announces itself on all sides with a booming and a banging, a banging
and a booming. There never has been such a wholesale Knocking at the Gate.
Battleships, cruisers, destroyers - they all let go. The entrance march is played by an
orchestra composed entirely of kettledrums.”
“The Augusta quivers beneath us. The sound invades our ears. Even the cotton
cannot hold it back. It roars at well timed intervals, like a volcano trained to choral
action. Each time the roar comes fore or aft, the Augusta lurches slightly, as from a
groundswell of noise. Then she rights herself with a dowager's dignity.”
(Remarkably some of the big guns on that occasion were on board the battleship
Nevada on which Ralph had served as an Ensign when he first graduated from the Naval
Academy. The Nevada had been sunk by the Japanese on that first horrible morning at
Pearl Harbor but had been rehabilitated thereafter.)
*****
Soldiers and sailors:
“The death cries on the shore do not reach us. The falling bodies we do not see.
The hand-to-hand test of arms we do not share.”
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“We learn that the destroyer Carre has been sunk. And thank our stars that so far
we have been missed.”
“We have so far missed what they are facing. It is they who are taking it today.
But tonight?
“We felt strangely isolated; out of touch; ashamed to be so static when so many
men were facing death.
“Remembering the long months of the build-up, the suspense of the approach and
what we dreaded as we neared France, it was hard to believe that we were alive, afloat
and unhit.”
“Of course there were mines. Plenty of them.
“At that moment we were waiting in some suspense. On the bridge the rumor had
spread that they were attacking us with radio controlled bombs.”
“We heard that some E-boats were approaching.”
“Each night we heard the whir of the motors of at least one enemy aircraft
overhead. Once one of these stitched the water with bombs just astern of us.”
“Almost every night during the first week, because of bombs or mines,
Commodore Sullivan, our salvage expert, would dash out on a PT boat on sudden calls to
investigate a stricken ship. One morning he came back gray and shaken. He had looked
upon that scrambling messy death that is all the more ghoulish when encountered in the
ruins of a ship's tidiness. He had seen men, once neat, self-possessed, homesick, hopeful
and proud, reduced to arms, fingers, legs, intestines and raw chunks of meat scattered
beyond claiming against a crumpled bulkhead.”
“We in the Navy have, as a rule, the best of war. We see superb guns shooting
with marvelous accuracy at distant targets, The human cost of the hits does not come
within our vision.”
“If we are doomed to die, we die quickly. The quicker the better, if death it must
be. The horror of this instantaneous extinction the dying do not know.
“Even if death is our number, we approach it in cleanliness, with our companions,
and in some comfort. We do not have to push forward alone in the darkness into single
combat with an enemy who may be hiding behind any tree or wall. The snipers waiting
for us are mines and planes and shore batteries. Their only concern with us is as a ship, a
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whole ship.”
“We eat well or well enough. If we are wounded our sick bays are at hand. If illfated we go with a merciful suddenness or are saved by others of our kind. We do not
become a part of the grime of muddy fields or slump down in the gullies of lonely country
lanes. The sea swallows us up, which is a clean way out. It removes us from the range of
gapers. It grants us this final dignity.
“In the Army it is different. Sailors take their chances. Their courage can be of
the highest Heaven knows. To defy the sea is something even in peacetime. To defy both
the sea and the enemy at once, especially when they can be one, is still more. Even so, in
the Army it is different. It requires a different kind of stamina, a different kind of
courage. It is the harder, the more relentless, of the two services, if for no other reason
than that the infantryman does not stand on his ship. So often he stands alone,
comfortable living does not exist for the soldier on the move. The bombardment which
he faces lasts not for a battle but for a campaign. The country he must make his own is
the enemy's, and this at bayonet's length.
*****
The logistics:
The story of Ralph's logistics before and during the invasion is brought vividly to
life by Brown in the following selected excerpts:
“By sea and air, in convoys large and small, ... we, and our guns; our gas, our
DUKWs, and our tanks; our jeeps, our stretchers, and our files; our medicines and our
medals; our camouflage and our small stores; our typewriters, our desks, and those reams
and reams of paper which are the ignition, the oil and the curse of an invasion; our
bedding and most of our food; and everything we needed to build our bases, to house our
men in huts and offices, to repair our ships, and to equip us for the period of final training
and of final planning no less than for the attack itself and for its support -- all of these had
to be moved.”
“Daily the harbors were filling with ships. The roads were increasingly clotted
with trucks and tanks, with jeeps and guns, with bulldozers and ambulances -- all heading
south in a telltale migration. At some points there were great spreads of gravel to
guarantee under-wheel dryness of the loading points.”
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“Daily we saw vessels disgorge: Feeding, supplying, adding, adding to the men
and machines already landed ... None of us could avoid the Invasion's enormity.”
“The beaches throbbed with activity ... the backfires of huge trucks, the shout of
voices, the scrape of feet, the grinding of brakes, the giant grunts and groans of bulldozers
breaking their way through the landscape.”
“The sands were littered with stuffs; stuff being added to by boats newly arrived;
stuffs subtracted from by returning trucks; stuffs that just sprawled in the sun and waited.
“The beaches were a freight yard in the sand, a freight yard without trains or
tracks. On them the backlogs of an expedition were spread out.”
“Then there was the traffic, moving laterally across the stretches of sand in front
of the hills, grunting up the hills, with one vehicle following another as closely as coaches
on a train.”
“From the beaches, especially from the bluffs of Admiral Hall's beach, we could
appreciate the full panoramic spread of our sea strength and look to a more distant
horizon. Even then we could see no more than a fraction of it.”
“In the interior the grand design broke up into small single units facing
unpredictable hazards. In spite of field telephones and communication wires that
festooned the trees, we could not understand how anyone (like Ralph) ever kept track of
all these forces and their supplies. We could not grasp this ordered chaos.”
“The beaches below us were teeming with new arrivals. Trucks, guns, jeeps,
supplies, ambulances and great columns of trudging infantry were overrunning the
countryside ... The men and materials America had moved to Britain across a perilous
Atlantic had been moved again, this time to the Continent and in spite of greater dangers.
The plans, so long made (by Ralph and others in London), so minute in detail, so
grandiose in scale, so hazardous in expectation, had become history.”
*****
The substance and significance of Ralph's work are spelled out as follows in the
citation accompanying his Legion of Merit Award:
“The President of the United States takes pleasure in presenting the Legion
of Merit to Captain Ralph Edward McShane.”
CITATION:
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“For exceptionally meritorious conduct in the performance of outstanding
services to the Government of the United States as Logistics Officer of the Western Naval
Task Force prior to and during the invasion of Normandy on June 6, 1944.
Demonstrating consistently sound judgment in coordinating maintenance and supply
during the preparation for the Allied assault landing on the northern coast of France,
Captain McShane ably administered these services during the initial landings and
subsequent follow-up and development of the Normandy campaign. His professional
skill and unwavering devotion to duty throughout were important factors in the successful
prosecution of the war against the Axis powers.”
*****
Ralph also received the Croix de Guerre signed by General de Gaulle:
“Campagnes pour la liberation de la France, Decision No 539. Le General de
Gaulle, President du Gouvernement Provisoire de la République Française cite à l'ordre
du Corps d'Armée Captain Ralph E. McShane USN pour services exceptionnels de guerre
rendus au cours des operations de libération de la France. Cette citation comporte
l'attribution de la Croix de Guerre avec Étoile de Vermeil.”
Signé: de GAULLE
*****
Some of Ralph's own words are recorded in the familiar series “Victory at Sea”
prepared by the National Broadcasting Company and the Navy. Ralph had the honor of
presenting Episode 14 entitled “D-DAY.” He made the following statement: “The big
secret of the success of our D-Day operations was teamwork. Yes, teamwork wins wars
but more importantly it provides for the security of our country in times of peace. The
peacetime job of the armed forces is to be ready for war. A team can be likened to a
chain -- it can be no stronger than its weakest member. In no other field is teamwork
more vital to success than in the armed forces. The Navy is proud of its role on the
national defense team.”
*****
Ralph wrote a letter to his friend Rich Kelly on 12 October 1944. Some excerpts:
“I appreciate your letter of congratulation on the occasion of my receipt of the
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Legion of Merit. I am embarrassed that the affair received any publicity whatsoever,
because I feel, in all sincerity, that my part did not warrant any award. As a matter of
fact, it was largely the work of the people who were associated with me that resulted in
my good luck. I was the symbol of a hard working and intelligent organization.
“And now may I congratulate you on your own “Legion of Merit.” Ruth wrote me
the news that you are now a vice-president of Tidewater ..... I also expect confidently to
see you run the whole show before much more time elapses.
“Give my love to the kids and my warmest respects to Joan and yourself. Thank
you for helping take care of Ruth in these past months. It is a comfort to me to know that
she has friends such as you nearby.”
*****
Incidentally an entertaining souvenir in the Ralph McShane collection is a fake
100 franc note with three signatures in the round white watermark area on each side. On
one side is the signature of Omar Bradley along with Ralph Roycks and another that is
illegible. On the other side is A. G. Kirk, his chief of staff Rear Admiral A. D. Struble
and E. F. Jones who I think was the usual Captain of the Augusta. His cabin was
assigned to General Bradley when he came aboard.
*****
Ralph's duty on board the Augusta ended with a memorandum of 1 July 1944
from Admiral Kirk ordering him and 21 other officers to proceed to Plymouth, England
and report to the Commander of Task Force ONE TWO TWO at the Plymouth Command
and resume their regular duties.
Another change in venue as well as a change in duty was established in a memo to
Ralph from the Commander of Task Force ONE TWO TWO dated 27 July 1944: “On 29
July 1944 you will consider yourself detached from duty on the staff of Commander Task
Force ONE TWO TWO and will proceed in accordance with the following reference:”
(Unfortunately the reference is rather cryptic.)
“261402 CAPTS MITCHELL, McSHANE, AND RAGONNET, ALL USN DIRDET PROREP
COMNAVEU FOR DUTY ON STAFF OF VICE ADMIRAL GLASSFORD.”

No doubt COMNAVEU means naval commander for Europe, and Admiral
Glassford himself was the commander.
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Thus Ralph's fabulous experience as a key member of Admiral Kirk's Task Force
ONE TWO TWO was now over. An awful lot had happened between the time of his arrival

at Greenock, Scotland on 29 November 1943 and that of his re-assignment to COMNAVEU
on 29 July 1944. Only eight months!
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CHAPTER 9
LONDON, GERMANY, AND HOME
1944 – 1945

During that summer and fall of 1944 when my ship was involved in
Mediterranean convoys and the invasion of southern France, Ralph was deeply into his
new assignment in London reporting to the Naval Commander for Europe
(COMNAVEU).
His new duties, while no doubt less exciting and dangerous than the Invasion,
were nevertheless of vital importance. He would be responsible for direction of the
preparation of basic plans and the coordination of subsidiary plans for US Navy
participation in the occupation of Germany. He would generally supervise and instruct
Navy occupation forces and liaise with US Army and British planners.
It appears, however, that Ralph was not too happy with his new situation and also
that his closest friends and colleagues in Washington wanted to get him back there as
soon as possible. Here are two paragraphs from a letter of 25 October 1944 to Ralph
from Rear Admiral E. L. Cochrane of the Bureau of Ships in Washington:
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“In view of the position which Admiral Stark and Admiral Glassford are taking,
and of my very keen desire to have the EDO group well represented wherever their
services are desired if it appears that they will be reasonably advantageously employed,
we feel that it is best that you should stay on in Europe until, at least, the war situation has
broken and we know just what is in the wind.
“I can realize that you may not be too well pleased at the prospect, as I recall that
you are not a German-speaking Irishman. However, there should be some satisfaction in
being close to the scene at times as stirring as the present. I sincerely hope that you will
not feel that you are being abandoned by your friends on this side of the Atlantic, for such
is very far from being the case.”
****
At some time toward the end of 1944 Mother had an operation in Washington and
Ralph was given leave to be with her for a couple of weeks. No doubt he also dropped in
at the Navy Department to discuss his future with his bosses and other colleagues at the
office there. And he went to see Mom, Carol and Mom's sister, Mikie, at their little
apartment in Takoma Park, Maryland.
Back to his busy schedule in London. Ralph found time to write Carol a letter
dated 30 January 1945 just after her first birthday. This beautifully phrased letter tells a
lot about this gentle military man and about his feelings toward his foster family. The full
text follows:
30 January 1945
Dear Carol I hope this is the first letter which has really and truly been written to you, for you,
yourself.
I'm prompted to write it by the card you sent me in memory of my birthday. Your
card enclosed a picture of you. It's one that I wanted very much. It's a very beautiful
picture and it helps very much to span the big ocean that lies between us at this moment.
And it is a reminder of almost the happiest visit I've ever had - the morning I spent with
you while I was home.
Do you know the real reason I came to Washington that time? All that nonsense
about official business was really pretense. The truth of the matter was that I came to see
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you and your mommy. It will be a good many years before you understand how
important a man's first grandchild is. And when he has to come 3500 miles to see her
she's doubly important. So let me tell you that, next to seeing your grandmother Ruth, the
visit to you was the biggest thrill I had.
There was only one flaw in my visit. By a sort of unfair advantage I got to see
you - and hold you before your daddy did. That fact bothers me somewhat and when I see
your daddy I'll have to apologize to him. Being the kind of chap you very carefully and
wisely selected for a father he'll forgive me as he has forgiven me so many other things.
And that brings me to the question of the choice of people for important jobs. I
looked around very, very carefully and selected Trudy and Clint for children. Then you
choose the very same pair for your parents. Do you know, I think that's the nicest
compliment you could have paid me. It shows that we love the same kind of people and
that should prove to be an added tie to bind us more closely in the lovely years ahead.
Thank you for your card and your picture. I wouldn't trade your picture for the
Mona Lisa.
Promise me to look out for your mother until your daddy returns from the war. I
hope and honestly believe that won't be very long from now.
With love,
Grandpop McShane
There is another delightful letter from Ralph to Carol dated 22 March 1945
responding to a letter that Carol sent to thank him for a little silver spoon that he had
given her. No doubt Carol got a little help from her mother in maintaining this
correspondence.
*****
The continuing competition for Ralph's services between Washington and London
is expressed in this letter of 27 February 1945 from Admiral Cochrane to Admiral Stark:
Admiral H.R. Stark, U.S.N.
Commander, U.S. Naval Forces in Europe
20 Grosvenor Square
London W.1., England
Dear Admiral Stark:
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“Your letter of 17 February regarding McShane is thoroughly pleasing to us in its
report of the satisfactory performance of duties that McShane is giving to you, but
disappointing in that you feel you need to keep him on in London, because, as I
had said, we are badly in need of technical officers here in the United States and
in the Pacific.
“I am, however, fully alive to the importance of the duties in Europe and
appreciative of the fact that McShane is of great value to you; and I have no desire
to take steps which would interfere with the effective accomplishment of your
missions. I agree therefore to McShane staying on as long as he is essential to
your needs. I do hope, however, that as Head of the European Affairs Division he
will not become completely indispensable and that we can count on getting him
back when his two years have transpired, which is about November 1945.
“With best wishes and many thanks for your always cheerful notes, I am
Very sincerely,
/s/

E. L. COCHRANE
Rear Admiral, U.S.N.

In a letter of 6 April 1945 from Ralph to Vice Admiral (promoted) E. L. Cochrane
he explains his situation on the job as of that time. The question as to the appropriate
further duration of his stay in Europe was under active discussion at high levels on both
sides of the Atlantic. Here is the text of Ralph's letter which provides some insights:
Dear Chief:
“I am overdue on a report to you of my present status and my activities.
“I did not see Admiral Stark's letter to you requesting my retention but I have seen
your reply. Since you stated that the need for my continuation on this job was
disappearing I think I'd better explain the situation from my point of view.
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“Admiral Stark spoke to me prior to writing to you. I stated then that, in view of
my participation thus far in the post-hostilities affairs, I believed it desirable that I
remain here until the show gets underway. As a part author of some of the plans
and a participating organizer of the set-up I have an understandable curiosity in
the workings of the scheme.
“In many respects my major job is over. We have organized, staffed and trained
the “task forces” who will actually do the work on the Continent. We have
fostered and initiated the planning. So now, with the task forces established, the
planning just about completed and the movement started, the major staff work is
finished and the remainder of the job passes to other hands. However, there still
remains the need for an “expert” on Admiral Stark's staff to answer questions and
give advice until the Continental forces are completely established and working.
When that point is reached I don't see why I can't pack up and leave this theater.
“The European Affairs Division of ComNavEu at the outset was a fairly large and
busy aggregation. Admiral Glassford, as Deputy ComNavEu for Occupied
Countries, kept the “division” quite well supplied with work. The division's
duties could, in no wise, be considered a naval constructor's job but also, because
of its extraordinary field of activity, it couldn't be pinned on any particular naval
group. The division finally evolved into a small group of reasonably imaginative
officers plus a secretariat to keep track of the enormous and confusing mass of
papers covering the wide field of military government, disarmament,
demobilization and port operation. The very helpful knowledge of the command
arrangements, staff organizations and personalities over here was supplied by
Ragonnet and me plus a couple of smart young officers.
“The present status of the division is that Admiral Glassford has been relieved by
Rear Admiral Schuirmann and has departed, Ragonnet has joined the operating
forces and the chief secretariat officer left to become Admiral Glassford's Flag
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Secretary. There remain McShane, a principal assistant and a small secretariat. It
is my judgment that I should stay here to preserve continuity until the need for
such an organization completely vanishes. That time, I estimate will be a couple
of months after V-day.
“In the meantime I'll try to avoid getting dug into any extraneous matters which
would be cause for a request to continue me here. I'm not anxious to remain here
any longer than necessary but I'd like to see the job through.
“I hope this meets with your approval. I think the status of EDO's in general will
benefit somewhat as a result.
“May I offer my congratulations on your vice-admiralcy. I can honestly state that
I know of no one who deserves that rank more than you nor who will bring greater
distinction to it.”
Sincerely,
R. E. McShane
Vice Admiral Cochrane's reply of 14 April 1945 provides some further
elaboration of the issues. Incidentally EDO means Engineering Duty Only. The text:
“My dear Ralph:
“I appreciate very much your letter of 6 April, and I am in full accord with your
desire to stay in London so long as there is real need for your services on the staff
of Deputy ComNavEu for Occupied Countries, and I have no question that the
status of the EDO's in general will be enhanced by the work that you are doing.
“My only question is, of course, relates to the pile of straight EDO work which
has to be done here at home as well as in the Pacific.
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“A number of the older men are dropping out of the picture and, of course, with
the departure of retired officers and the general tightening up of administrative
duties, we are pressingly in need of able people here at home to carry out our own
duties. I do hope, therefore, that you won't get involved in additional duties which
will prevent your coming home reasonably soon after the cessation of hostilities in
Europe. By reasonable, of course, I have in mind several months, to make sure
that the arrangements that have been set up are actually effective.”
Sincerely yours,
E. L. Cochrane
Vice Admiral, U.S.N.
In a memorandum of 27 February 1945 Ralph reported that in accordance with the
instructions contained in paragraph 6 of reference A (not available) he arrived in Brussels
for temporary additional duty at 1135 on 27 February 1945. Later he reported that this
duty was completed and he left Brussels at 0945 on 1 March 1945. Another memo
indicates that he went to Paris in the course of this same assignment.
In a memorandum of 14 May 1945 to Ralph from the Commander, US Naval
Forces in Europe he was ordered to proceed on or about 15 May 1945 to Paris and report
for temporary additional duty to the Commander of US Naval Forces, France; and thence
to such other places as may be considered necessary for the purpose of carrying out the
instructions of the Commander, US Naval Forces in Europe.
An almost identical memo ordered him to Paris on or about 26 May 1945.
****
On a lighter note the following souvenirs of Ralph's time in London are preserved
in his archives:
•

A map of London underground lines originally issued in 1941

•

Tickets number 6691 and 6692 on London Transport Buses to Church Road,
Richmond

•

Membership card to the Pheasantry Club Ltd., 152 King's Road, SW3
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•

Membership card to the Old Quebec Club, 30 Old Quebec Street, London W1

•

Membership card to the Orchard Club (and restaurant) Orchard Court, 142
Wigmore Street, Portman Square W1, Welbeck 3873

•

Membership card to the No. “3” Grosvenor Club, 3 Grosvenor Square, W1

•

What to Do in London, a guide for naval officers in London

•

A brochure for the Mount Royal Hotel in London.
Two other cards relate to access to his office building in London. One is

an “Admiralty Pass” and the other an “N. H. Pass.” Both contain the following
formidable admonition: “This pass is a document issued subject to the Official Secrets
Act, and failure to take reasonable care of it is an offence under those Acts.”
****
Ralph participated in the early occupation of Germany with particular
responsibility for the re-activation of German shipyards and the refitting of captured
ships.
Some details of this period of service show up in a memorandum that Ralph wrote
much later, i.e. 4 February 1949, to “Code 255” requesting authority to wear the Navy
Occupation Service Medal. The text was as follows:
1. “On or about 10 July 1945, while I was attached to the Staff of Commander, U.S.
Naval Forces in Europe, I was ordered for temporary duty as the Navy Liaison Officer
in connection with the rehabilitation and outfitting of the captured liner EUROPA.
On that duty I reported to Commander Task Force 126. I was stationed, specifically,
in the U.S. Naval Advanced Base, Bremerhaven, Germany. On or about August 3,
1945, I reported to Commander Task Force 126 for duty on his staff at his
headquarters in Bremen. On or about 15 August, 1945 and prior to the arrival of
permanent orders attaching me to the staff of CTF-126, I returned to London for
medical reasons and on 20 August 1945 was ordered to the United States for
hospitalization and medical treatment.
2. “The above continuous service in Germany as a member of the Occupation Forces
was in addition to several other trips of inspection in Germany during the period of
occupation as a member of the staff of Commander Naval Forces, Europe.
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3. “On the basis of the above service I request permission to wear the Ribbon of the
Navy Occupation Service Medal and to receive the medal when it is issued.”
It is interesting to see that Ralph took pride in his decorations as well he should.
Oddly this memo was written on Ralph's 50th birthday.
Another item in the file is a note in somebody else's handwriting entitled:
“Captain McShane's itinerary on trip to N. German Ports, 26 May to 2 June 1945,” initials
illegible.
The itinerary in very precise military terms was as follows:
Arrived

Left

-

London (Bov'n)

251516

261653

Paris (Orly)

280936

281203

Breman

290835

291210

Hamburg (by car)

300930

301205

Flensburg (by car)

301515

301830

Hamburg (by car)

310830

311015

Kiel (by car)

311105

311315

Hamburg (air to Paris)

311635

311953

Paris

021758

London

-

Ralph held a docks pass for the harbor of Bremerhaven that was issued on 13 July 1945.
Among Ralph's souvenirs there are two military currency bills. We used to call this scrip.
They are entitled: “ALLIERTE MILITARBEHÖRDE IN UMLAUF GESETZT IN
DEUTSCHLAND.” The denominations are EINE MARK and FÜNFZIGPFENNIG.
These were probably worth a fair amount at that time.
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Ralph's overseas service in World War II was rather abruptly terminated by a memo
of 20 August 1945 to him from the Commander of US Naval Forces in Europe. The
first paragraph of this order entitled “Change of Duty” read as follows: “You are
hereby detached from your present duties and all such other duties that may have
been assigned to you. Proceed to a port of embarkation in the United Kingdom as
designated to you verbally for first available transportation, including government
and/or commercialair, or vessel, to a port in the United States. Upon arrival proceed
and report to the Medical Officer in Command, US Naval Hospital, Brooklyn, New
York for hospitalization and medical treatment.” It was noted on the back that he
reported and wasadmitted for treatment on 21 August 1945. I don’t know what was
wrong with him.
On 15 September 1945 Ralph received a memo from the MedOfinCom,
NavHospNYK on the subject of ORDERS - CONVALESCENT LEAVE which
included the following first paragraph: “In accordance with the authority contained in
the above references (not available), and not requiring further active treatment, you
are, this date, granted THIRTY (30) days convalescent leave, at the expiration of
which you will reportto this hospital for readmission.
On 23 October 1945 Ralph received the following order from
MedOfinCom, NavHosp NYK: “In compliance with above references (not
available) you are hereby discharged from treatment and are directed to report to
Commandant Third Naval District, 90 Church Street, New York, New York for
temporary duty pending further assignment by the Bureau of Naval Personnel.”
The Commandant of the Third Naval District didn't keep Ralph very long.
His office passed on to him the following dispatch of 26 October from the Bureau of
Naval Personnel: “UPON DISCHARGE TREATMENT NAVAL HOSPITAL
BROOKLYN NY CAPT RALPH E MCSHANE 56741 PROCEED REPORT
BUSHIPS WASHN DCDUTY X AUTHORIZED DELAY ONE MONTH
REPORTING DELAY COUNTS ASLEAVE. KEEP BUPERS AND NEW
STATION ADVISED ADDRESS.”
Ralph received more or less the same message
66 from MedOfinCom, NavHosp
NYK on 29 October 1945 and so ended Ralph’s participation in World War II. And
then came happy reunions.

CHAPTER 10
BUSHIPS FISCAL DIRECTOR,
WASHINGTON1945 – 1949

V-J Day was a watershed for Ralph and for me and probably for almost
everybodyelse who had been directly or indirectly involved in the war. There were all
those things that had been happening in the days, weeks and months before, and now
quite abruptly came the realization that there was a whole new world out there in
front.
Ralph at 46 was in his prime with a distinguished war record behind him and
waspoised to move ahead into three more assignments at very high levels of
responsibility and authority culminating in his retirement as Vice Admiral nine years
later.
His first postwar job was identified in a memorandum of January 3, 1946, to
himfrom the Chief of Naval Personnel: “You will report to the Chief of the Bureau
of Ships, Navy Department, for duty as Fiscal Director of the Bureau of Ships, Navy
Department, and report also to the Secretary of
67the Navy for additional duty with the
Fiscal Director for the Department of the Navy.”
In this position Ralph directed the maintenance of financial accounts, control

of funds, and budget preparation and justification during the period of demobilization
and deactivation of Navy ships. He negotiated the settlement of wartime fiscal
accounts of private shipyards. He also coordinated fiscal reorganization and revisions
resulting from the establishment of the Department of Defense. He participated as a
senior representativein numerous formal and transitory committees concerned with
financial matters.
The first item on the record of this job was a memo of August 7, 1946, to
Ralph from the Chief of the Bureau of Ships transmitting the permanent citation for
the Legionof Merit that had already been presented to him.
Ralph's rank of Captain was made permanent on September 17, 1947. He
signedthe following oath: “I, Ralph E. McShane, having been appointed Captain in
the U.S. Navy, to rank from 20 June 1942, do hereby accept such appointment, and
do solemnly
swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States
against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to
the same, that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose
of evasion, and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duies of the office on which
I amabout to enter so help me God. Signed: Ralph E. McShane.”
Thus it took the bureaucracy a long time to catch up with the
promotionsnecessitated and earned in wartime situations.
General Bradley tells an even more complicated story about himself in A
Soldier'sStory: “One of my colleagues called: 'Morning, General. How did you sleep
with all that brand new rank you've got?' The day before, I had been notified of my
promotion to a brigadier general on the permanent list. The commission had been
predated to September1, 1943. Because my rank as a permanent colonel dated from
October 1 of the same year, we were not yet certain as to whether I was going ahead
or backward. Until the day before, I had been a Sears, Roebuck general; all three stars
were temporary, good for 'theduration and six months.' Now I was assured at least one
permanent one in Arlington.”
Another memorandum regarding Ralph's Legion of Merit came to him on
February 27, 1948, from the Chief of Naval 68
Personnel. It read as follows: “The Navy
Department Board of Decorations and Medals has reviewed and approved the
Citation ofyour Legion of Merit for the wearing of the Combat 'V'. You are,

therefore, authorized towear this device on your Legion of Merit ribbon.
“This authorization does not constitute a determination of your eligibility for
special benefits upon retirement as provided by law, by reason of having been
specially commended by the head of an Executive Department for performance of
duty in actual combat. Such determination will be adjudicated and forwarded to the
Secretary of the Navy for approval when referred to the Board by this Bureau at the
time that retirement isimminent.” (NOTE: Ralph was eventually promoted to Vice
Admiral in this context on the occasion of his retirement.)
In something that must have been dreamed up by the Department of
Understatement, Ralph received on July 26, 1948, a certificate signed for the President
bythe Secretary of the Navy, John L. Sullivan, with text as follows: “The President of
the
United States of America expresses the sincere appreciation of his fellow countrymen
forthe loyal service rendered by CAPTAIN RALPH EDWARD MCSHANE,
UNITED STATES NAVY, on active duty in the United States Navy during World
War II, in testimony whereof I am privileged to bestow this Certificate of
Satisfactory Service.”
On September 14, 1948, Ralph was assigned temporary additional duty
as follows: “On or about 29 September 1948 you will proceed to Sperry
Gyroscope Company, New York, New York, and to such other places as may
be necessary, fortemporary duty in connection with Naval Engineering
Developments.”
One element of comedy in Ralph's file during this period is a memo from him
to his boss on November 28, 1948, reporting on the results of three two-dollar bets
that Ralph had purportedly made on the horses on behalf of the Admiral. The memo
is “Fromthe Official Horseplayer by Appointment to the Chief of BuShips to Vice
Admiral, the Honorable E. W. Mills, O.B.E. on the subject of Operations Report.”
The discussion is almost as arcane as one of Ralph's analyses of ship construction
specifications.
Apparently the Admiral shared Ralph's passion for horse racing.
Ralph was informed officially of his next
69 job in a memorandum of March 22,
1949, from the Chief of Naval Personnel as follows: “When directed by the Chief of
theBureau of Ships, on or about 1 July 1949, you will regard yourself detached from

duty inthe Bureau of Ships, Navy Department, and from such other duty as may
have been assigned you; you will proceed to Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and
report to the Commander, Naval Base, for duty as Commander, Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire. You are hereby authorized to delay until 18
July 1949 (provided no excess leave involved) in reporting to Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, in compliance with these orders, such delay to count as leave.”
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CHAPTER 11
COMMANDER OF THE PORTSMOUTH NAVY
YARD1949 – 1950

Ralph arrived in Portsmouth in 1949 in quite a different role from the junior
officer position he had occupied upon arrival there two decades earlier. This time he
wasthe boss. He sent the following memo to the Chief of the Bureau of Ships on 22
July 1949: “In accordance with reference (a), I reported on 18 July 1949 to the
Commander,
U.S. Naval Base, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, for duty as Commander,
PortsmouthNaval Shipyard. I assumed command of the Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard this date.”
In this position Ralph was responsible for the general control of a shipyard
engaged in the construction, conversion, and repair of submarines. The Portsmouth
shipyard was an integrated industrial establishment consisting of a wide variety of
shops, warehouses, drydocks, transportation and heavy weight-handling equipment,
and berthingfacilities. It employed artisans with the wide range of skills typical of a
shipbuilding and ship repair yard.
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On 1 August 1949, Ralph wrote himself an official memorandum assigning a

house for him and Mother to live in. The memo is to Captain Ralph E. McShane,
USN, from Commander, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, and is signed by R. E.
McShane. The textis as follows: “Quarters 'B' are hereby assigned for your
occupancy from and including 1August 1949.” This apparently presumptuous action
was covered by a supporting reference whose content is unknown to me. Anyway, he
surely deserved Quarters B, which was probably very nice. And why not A?
I'm sure that Mother was in her glory as “first lady,” albeit in her modest
way. There must have been a lot of entertaining along with many informal bridge
and pokergames, sometimes with couples and sometimes with “the girls.” And
there were race tracks not far away. Mother was a little sad, though, about our
having taken her grandchildren away for a long stay in Rome starting in December
1948.
Mother is not mentioned very much in this entire account as there really isn't
verymuch to say about her. Ralph was her life and that was it. She dropped her
potential nursing career and never worked after she married Ralph. And there were
no children other than me. She and many of the other Navy wives seemed to lead a
rather frivolous existence, but she was always there when Ralph needed her for
anything, including moralsupport. In my observation he was never disappointed.
One reason Mother had plenty of spare time was that she was efficient. She would
have most of the dishes washed before the meal was over. And she would quickly
addressall of the Christmas cards before writing notes on the cards. Of course, at the
Navy Yard she had plenty of help in the house and in the kitchen.
Mother loved to shop, whether it be for food, clothing, or Christmas presents.
Shewould always ask the butcher for “a pound of the top of the round, ground,” and
they would both laugh every time. Once when we were living on Jennifer Street in
Washington the fierce dog next door got loose and charged us just as we were
arriving home with our groceries. Mother calmly dropped that pound of the top of the
round on the pavement and walked into the house.
Mother was not exactly a spendthrift, but she wasn't a penny-pincher either.
She was familiar with many of the quality department stores along the East Coast from
Bostonto Washington, and she loved to patronize them. She knew what she wanted,
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and it didn't take her long to decide. When Lisa Grimmer was recalling Mom's and
my wedding, she said she was wondering at first, “Who was that elegant lady in the

fur coat?”
Mother was short, probably a little less than five feet three, and she tended
to beon the plump side. But she worked on it all the time, experimenting with
various diets, and she always managed to look trim and neat.
Mother and Ralph and their friends drank a little, but not too much. I don't
remember ever seeing either of them drunk. Maybe a little tipsy sometimes. Ralph
alwayssaid that they had to wait until the sun was over the yardarm. Mixed drinks
like Manhattans, whisky sours, and screwdrivers were popular at that time. Ralph
prepared them meticulously in the right proportions in a cocktail shaker. In fact Ralph
did everything meticulously.
They both smoked Chesterfield cigarettes. Mother probably would have
lived alittle longer if she had been able to kick the habit.
Even as Commander of the Navy Yard, Ralph had some occasional
temporary duty elsewhere. In the same peculiar format of a memorandum from
himself to himself dated 25 August 1949, he ordered himself to proceed to
Washington, D.C., in time to report at 0900 on 29 August 1949 to the Chief of the
Bureau of Ships for temporary dutyto attend a conference. There is a reference that
may explain what this was about.
On 1 October 1949, Ralph received the delightful but bewildering (to me at
least) news that he was not only a Rear Admiral as of right now but had been one for
a very long time. A memorandum to Ralph signed by Secretary of the Navy Francis P.
Matthews“for the President” on the subject of “temporary appointment” reads in part
as follows: “The President of the United States, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate, temporarily appoints you a Rear Admiral in the Navy to rank from the
twenty-eighth day of January 1944.”
It was mentioned earlier that Ralph's rank as Captain was made permanent
on 17September 1947. So now he was retroactively being made a temporary Rear
Admiral three years and nine months before he became a permanent Captain. Don't
knock it!
But “Captain Ralph E. McShane” received three more memos, dated 19
December1949, 4 January 1950, and 5 January
731950.
The memorandum of 19 December 1949, was from the Chief of Naval
Personnel. It specified Ralph's expertise as an “Engineering Duty Officer, Qualified on

Submarines”and authorized him to wear the appropriate insignia.
The memo of 4 January 1950, relates to Ralph's physical examination for
promotion to the grade of Rear Admiral. The memo quotes a message from the Bureau
ofPersonnel that deserves to be requoted here verbatim:
CAPT RALPH E MCSHANE 56741/1400 REPT BDMEDEXAMINERS
PHYSEXAM PROMOTION GRADE REAR ADMIRAL X COMPLETION
EXAMINATION MEDBD SUBMIT IMMEDIATELY TO JAG BY
AIRMAIL FORMAL REPT ACCORDANCE CHAP TWELVE COURTS
AND BDS X PHYSEXAM CONSISTING EXAMINATION CANDIDATE
AND CURRENT HEALTH RECORD REFER ALNAV 3 48 X ATTN
INVITED BUPERS CL 177DASH 48 X ADVISE BUPERS BY DISPATCH
EXAMINATION RESULTS AND WHETHER CAPT MCSHANE HAS
ANY OBJECTION EXAMINATIONON RECORD BY
NAVEXAMININGBD COMPOSED OF RADMS ROBERT M GRIFFIN
CMA RALPH S RIGGS CMA FREDERICK W MCMAHON AND HEBER
H MCLEAN
The memo of January 5, 1950, is from the President of the Board of
Medical Examiners and provides the following good news: “Examined this date
and found to bephysically qualified to perform all the duties of your grade at sea.”
The documentation on Ralph's promotion continued with a memorandum
dated 10February 1950, from the Chief of Naval Personnel to Rear Admiral Ralph E.
McShane
USN that read as follows: “The President of the United States having temporarily
appointed you to the rank of Rear Admiral, I have the pleasure to transmit herewith
yourappointment. It is requested that the attached Acceptance and Oath of Office be
executedand returned to the Chief of Naval Personnel.”
Ralph responded as follows on 14 February 1950: “I, Ralph Edward
McShane, having been temporarily appointed a Rear Admiral in the USN to rank
from the 28th dayof January 1944, do accept such appointment and do solemnly
swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States
against all enemies, foreignor domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to
the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose
of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on
which I am about to enter; so helpme God.”
It is rather hard for me to imagine Ralph
74 or anybody else balking at signing
thisoath and thereby giving up the chance to be promoted to Rear Admiral.
Incidentally, as shown in an earlier listing of military ranks, a Rear Admiral

is atwo star Admiral equivalent to a Major General in the Army.
The official certificate relating to Ralph's promotion is most impressive.
Here isthe full text:
“The President of the United States of America: To all who shall see these
presents greetings. Know Ye that reposing special trust and confidence in the
patriotism, valor, fidelity and abilities of Ralph E. McShane, I do appoint him, by and
with the adviceand consent of the Senate, a Rear Admiral in the United States Navy to
rank as such fromthe twenty-eighth day of January, nineteen hundred and forty-four.
This Officer will therefore carefully and diligently discharge the duties of the office to
which appointed by doing and performing all manner of things thereunto belonging.
“And I do strictly charge and require those Officers and other personnel of
lesserrank to render such obedience as is due an officer of this grade and position.
And this Officer is to observe and follow such orders and directions from time to
time as may begiven by me or the future President of the United States of America
or other Superior Officers acting in accordance with the laws of the United States of
America.
“This commission is to continue in force during the pleasure of the
President ofthe United States of America for the time being under the provisions of
those Public Laws relating to Officers of the Armed Forces of the United States of
America and thecomponent thereof in which this appointment is made.
“Done at the City of Washington this second day of July in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and fifty-one and of the Independence of the United
States ofAmerica the one hundred and seventy-fifth.
“By the President” Signed Francis P. Matthews, Secretary of the Navy.
Ralph had some further temporary duty when he was ordered by the
Chief of
Naval Personnel to report to the Chief of the Bureau of Ships in Washington to attend
a conference on 6 June 1950. On another occasion he was ordered by the
Commandant of the First Naval District to proceed on or about 13 June 1950, to the
Naval War College inNewport, Rhode Island, in connection with the Atomic Energy
Indoctrination Program.
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Ralph became a member of the United States Naval Institute on 25
September 1950. An elegant certificate in his file states that “R. E. McShane is a

Regular member ofthe United States Naval Institute, the mission of which is the
advancement of Professional, Literary and Scientific knowledge in the Navy.”
I don't know how important this institute might be, but his membership in it
suggests to me an interest on Ralph's part in the Navy on an intellectual plane,
somethingmore than nuts and bolts, and it also suggests a recognition by others that
Ralph had a significant contribution to make at a broad intellectual level.
The end of Ralph's duty as Commander of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
was announced in a memorandum of 9 October 1950, from the Chief of Naval
Personnel, which read in part as follows: “When directed by the Commander of the
Naval Base in Portsmouth, NH, on or about 1 November 1950, you will regard
yourself detached fromduty as Commander of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and
will proceed to Washington, DC, and report to the Chief of the Bureau of Ships at
the Navy Department for duty as Assistant Chief of the Bureau of Ships for Field
Activities.”
This next assignment was modified, however, in another memo from the
Chief ofNaval Personnel only one week later. Ralph would report to the Chief of the
Bureau of
Ships as scheduled, but for some unspecified assignment.
The concluding ceremony of Ralph's second Portsmouth era was a testimonial
dinner to Rear Admiral Ralph E. McShane given by the Master Mechanics and
Foremens’Association of the Naval Shipyard at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, on
Wednesday evening, 1 November 1950, at Folsom-Salter House. The dinner was
attended by the President, Vice President, and Secretary of the Association as well as
sixteen of its other members. Besides Ralph there were eleven guests, including eight
captains and three commanders. Apparently it was a stag affair. The menu started
with New England clam chowder and ended with after-dinner mints. The menu was
signed by all of the members and guests.
The members also signed and presented to Ralph an elegantly lettered
certificateon parchment that read as follows: “Know All Men By These Presents:
Whereas, Rear Admiral Ralph E. McShane, USN, has shown a sympathetic attitude
toward, and an understanding of, the problems
76 of the Master Mechanics and
Foremen, and as a result ofthe trust and confidence he placed in them, it has been
voted to elect him an Honorary Member of the Master Mechanics and Foremens’

Association of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with all its rights and privileges.
Signed and Attested 25 October 1950.”
No doubt the President said some nice things about Ralph at the end of the
dinnerand Ralph responded graciously. It appears that Ralph was liked and respected
by the people who worked for him. They didn't have to do all this.
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CHAPTER 12
BUSHIPS CHIEF OF STAFF,
WASHINGTON1950 – 1954

As mentioned at the end of Chapter 26 Ralph was detached from duty
as Commander of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and ordered to report on or
about 1November 1950 to the Chief of the Bureau of Ships at the Navy
Department in Washington for an unspecified assignment.
The chief of the Bureau assigned Ralph to serve as his principal staff officer
withthe title of Planning Officer, Bureau of Ships, Navy Department. Obviously the
position
required the varied high-level skills of an experienced senior officer. He was
responsible for the preparation of basic mobilization plans and the coordination of
subordinate plans. He prepared specific plans and agendas for negotiation of contracts
with several Europeangovernments for the use of Mutual Assistance funds and was
Head of Group and principal negotiator with foreign government groups in Paris,
Rome, The Hague and Copenhagen. He cooperated with US embassies, US military
representatives and the Mutual Security Administration.
*****
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Ralph had so much “Temporary additional duty” during his assignment at the
Bureau of Ships that it is best to treat it as a separate category which throws further

lighton the substance and variety of his experience.
•

On 13 June 1950 proceed to the Naval War College at Newport, Rhode
Island, inconnection with the Atomic Energy Indoctrination Program.

•

On or about 20 December 1950 proceed to New York, NY, and report to
theCommander, Eastern Sea Frontier, for temporary duty at a
conference.

•

On or about 24 January 1951 you will proceed to New York, NY, to
attend ameeting of the National Industrial Conference Board.

•

On or about 7 March 1951 you will proceed to Brooklyn, NY, and report to
the Commander, Military Sea Transportation Service Atlantic, for temporary
duty at aconference.

•

On or about 30 April 1951 you will proceed to San Francisco, California and
report to the Commander, Western Sea Frontier for temporary duty in
connectionwith analysis of the MSTS maintenance and repair organization.
Thence proceed to such additional places as may be necessary for similar
temporary duty.

•

On or about 29 May 1951 you will proceed to New York, NY, and report to
theCommander, Eastern Sea Frontier, for temporary duty in connection
with a conference.

•

On or about 4 June 1951 you will proceed to the New York Naval
Shipyard, Brooklyn, NY, to deliver a lecture.

•

Having been appointed a member of a line selection board to convene at the
Bureau of Naval Personnel, Arlington Annex, at 1000 on 14 August 1951,
you will report to the president of the board for this duty. (NOTE: A “line”
officer is ageneral, all-purpose officer as distinct from a specialist.)

•

On or about 13 November 1951 you will proceed to such places within the
UnitedStates as may be verbally directed for temporary duty in connection
with naval matters (very mysterious!)

•

On or about 20 December 1951 you will proceed to New York, NY, to
attend ameeting of the National Industrial
79 Conference Board.

•

On or about 25 September 1952 you will proceed to Headquarters,
Commander Operational Development Force, Atlantic Fleet, Naval Base,

Norfolk, Virginia fortemporary duty in connection with undersea warfare
matters.
•

On or about 20 October 1952 you will proceed to Headquarters,
CommanderEastern Sea Frontier, New York, NY, for temporary duty in
connection withshipbuilding matters.

•

On or about 19 November 1952 you will proceed to Detroit, Michigan, to
attend ameeting of the National Industrial Conference Board.

•

On or about 19 December 1952 you will proceed to the University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., for temporary duty in
connection withmanagement matters.

•

On or about 6 April 1953 you will proceed to the International Business
MachinesCorporation, New York, NY, for temporary duty in connection with
electronics matters.

•

On or about 13 May 1953 you will proceed to Camp Detrick,
Frederick, Maryland, for temporary duty in connection with research
investigations.

•

On or about 20 May 1953 you will proceed to New York, NY, to attend a
meetingof the National Industrial Conference Board.
*****
One of the major episodes in Ralph's service during this period was his

leadershipof a team concerned with the sale at very low prices of surplus US Navy
ships to European countries under what was called the Offshore Procurement
Program. The team'snegotiations in Europe lasted from 17 January through 9 March
1952 and took place in London, Frankfurt, Heidelburg, Hamburg, Paris, Rome, the
Hague and Copenhagen.
We have copies in the file of an exchange of letters on this subject between
William H. Draper Jr., United States Special Representative in Europe, and
Admiral William M. Fechteler, Chief of Naval Operations. Mr. Draper wrote the
following letterto Admiral Fechteler on 15 July 1952:
“The magnitude of offshore procurement effected during fiscal year 1952 has
beenan achievement of the highest order, an80
achievement which is all the more
remarkable when one realizes the difficulties encountered in adapting standard U.S.

procurement operations to those prevailing in Europe.
“Particular credit is due on the Navy side to Admiral R. E. McShane, USN,
and Captain Gordon Rule, USNR, of the Bureau of Ships, and to Lt. Cmdr. Donald F.
Kent, USN, Officer in Charge of the Naval Purchasing Office, London. I would
consider it a great pleasure if you would commend them and thank them on my behalf
for their splendid work, since I consider the Offshore Procurement Program to be one
of the most vital contributions we have so far made in achieving the objectives of the
Mutual SecurityProgram in Europe.”
Admiral Fechteler responded as follows in a letter of 7 August 1952:
“Thank you for your letter of July 15, 1952, praising the services rendered to
theMutual Security Program in Europe by Rear Admiral R. E. McShane, USN,
Captain Gordon Rule, USNR, and Lieutenant Commander Donald F. Kent, USN.
“It is always gratifying to know when naval personnel perform their
assignmentsin an outstanding manner, and especially so when the commendation
comes from outsidethe military departments.
“Please be assured that the officers concerned will be apprised of your high
regardfor their performance of duty, and I am pleased to inform you also that copies
of this correspondence are being placed in the official record of each.”
We also have some notes about this mission written by Ralph in faint pencil
with a lot of abbreviations in a small notebook. These relate mostly to itinerary and
expenses and are very hard to read. It is interesting that he was paying about $1 for
lunch and $2 fordinner while travelling.
Ralph managed to squeeze in a visit to Mom and me and the kids in Rome in
earlyFebruary 1952 during the Italian phase of his European mission. This was a great
delight for all of us except that it happened to be just at the time I had somehow come
down withchicken pox at the age of 31 and was terribly sick, 104° fever, etc. Dr.
Forte looked at meand remarked helpfully: “That's a pretty piece of face.” I kept a big
jar of grease on each side of the bed and dipped into one or the other whenever I had
to scratch with right or left hand, thus preserving my smooth complexion.
I was so germy that I could only wave to Ralph standing at the bedroom door.
Hewent off to some cocktail parties with Mom,
81 Hollis and Louise Chenery, etc. As a
horseracing buff, Ralph was fascinated to meet Hollis, who, in addition to being a
very good economist, was the son of Christopher Chenery and, therefore, part of the

horse racing family that had produced all of those big winners like Hill Prince and
many others with names usually beginning with Hill.
I'm pretty sure that the Italians took the ships and Ralph didn't get my chicken
pox. But the children did, which was sort of a disgrace for me, although probably a
goodthing for them to get it over with.
*****
One of Ralph's most remarkable exploits during his final tour in Washington
washis preparation of an article entitled Testing Compartments for Tightness by Use
of Compressed Air, published sequentially in four issues of the Journal of the
American Society of Naval Engineers dated 2 May 1952, 3 August 1952, 4
November 1952, and 1
February 1953.
This is a genuine tour de force which fully demonstrates his amazing
technical capabilities and intellectual tenacity. The formulas in the appendices
boggle the mind. Idon't see how he could have done all this on top of his senior
administrative duties.
Probably a lot of it was in his head already. I am presenting here as Appendix B some
excerpts which are a small fraction of the total work and which avoid the complex
analysis. Ralph was very good at synthesizing the main points and stating them in
termsunderstandable to the layman.
The subject sounds a little dull, but would probably be a very exciting
one topeople trapped in a submarine compartment between two others full of
water. Ralphcould probably imagine such feelings very well after all of his
experience aboard submerged submarines. I will mention some things that
struck me to be of particularinterest in the article:
I thought it was noteworthy that the first reference was dated January 1922
and that Ralph was still working on the problem in 1952 with a big war in between
and lots ofpeople depending for their lives on the tightness of compartments. On the
other hand Ralph makes the point that shipbuilders should not seek total tightness, but
only adequatetightness, because total is unnecessary and would add enormously to
construction time and expense. Also there are great variations in dealing with
82

tightness in relation to different elements such as air, water and oil.
The methods employed at the New York Shipbuilding Corporation under the

heading of “Criteria of Tightness” are of special interest to our family because of
Ralph'sjob from 1939 to 1943 there at New York Ship supervising the inspection of
naval ship construction. So he was writing from personal experience in this article.
As mentioned inChapter 6, Ralph received a citation for outstanding performance at
New York Ship signed by the Secretary of the Navy, James Forrestal.
*****
The Ralph McShane file is further enriched by the text of a speech that he
presented at a meeting sponsored by the association of Engineers and Scientists of the
Bureau of Ordnance and the Association of Senior Engineers of the Bureau on the
subjectof “Management Problems in a Military-Civilian Organization.” It is
fascinating to juxtapose this example of Ralph's oratory with his profound written
analysis of the testingof compartments for tightness.
Ralph's oral delivery is both reasonable and firm. He jokes about military
discipline, but leaves no doubt that he believes it works well and is basically a good
thing
for the people concerned. It gets the job done. He recognizes that there are problems
in relationships between military and civilian staff in a large organization like the
Bureau ofShips, but he provides convincing evidence of continuing improvement.
He is upbeat; some might say naive. Junior staff members, whether military or
civilian, get ahead by trying to make their superiors look good and by seeking
wholehearted cooperation among all the people necessary to accomplish a task. He
admitsthat this sounds like religion, but he believes it to be correct.
His overall presentation is serious and thoughtful, worthy of respectful
attention on the part of his audience. At the same time he makes sure they stay awake
through occasional injections of his special brand of humor. His opening gambit is to
refer to the invitation for him to speak on All Fools Day, and he starts off his final
comment during the discussion period by admitting that he has not stopped beating
his wife. He also notesthat there are some stinkers in the military and he has worked
for some of them.
The text of Ralph's speech and his comments during the discussion thereafter
arequoted in Annex C. I believe this material83
throws quite a bit of light on Ralph's
personality and capabilities.
Ralph was transferred from the Bureau of Ships to the Office of Naval

Materialsometime in August 1953 and there is very little in the file that might
explain the significance, if any, of this change in duty. The change took place in
two stages.
On 24 June 1953 Ralph received a memorandum on the subject of
“change of duty” from the Chief of Naval Personnel via the Chief of the Bureau of
Ships with thefollowing text:
“When directed by the Chief of the Bureau of Ships in July 1953, you will
regardyourself detached from duty in the Bureau of Ships and will proceed to San
Francisco, California, and report by letter to the Chief of the Bureau of Ships for
duty as Inspector General, Bureau of Ships, with headquarters at Treasure Island,
San Francisco. You willalso report to the Commander, Western Sea Frontier, for
additional duty on his staff as Inspector and Advisor.”
Then came another memorandum dated 5 August 1953 from the chief of
NavalPersonnel via the Chief of the Bureau of Ships, also on the subject of change
of duty:
“When directed by the Chief of the Bureau of Ships, in August 1953, you will regard
yourself detached from duty in the Bureau of Ships and will report to the Chief of
NavalMaterial for duty.” No job description is available in the file.
One difference in style from the previous duty is that there was no
temporary additional duty between 19 May 1953 and 6 July 1954 at which time he
was ordered toreport to the Office of the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, USN, and the
Naval Inspector ofOrdnance, 85 Liberty Street, New York, NY, for temporary duty
in connection with shipbuilding matters.
Another order dated 19 July 1954 required him to “proceed to the following
places and to such additional places as the Supervisor of Shipbuilding USN, and
Naval Inspector of Ordnance, Jacksonville, Florida, may direct for temporary duty in
connectionwith shipbuilding matters.
Office of the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, USN, and Naval Inspector of
Ordnance, Jacksonville, Florida.
Olson Corporation, Beresford, Florida
Smith Basin and Drydock Company,84
Fort Lauderdale, Florida.”
*****
During his final duty in Washington, Ralph served on a number of boards and

committees. Under the heading of “temporary additional duty” above it was noted
that heattended at least five meetings of the National Industrial Conference Board.
Some other examples of this type of service are noted in the record.
On 16 July 1953 Ralph received a memorandum from the Chief of Naval
Personnel appointing him as the senior member of a board that would be concerned
withrecommending officers for postgraduate instruction in naval construction and
engineering.
The Chairman of the Department of Defense Advisory Committee wrote
thefollowing letter to Ralph on 13 August 1954:
As one of the original members of the DOD Components Advisory
Committee your constructive approach to the various problems presented was an
important factor inthe development of the components study program. The Defense
Mobilization Board has
approved the use of the Borrowing Authority under the Defense Production Act,
whichmakes available a sum of $2,100,000,000 for this program.
You have made a substantial contribution to the defense effort, should we
ever becalled upon to mobilize again. The components staff and other members of
the AdvisoryCommittee join me in expressing appreciation for your contribution and
in offering best wishes in your new assignment.
Another letter, undated, is from the Chairman of the Committee on
Organizationof the Department of the Navy:
“The Committee on Organization of the Department of the Navy has
completedits study and submitted its report to the Secretary of the Navy. I am
happy to say the Secretary has approved and accepted this report and its
recommendations.
“This report was made possible only by the frank and helpful assistance of all
whojoined with the Committee in its discussions and contributed of their time, their
expert knowledge and experienced judgment.
“On behalf of the Committee, I want to express our sincere appreciation for
yourmost valuable contribution to the Committee's study.
“Because of your personal interest a copy
85 of the Committee report is enclosed
foryour own use.”
*****

Ralph's year of duty in the Office of Naval Material would be the last
assignment in his distinguished career as a naval officer. The effective date of his
retirement was 31July 1954, making it 34 years of service as a midshipman and officer
(and gentleman).
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CHAPTER
13
RETIREME
NT1954

The paper trail toward Ralph's retirement, effective 31 July 1954, began
with amemorandum of 15 April 1954 on the subject of “Request for Voluntary
Retirement”:from Ralph to the Secretary of the Navy via (1) Chief of Naval
Material, (2) Chief, Bureau of Ships and (3) Chief of Naval Personnel. The text
was as follows:
1.

Having completed 34 years of continuous commissioned service I

requestto be transferred to the retired list of the Navy effective 1 August 1954. As an
officer restricted to engineering duties I would normally retire in accordance with
statutory provisions as of 30 June 1955.
2.

I have been offered employment by George Washington University

inconnection with research in logistics being conducted by the University for the
Navy. This occupation will continue my participation
in an activity concerned with
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nationaldefense.
3.

This opportunity will not be available indefinitely and it is very

advantageous to me that I be able to accept it in the near future. Upon retirement I
must supplement my retired pay by additional income in order to provide for
extraordinary family obligations. Further, because of the family situation, it is most
desirable that I establish my permanent home in Washington, D. C., and I have taken
steps to do so. The employment in prospect at George Washington University is
exceptionally well-suited tomy personal requirements and failure to obtain it would
entail a large measure of personalhardship.
4.

My request is for retirement within the same fiscal year as it

would normally occur by statutory requirements. For this reason I believe that
my voluntaryretirement will not be contrary to the best interests of the service.
Next there is an endorsement of 22 April 1954 by the Chief, Bureau of
Ships tothe Secretary of the Navy via the chief of Naval Personnel:
1.

During his thirty-four years of commissioned service, which has

included a responsible wartime assignment in the European theatre, and a tour as
Commander of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, as well as several important
assignments in the Bureau ofShips, Rear Admiral McShane's contribution to the
Naval Service has been an outstanding one.
2.

It is with sincere regret that the Chief of the Bureau of Ships

recommendsapproval of this request. However, in view of Admiral McShane's plans
to continue his contribution to the defense effort, it is considered that his voluntary
retirement will be notcontrary to the best interests of the service.
Ralph received the following letter from the Chief of the Bureau of Ships,
RearAdmiral W.D. Leggett Jr., dated 29 July 1954. It began “Dear Ralph” and was
signed “Dunward.”
“In launching you on your new career with your retirement from active duty in the
Navy I don't want to write you a formal farewell letter as Chief of the Bureau of Ships.
But I do want to take this opportunity again to tell you how very much all of us
have enjoyed working with you these many years and that we are going to miss
you sorelystarting right away.
“You have given a great deal to the Bureau of Ships and its predecessor
Bureau ofConstruction and Repair, and we're
88all grateful to you for your good work.
Especially in these last few years you have been a great stabilizer and a wise counsel
as Planning Officer for the Bureau.

“In taking to the greener fields of retirement I want to wish you every success
andI know that you will have it. I understand that moving into this state takes some
adjustment, but with your wisdom and profound philosophy I doubt that the change
will even be noticeable.
“Warmest personal regards to you and Ruth.”
The chief of Naval Material sent Ralph an endorsement dated 31 July 1954
confirming that he had reported for separation on 29 July 1954 and that he was
examinedand found qualified for separation in accordance with Article C-10412,
Bureau of Personnel Manual. Ralph's address was shown as 3031 Sedgwick Street,
NW, Washington 8, DC.
A memorandum of 19 July 1954 to Ralph from the Chief of Naval Personnel
viathe Chief of Naval Material relieved him of all active duty on 1 August 1954.
The orderto report to Jacksonville, Florida, on or about 19 July 1954 was cancelled.
Then came some wonderful news: “Having been specially commended by the head
of the executivedepartment for your performance of duty in actual combat, you will
be transferred to theretired list with the rank of Vice Admiral but with retired pay
based on the rank of Rear Admiral pursuant to the provisions of US Code, Title 34,
Sections 383 and 410n.”
In its Daily Administrative Bulletin of 5 August 1954 the Bureau of Ships
reported on Ralph's retirement as follows:
RETIREMENT OF REAR ADMIRAL McSHANE
“RADM Leggett said that RADM McShane was meeting with the Council for
thelast time in his present capacity. The Chief said that RADM McShane, who is a
classmateof his, has often been his shipmate. He will be badly missed throughout the
Navy and especially in the Bureau of Ships. For the past three and a half years, he has
been a valuable asset to the Bureau. In addition to providing technical advice and
excellent knowledge of the history of the Bureau, particularly in fiscal matters, he has
furnished a necessary philosophical outlook. His service to the Navy and to the
Bureau, during the war and right up to the present, deserves and has our gratitude. We
hate to see him go, butwe are very happy that he is going to another kind of work
which he likes and that he willremain in Washington.
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“RADM McShane thanked the Chief. He commented that he has spent a good
partof his career in the Bureau, looks on it as home, and regards the people in it as a

family ofwhich he is proud to have been a member. He expressed his profound
gratitude for the kindly and considerate treatment he has received from the Chief
during recent years and particularly during the past few months. In leaving, he again
voiced thanks to his friends at the meeting and elsewhere for their willing help and
loyal friendship.”
Official confirmation of Ralph's rank as Vice Admiral is set forth in a
beautifully scripted document with a blue seal in the lower lefthand corner as follows:
“From the President of the United States of America to all who shall see these
presents, greetings: Know ye that Ralph E. McShane having been specially
commended for his performance of duty in actual combat by the head of the executive
department under whose jurisdictionsuch duty was performed was on 1 August 1954
placed upon the retired list of the United States Navy with the rank of Vice Admiral.
Done in the City of Washington this second day of August in the year of our Lord
One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Four and of the Independence of the United
States of America the One Hundred and Seventy-Ninth.” By the President signed C.S.
Thomas, Secretary of the Navy.
Ralph's retirement was also marked with distinction in the following letter
of 1August 1954 from the Secretary of the Navy, C.S. Thomas:
“It is with sincere regret that I note your transfer to the Retired List of the U.
S. Navy. The termination of your active service will be a distinct loss to the
Government ofthe United States.
“The promising military character which you exhibited early in your career
has been borne out in a most outstanding manner and has marked your Naval service
with eminent success. You have demonstrated most ably your competence to fulfill
assignments of great responsibility and leadership. The standards of leadership and
performance you maintained have had an incalculable effect upon the training and
shaping of the careers of the numerous young officers and enlisted men you have
commanded or with whom you have been in contact. I note with extreme pleasure
that you received the Legion of Merit for exceptionally meritorious conduct in the
performance of outstanding services to the Government of the United States, as
LogisticsOfficer of the Western Naval Task90
Force, prior to and during the Invasion
of Normandy, June 6, 1944. You were commended by the Secretary of the Navy for
outstanding performance of duty at the plant of the New York Shipbuilding

Corporation and small shipyards, as Assistant Inspection Division Officer from
September 8, 1939, to May 8, 1942, and subsequently as Inspection Division Officer
from May 8, 1942, to November 16, 1943.
“Throughout your career you have commanded the respect and admiration of
all with whom you served. By your professional skill, courage and devotion to duty
you havecontributed materially to the expansion of the U. S. Navy into the world's
finest. Our country owes a debt of gratitude to you and the other men of your calibre
whose efforts and deep loyalty have brought about these results. I take great pride on
behalf of the NavyDepartment in offering you an earnest 'Well Done' and in wishing
for you continued success and many years of happiness.”
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CHAPTER 14
THE SENIOR SCIENTIST

The job would indeed provide an ideal transition for Ralph into civilian life
andrather surprisingly, he was not very well off financially considering that he
retired as a
Vice Admiral and he and my mother had always lived modestly, albeit in comfort and
dignity. At that time, perhaps even now, military officers had plenty of bennies, but
their salaries were not very high. Moreover, Mother never worked for a salary during
their marriage and Ralph’s mother had already been a widow for 25 years at the time
of his retirement, having been almost totally dependent on him all this time. And she
was to liveyet another 14 years.
Symbiotic relationships between the military establishment and the private
sectorhave often been subject to criticism, for example when a former high ranking
officer is hired by a large corporation to lobby for them in Congress or to land
lucrative contracts for them with the Department
92 of Defense.
The record shows pretty clearly that this was not at all the case with Ralph. He
was a highly respected expert in the field of naval logistics (among other things) and

he was brought into an arrangement whereby the Navy was providing funding to
GWU thatwould enable them to conduct research intended to help the Navy improve
its logistical operations. Ralph was magnificently qualified to engage in this kind of
activity and I’m sure it gave him a lot of satisfaction.
There is a six-page document in the file entitled Logistics Research for the
Navy,written by Ralph in November 1955, which gives the layman a clear and
simple idea of what the project was all about. After a brief introduction he includes
sections on the purpose of the project, what it has done, its current tasks and its
potential utility. I have incorporated this document herein as Annex D.
Apart from my general gratification in gaining insights into what Ralph was
doingover an 8-year period, there are several aspects of Ralph’s paper that struck me
in particular:
One thing is the advance in technology during the ten years after Ralph had
been engaged in a monumental logistical task relating to the invasion of Normandy.
He and hiscolleagues in 1944 could really have made good use of the Logistics
Computer designed by Ralph and his fellow researchers at GWU in 1954. The
computer would certainly haveeased the burden and the guesswork involved in
dealing with the logistical monster of the Normandy invasion so eloquently described
by John Mason Brown and quoted in Chapter
8 of the present account. And now I can only dimly imagine the further phenomenal
progress that must have been made in computer-enhanced logistical calculations over
the40 years since the Logistical Computer started spewing out its magic way back
there in 1954.
Another point that Ralph makes here and in other writings relates to the
fallibilityof human judgment even on the part of the most knowledgeable and
experienced officers. Obviously the need to make sudden decisions can’t be avoided
altogether, but research findings can lead to methodologies that can reduce the
margin of error.
I also enjoyed Ralph’s defense of pure research, especially the credit he
gives toNewton and Leibnitz in contributing toward the possibility of constructing
modern aircraft carriers.
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*****
In my close tracking of Ralph’s career through the years I gradually came to

realize that there is a lot more to logistics than nuts and bolts and ships and planes.
Thereis an enormous amount of organization and administration involved, both
military and civilian. Ralph said a lot about this in his speech entitled Management
Problems in a Military-Civilian Organization (Annex C).
Thus his work at GWU evolved into what might be called pure research in
hisproduction of a 59-page document entitled A Framework for the Description of
SocialOrganizations published by GW on 13 September 1962.
I would not expect a document with a title like this to be full of mathematical
formulas, but it is, and I don’t understand them very well. Nevertheless I have pored
overthis paper for many hours and will try to give some explanations as to what it is
all about.
Ralph always loved to talk about how people were constantly
misunderstanding one another because they used different words to describe the same
thing or had differentunderstandings of the meaning of the same words. This is
especially true of long bureaucratic words and, of course, when abbreviations are
thrown in it all gets worse.
Ralph may have been kidding when he said he once attended a meeting which went on
forsome time before it was realized that some people thought the decision would be
made bythe Senior Officer Present (SOP) while others thought that Standard Operating
Procedure
(SOP) would prevail.
And “organization” is one of the most difficult words in the language when it
comes to people talking about it at cross purposes. In a succinct resume of what he
was doing at GWU in the late fifties and early sixties Ralph stated that his principal
focus was“research in ‘organization’ theory in an endeavor to provide a mathematical
basis for development of such theory.” When relaxing at home Ralph was also
developing mathematical methods of forecasting stock market trends and horse
racing results. This was his way.
My best effort to summarize and explain (?) Ralph’s document on
socialorganization is presented here as Annex E.
An attachment at the end of Ralph’s 94
paper provides a distribution list for the
technical papers produced by the GWU Logistics Research Project. The list contains
quitea prestigious array (102) of mainly military and university entities which makes

me believe that this particular effort by Ralph would by carefully studied by other
kindred spirits and commingled with many other mutually reinforcing endeavors of
related nature.
It would be interesting to find out if Ralph produced any other papers for this
project and whether some of his colleagues did some related work. In general, from
talking to Peppy about some of his college courses, I understand that mathematical
analysis of management and organizational activities and problems has developed
into a highly sophisticated and intricate art/science in the years since 1962,
particularly with theamazing evolution of computers.
*****
There are just two more short administrative documents in the file relating to
Ralph’s work at George Washington University from 1954 to 1962. The first, dated 31
August 1961, is from the Administrative Secretary of the President and reads as
follows:
It is a pleasure to inform you of your appointment as part-time
senior scientist in The George Washington University with salary of
$5200for the fiscal year ending August 31, 1962.
Your duties will be assigned by the Principal Investigator of
theNavy Logistics Research Project. This appointment is subject to
all the
conditions and terms of Contract Nonr-761 (05).
Your acceptance of this appointment is an agreement that you
willassist the University to abide by the terms of the contract in all
respects, including those having to do with inventions, copyrights,
and security regulations.
President Carroll has asked me to extend his good wishes
for aproductive and satisfying year.”
I am shocked by the $5200 salary figure although I don’t know how many
hoursper week he was working. It would be reasonable to assume at least 20. As a
full-time medium level bureaucrat at the time I was making $13,245 and I was no
Vice Admiral.This seems to reflect the relatively
95 low salaries paid to both military
and academic personnel. It is especially unfortunate that Ralph really needed the
money. Incidentally, the inflation factor between 1964 and 1999 has been more

than 5 to 1.
The other document, dated 28 February 1962, is a routine “Statement of
Employment” required by the US Navy of all regular retired officers. Here are
someexcerpts of the main points:
“I am a regular retired officer of the Navy, and was retired on 1 August
1954. “My employer is the George Washington University, Washington 6,
D.C. My
employer sells the following to agencies of the Department of Defense: Research in
various fields. The particular agency of the University in which I am employed
providesresearch services in the field of logistics and associated sciences.
“My position title is Senior Scientist and I undertake research in matters
assignedby the Principal Investigator. My chief activity has been in the area of
Organization Theory.”
“I have received a copy of DOD Directive 5500.7 and I will not ‘sell’ to
theGovernment in violation of the statutes and policies cited in that Directive.”
*****
There is nothing more in the file about Ralph’s association with GWU and
so I assume it ended with the above mentioned appointment through 31 August
1962. And now Ralph was about to enter into the blackest period of his life. My
mother died after a
short illness on 16 September 1962 just 3 days after the publication of Ralph’s paper on
social organizations. And that was the end of his creative writing.
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CHAPTER 15
DEATH OF MOTHER
1962

Mother and three of her “girlfriends” had just concluded a happy week at
Cape May living in a cottage owned or rented by one of them and doing what they
loved best, playing bridge and poker. Why not? They would get started at about 10 in
the morning and then break for one of those attractive, low-cal (?) ladies' lunches, and
then resume theaction up to the cocktail hour. They didn't overdo this, just enough to
enhance their already excellent conversational capabilities. Cooking and shopping
duties were shared amicably and maybe there was an occasional stroll along the
waterfront and a small amount of TV viewing. Also they all enjoyed the popular
music of the 20s and 30s.
After dinner the serious business of card playing was resumed up to a
reasonable time for retirement. In the evening it would be poker with all kinds of
fancy variations that you never heard of. And97
they were as good at it as they were at
bridge. Practice makes perfect. I have mentioned how some of Mother's maneuvers at
bridge would throwRalph off track when they were playing together.

The ladies always played for money in both bridge and poker, but not a lot of
money. Just enough to add some stimulation to their already avid interest in the games.
Isuppose they would be just about all even at the end of a week of hard play.
*****
The awful thing happened on a bus when Mother was on her way back to
Ralph inWashington. She collapsed in the aisle of the bus with a stroke and never
regained consciousness except for a few seconds a couple of times. She was taken to
the naval hospital in Philadelphia.
I happened to have been the first one in the family to be informed by the
hospitaland the message was vague, like “she fell down on a bus.” I finally got through
to Ralphand told him what little I knew and he seemed to realize instantly how bad it
really was.
He got up there to Philadelphia very rapidly.
I believe that Ralph found a place to stay in or near the hospital for much of
the time (several weeks) that Mother was there. I also went up on the weekends and
Mom was there a couple of times even though it was hard to arrange for somebody to
take careof the kids. The ever faithful Mary Burr was almost always there sharing
Ralph's vigil.
Mostly we would sit around in a nearby waiting room and occasionally one of
us would go into Mother's private hospital room and stand by her bed for a few
minutes. Wehad been given almost unlimited access. Whenever I was the one to go
in I would talk to her almost non-stop and I felt that she knew I was there. I would
say things like: “It's a beautiful fall day out there, just the kind you liked best when
you were all dressed up walking fast down Connecticut Avenue even with highheeled shoes on, heading for yourfavorite shops, etc. etc.” And sometimes it seemed
to me that her eyelids would flicker a little and there was a shadow of a smile. Ralph
was always eager for me to report back tohim after I had been in there.
One time Mother suddenly said: “How are the kids?” In my astonishment I got
theimpression that she sat bolt upright, but she probably only moved her head a little.
Another time she blurted out: “I've had a trach.” Having been a trained nurse
sheapparently realized even in her condition98
that she had had an operation called a
tracheotomy, which is the surgical formation of an opening into the trachea through
theneck to allow the passage of air. The trachea is the main trunk of the system of

tubes bywhich air passes to and from the lungs. She couldn't breathe without this
operation or maybe not very well. Obviously she was in very poor shape, and with
each passing day we came closer to a full realization that we had lost my dear
mother.
Eventually a decision was made to move her to the naval hospital in Bethesda,
Maryland, just outside of Washington. It sounded to me like she was being taken there
todie as everybody had given up hope and, in fact, she did come to the end a short time
thereafter.
The funeral and the burial were carried out without a great deal of fanfare. I
remember a few little special things. As she had wished, a bracelet with the names
and birth dates of her six grandchildren was left on her wrist. Also, among the
flowers there
were 6 small pots, one from each of them. How she did love those kids when she
wasalive!
I looked into the coffin and amid the tears was startled by how small she
looked, like a doll. Ralph couldn't bring himself to look.
Mother was buried at Arlington Cemetery beneath a headstone that already
hadRalph's name on it as well as hers. He would be joining her there some 20 years
later.
Mother's obituary in the Washington Post read as
follows:“Mrs. R. E. McShane
Wife of Admiral
Services Take
PlaceIn
Washington,
D.C.
“Mrs. Ruth E. (Johnson) McShane, 67, wife of Admiral Ralph E. McShane,
diedSunday at the Naval Hospital, Bethesda, Maryland, after a short illness.
“Besides her husband, she leaves a son, Clinton L. Doggett, and six
grandchildrenin Washington, D.C., a brother, Charles L. Johnson of Framingham,
two sisters, Helen, Mrs. James McGrath of Saxonville;
Jeanette, Mrs. Edward Bradley
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of Mineola, N.Y., andseveral nieces and nephews.
“Mrs. McShane was born in Everett, Massachusetts, the daughter of the late John

A. and Sigrid (Lundeberg) Johnson.
*****
Ralph was in terrible shape after my mother's death, and we did our best to
console him. He had dinner with us almost every evening for quite a long time. And
wecame to know more than ever how close we were to him and what we meant to
him, especially at this time.
As the days went by we were all more and more aware that my job and our
lifestyle would soon take us away from him. I would be leaving the following April
for Saigon and Mom and the children would follow shortly thereafter. Ralph was
pretty muchrecovered by then but we still felt bad about deserting him for two years
which would be followed only by a short period of home leave in the summer of
1965.
One very special event with Ralph that summer was a trip that he took with his
namesake, Peppy, to Annapolis where Ralph showed him the campus and they had a
fullday of togetherness including the drive back and forth and the mid-day meal.
Although there was very little likelihood that Peppy would ever become a
midshipman, it was a memorable experience for both of them. It strengthened the
already strong bond betweenthe two Ralph McShanes. I often wished that Ralph had
lived long enough to know Peppy’s son, Ralph McShane Doggett Jr. (PJ).
Mary Burr was an important part of the scene at this time. Her grief at
Mother's passing couldn't compare with Ralph's, but she did care a lot. And for a
while these circumstances seemed to throw Ralph and Mary together. In fact, Mom
and I had ourselves convinced that they would eventually be married. But this was
not to be. In thefirst place, Ralph would not be ready to marry anybody for quite
some time. But, more importantly, even at 63 years of age, most people (especially
men) are looking for a degree of romance and excitement when they initiate a
courtship. And Ralph apparently didn't see these things in Mary. She was a lovely
person and had a doctor's degree in nursing, but she was about 4 years older than
Ralph and somewhat stodgy in both appearance and personality. I'm sure that neither
Mom nor I ever asked him directly aboutthis, but one day shortly before I left for
Saigon, he blurted out: “Clint, I can't marry Mary.”
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I really think that Mary wanted to marry Ralph, and when she came to the
full realization that this was not going to happen she did an amazing thing. She

joined the Peace Corps. She probably had a variety of motives, but among them no
doubt was herneed to get Ralph off her mind and to get herself out of Ralph's way.
They sent her to Paraguay for two years! That's about as remote as you can
get. Who ever gave any thought to Paraguay or read anything about it in the
newspapers? Mary was, or had been, Dean of the Wagner School of Nursing at the
time and was highlyregarded in her profession. So she was assigned as a high-level
advisor in Paraguay's medical establishment. Her colleagues there were devoted to
her and she received all kinds of awards when she finally left at about age 70.
Unfortunately I am vague about what Ralph was doing while we were in
Saigon. We, of course, exchanged letters and we did see him during our few weeks of
home leave
in 1965. There is nothing in our files about his work, if any, during this period.
We are also unaware of the events leading up to his marriage to Joan in 1967.
Idon't think he mentioned Joan to us when we were with him. In any event they
reachedtheir decisions at some point and were married on 18 October 1967.
I'm not even sure that Ralph mentioned this to us when we were on home
leave during the summer of 1967. It was a very quiet affair with less than 10 people
present including some of the fraternity brothers of Ralph and of Joan's first husband,
Rich. Noneof our family members were present. All of us except Carol and Larry were
in Bangkok atthe time.
Peppy mentioned it in a letter of 24 October 1967 to Carol: “Well, did you
hearthe news about Grandpa's wedding? I'm happy for him 'cause he seemed so
lonely.”
Then Larry wrote to Carol and Guy from the University of Maryland on 7
November: “I met my new Grandma, Mrs. Kelly, a couple of weeks ago. Last
weekend too. I had dinner with Grandma and Grandpa in the restaurant around the
corner. Our newGrandma (in-law to you, Guy) is really a great girl. They leave for
New Jersey tomorrow. I'll be up to see them at the start of Christmas vacation.”
Belatedly I wrote to Carol and Guy on 18 November: “It occurs to me that we
maynot have told you that Grandpa married Mrs. Joan Kelly on 18 October and will
be living at her home at 17 Fieldcrest lane, Bricktown
New Jersey. We are very happy
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for them.
She is a delightful person. I'm quite sure that you have met her, haven't you,

Carol? I think she will do Grandpa a lot of good. They have a circle of friends
right in the community where they live. So Grandpa will start talking to people
again, which is themain thing he needs.”
There must have been quite a bit of correspondence between Mom and me
andJoan and Ralph at this time, but none of it is in our files.
In retrospect, it seems obvious that Joan and Ralph were the perfect choices for
each other. The McShane and Kelly couples had been a very close foursome for many
years. So Joan and Ralph started out their married life with a great deal in common.
Thefact that both of them were wonderful people was also a big plus. Joan's vivacity,
in particular, was a large factor in bringing Ralph back to life after a very bad patch.
Incidentally, we stayed close to Mary Burr and made some special efforts to
visither as she grew older. I think she was about 90 when she died, forever a
spinster.
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CHAPTER 16
LIFE WITH
JOAN19671982

Mom and I were constantly working overseas during the 15 years of Joan and
Ralph's marriage, but we always visited them at Fieldcrest Lane during our periods of
home leave. I was also glad that our children and their families visited them
frequently. We always had good times with them in quiet ways and we were happy
that they were sohappy together. Ralph would always quiz us in minute detail about
what we were doing, and we were, of course, delighted to tell him all about it.
It must have been a great comfort for Ralph to move directly into Joan's house.
Heand Mother had never bought any real estate. They always lived in rented
apartments. So Ralph just picked up his most treasured belongings and moved in with
Joan. They probably sold some furniture.
The house was rather modest, but very
comfortable. There was a living room,
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dining room, 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, a nice little sitting room, and what you might
calla sun room between the kitchen and the garage. There were front and back yards,

not verybig and not separated privately from neighbors with hedges or whatever. The
street was very quiet, not a thoroughfare. I think that a lot of the neighbors were also
retired.
Ralph always loved to read late at night and sleep late in the morning. And
now hewould read at night, but only until eleven rather than two, and sleep late in the
morning.
His secret of health was not to exercise too much. He and Joan drank lightly after the
sunhad passed over the yardarm, and Ralph finally quit smoking altogether after a heart
scareput him in the hospital for a while in about 1973.
They had a dachshund, Otto, who looked just like a dachshund and they loved
himvery much. Ralph's main daily exercise was taking this funny little dog for a walk
on Fieldcrest Lane and somewhat beyond. I would always join in the fun when we
were visiting. When the dog finally died they did a bizarre thing. They somehow
obtained a
replica in stone that they kept snoozing perpetually in front of the fireplace.
The snug little sitting room was one of Ralph's favorite spots in the house. He
hadhis desk in there and would work happily for hours on his stock market and horse
racing statistics. He loved his beautiful slide rule and kept on using it a little although
calculating machines were starting to come in. The TV was also in that room and they
enjoyed it selectively. I recall their enthusiastic following of the serial “I Claudius.”
Ralphalso shared my interest in sports and we would watch various events together.
Joan and Ralph had lots of friends, but it wasn't like a party every night.
Mostlythey would just share a meal at home or at a restaurant or play a game of
cards. One oftheir friends took us for an exciting ride in his motorboat. We have
pictures of this.
They were comfortable financially albeit not rich. Ralph's surprisingly
modest retirement pay combined with Joan's probably greater resources as the
widow of a vicepresident of a medium-sized oil company, Tidewater.
Ralph's long burden of supporting his mother finally came to an end shortly
after he and Joan were married. His mother died at the Kensington Gardens
Sanitarium on 25 February 1968 at the age of
92. The death certificate states that she
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suffered congestive heart failure due to arterio-sclerotic heart disease. She had spent
the last five years at this sanitarium in Washington, DC. She was buried back in her

home town of Baltimore at theLondon Park Cemetery.
Joan and Ralph's participation in one special event is well documented in our
files. They attended the 50th reunion of Ralph's graduating class at the Naval
Academy, which took place at Annapolis in 1971. Incidentally, Rich Kelly had been
one of Ralph'sclassmates at Annapolis and later at MIT.
From all accounts this was a pretty great event. Among other things there was a
dress parade of the Brigade of Midshipmen, patrol craft tours of the Naval Academy
waterfront, a dance at Dahlgren Hall, and a football game against Duke which, of
course, included the crowning of a Homecoming Queen at half time. I don't know who
won the game.
The alumni listed in the program included Ralph, 9 other Vice Admirals, 49 Rear
Admirals, 2 Admirals of unspecified level (maybe 4-star), 33 Captains, 14 Commanders,
6 Lieutenant Commanders, 3 Colonels, 1 Lieutenant Colonel, 1 Major, 3 Lieutenants
and17 Misters (my favorite rank).
I suppose that the Colonels etc. were marines, Also I assume that the people
withrelatively low ranks must have retired sometime earlier. Anyway it appears that
Ralph ended up his career as one of the most successful members of the class of
1921. It is alsointeresting to note that the most likely thing that will happen to you
after you enter the Naval Academy is that you will eventually become a Rear
Admiral and it is tough luck ifyou don't make it past Captain.
There is a thumbnail sketch on each of the participating 1921 alumni in the
“Master Roll, 50 Years After.” Here are the words that Ralph contributed about
himself:
“Became a Naval Constructor in 1922, later EDO (Engineering Duty Only).
Varied EDO duties. In 1943 became Force Logistics Officer for TF (Task Force) 122 for
planning and participation in Normandy Landing. In 1944 became Commander, Naval
Shipyard, Portsmouth, N.H. Retired 1954 -- Vice Admiral (Ret).
“For 8 years after retirement was 'researcher' at Logistics Research
Project ofGeorge Washington University.
“My wife Ruth died in 1962 at which time I 'completely retired.' In 1967 I
marriedJoan Kelly (widow of our classmate R.K. Kelly) and since have lived as a
quiet country gentleman.”
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There are just a couple of references in our file to Ralph's occasional

professionalactivities during this period. One is the following letter from the
Chairman of the Editorial Board of the Naval Research Logistics Quarterly:
“Dear Vice Admiral McShane:
As one element of a review of the Naval Research Logistics Quarterly
activities, this office is currently revising the NRLQ editorial staff.
With the 1974 Volume (No. 21), we plan to conclude the appointments of
severaldistinguished persons, such as yourself, who have supported the NRLQ for
many years. We are particularly appreciative of the support which you provided
throughout your termas Associate Editor. The traditions established by you and the
other members of the editorial staff will be a challenging benchmark as we continue
to draw on the services of
others who are likewise dedicated to the ultimate improvement of naval
logisticsoperations.
We convey the thanks of the Office of Naval Research and our own personal
ones, for a job well done.”
Another reference is a letter of 10 July 1978 to Vice Admiral McShane from
theCommanding Officer of the Naval Air Technical Training Center in Lakehurst,
New Jersey, which read as follows:
“Thought you might enjoy having these photos for your scrapbook and
personalenjoyment.
“Please accept our thanks once again for giving of your time and sharing some
ofyour navy experiences with the NATTC Lakehurst wardroom officers on Friday, 30
June1978. Your presentation was certainly informative and very well delivered.
“I do hope that you found your visit with us equally enjoyable.”
We have one of the pictures of Ralph at the lectern looking very scholarly.
Ralph's visit was also mentioned in AIR SCOOP, The Voice of Navy
Lakehurst:“Admiral McShane Visits NATTC. Vice Admiral Ralph E.
McShane, USN
Retired, addressed the NATTC Wardroom recently on his experiences as logistics
officerduring the Normandy Invasion.
“The admiral also enjoyed a tour of NATTC's
training platform in Hangar One.
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He was escorted by the NATTC Commanding Officer, Captain Fredrick A. Rodgers,
andLieutenant Preston Jones, NATTC Air Base School Director.”

Ralph was 79 years old at this time and was still going strong. He had yet
another4 years to go.
Ralph really wanted to live. Maybe everybody does, but he took good care of
himself and enjoyed living right to the end. I remember once asking him if he could
comedown to Washington for a special family event. His answer was: “You know I'd
love to do that, Clint, but I'd like to live a little longer.”
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CHAPTER 17
RALPH’S
DEATH
1982

Ralph died at age 83 on Sunday, 3 May, 1982 after only two days at the Point
Pleasant Hospital not far from his home. The almost illegible handwriting on the
death certificate seems to indicate that the cause of death was: “acute myocardial
infarction dueto coronary occlusion and pump failure.”
I received the news by telegram in Mogadishu, Somalia, on Wednesday the
6th when I was having lunch at the Croce del Sud (Southern Cross) Hotel with my
immediatecontract supervisor, Bernie Zagorin. Bernie was the United Nations
Resident Representative in Nairobi and also supervised various UNDP contracts
relating to donor conferences for countries in eastern Africa.
I was totally surprised by the news. My first words were: “Damn, he was such
a nice guy.” Then Bernie and I settled down to the business of getting me to
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Washington for the funeral on Friday. This might be possible if I could get on the
Mogadishu-Nairobiflight on Thursday morning at 10 and then caught the Nairobi-NY

flight after a very shorttime on the ground.
The first big hurdle was that I didn't have a passport. The security people in
the government required the hotels to keep the passports of their customers in a
drawer at thereception desk so that they could be examined from time to time by the
police. And somehow mine had been lost in the shuffle. So I got up early, packed for
the trip and showed up at the American consulate at the opening gun of 0830. They
issued me a new passport with dispatch and Bernie and I were whisked out to the
airport where we both managed to get on board the flight to Nairobi. Time was
desperately short in Nairobi but Bernie, with the help of his office staff and his clout
as ResRep, succeeded in getting me onto the Pan Am flight to New York.
This flight, horizontally back and forth across Africa, doesn't exist anymore,
nor does Pan Am itself, and I doubt that it has ever been replaced in its entirety by
any other airline, as it was apparently uneconomic. It stopped just about everywhere
and was knownas the “milk run.” Very convenient, but rather slow. However, the
east-to-west time change was in my favor and I finally arrived in Washington on
Thursday evening, after changing planes in New York, in rather frazzled condition.
Peppy met me and took me
home for some sleep. So I made it to the funeral, somewhat miraculously.
Mom, inZimbabwe, was amazed.
The Washington contingent of the Doggett family was well represented at the
funeral and Joan was also strongly supported by her own children and grandchildren.
I was glad to have the chance to renew my association with these people. I sat next to
Joanup front and we consoled each other. Of course, at this point it was a lot tougher
on her than on me.
The ceremony was impressive, especially the 21-gun salute (I'm fairly sure of
this) and the snappy way the marines folded the flag and presented it to Joan. The
burial of Ralph beside Mother was, of course, high drama.
Larry and Marta invited everybody for refreshments, but Joan didn't feel up
to itand they still had to drive back to New Jersey.
Joan received dozens of letters of condolence as well as many flowers with
notesenclosed. There were also some contributions
109 to medical research. There was a
letter from Mary Burr, who also contributed to the American Cancer Society, and
several fromfamily members. There were probably more of these, but I will quote

from the ones that Ifound in the file:
Starting with Mary Burr, which is quite poignant in view of past
relationships:“Dear Joan, You know how deeply I share your sense of loss. Ralph
was a good friendover many years and his death leaves an unfilled vacancy in my
life. My thoughts andprayers are with you. Affectionately, Mary.”
Telegram from Mom in Salisbury, Zimbabwe: “Our hearts are with you in
lovingsympathy.”
Letter from Mom: “Dear Joan, I received a cable from Larry with the sad
news this afternoon. I can imagine how desolate you feel and my heart goes out to
you. I hope you can find some consolation in knowing how you enriched Ralph's life
these past years. That old cliché, a new lease on life, is what you really gave him, and
we are all grateful toyou for this. Too often it's the women's lot to survive and grieve,
but you have at least your warm memories. Love lasts. I know you won't submerge
yourself in the past, but when the pain of bereavement is not so sharp you will be
cheered by remembering happy
times together. Here's to you, Joanie, with love and admiration. Yours, Trudy.”
Letter form Carol in NY: “Dear Joan, I'm sorry I haven't written sooner, or
indeed done anything except mumble a few incoherent words to you. I really wasn't
able to be coherent from the moment you told me Grandpa was gone. It didn't matter
that I knew it had to happen sometime -- as far as I was concerned, he would always
be there, as he always had been: kind, supportive, understanding, someone I could
depend on. I still can'tbelieve he isn't there.
“Of course, I must recognize that he will always be part of me in a way. I'll
neverforget what he did for me and what he meant to me. When my parents were
overseas andI was in college, Grandpa was my Gibraltar. During vacations I stayed
with him, wrote term papers on his card table, had dinner with him at the Howard
Johnson's or the Army-Navy Club. He taught me how to drink Manhattans, bless
him, and how not to bet on horses. He was there when I broke up with someone I
had intended to marry. He knew when not to ask questions. He was a good friend.
“This reminiscing is very selfish, I know, but it's the only way I can tell you
that Ishare your feelings about Grandpa and110
your loss. It is truly as you said: He had
no enemies.
“I thought you might be interested in knowing that Larry (Carol’s son) also

remembers Grandpa and was very sorry to hear about his death. I'm glad they were
able tomeet, and that Larry knew one of his great-grandparents. Grandpa was a good
influence on him, and on Jeanie too.
“Love, Carol”
Telegram from Tony in Niamey, Niger: “Extremely saddened to hear
of Grandpa's passing. Please accept our sincere condolences and apologies for not
being ableto attend the funeral. We love you, Joan, and shall miss terribly our great
and wonderful Grandfather. Love, Tony.”
Letter from Anne: “My dear Joan, Marta sent us a lovely clipping describing
the life and accomplishments of Grandpa Ralph as well as a full description of the
funeral. He was a great, kind and gentle man. We will miss him. And we will always
treasure thetime we spent with the two of you in Bricktown -- it almost seems like
yesterday. Both of
you so sweet with Elizabeth.
I'm glad you had so much family with you during this sad time. I know how
muchClinton loved this man, better than a father to him. And you with your own
family have always been so generous and so kind to us all. Our thoughts are with you
now, and our love. Anne, Tony and Elizabeth.”
There are no letters from Larry, Peppy, Gina, Niko and me. We were all
there inWashington.
Letter from Aunt Betty, wife of my mother's brother, Charles (Charley):
“Dear Joan, I share your grief in your loss of Ralph. We all loved him and will you
please extend our sympathy to his family. I don't have their addresses. I was in New
Hampshireall last week visiting my son, Donald, and his lovely wife, Nancy, so did
not know at thetime. I know you will hear from them soon. May God help you all as
he always heals one's grief and losses. I speak from experience as my good husband
died in 1976. With kindest thoughts and prayers for you all. Lovingly, Betty
Johnson.”
Letter from my cousin Patricia, daughter of my mother's sister, Helen: “Dear
Joan, Clinton called and told us of our great loss. Sorry, so sorry to hear about Ralph.
He was truly a lovely man. We all grieve with
you. Thinking of you, Ralph's niece,
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Patricia McGrath Traher.”
There were also letters from various professional organizations and

institutions which convey the esteem of his colleagues through the years. For
example, here is a paragraph excerpted from a letter from the Secretary-Treasurer of
The American Societyof Naval Engineers:
“Admiral McShane's long and distinguished career is one of which his family
canbe justly proud, and which is well remembered by his many friends in the
American Society of Naval Engineers. His outstanding performance as Commander,
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, established Portsmouth as the Navy's foremost
submarine yard, and upheld the reputation that he had long since gained as an
exceptionally competent naval engineer.”
I will conclude this chapter by repeating a sentence from Anne's letter: “I
know how much Clinton loved this man, better than a father to him.” Aunt Olive had
struck the
same chord in her letter to me when my mother died: “Ralph has given a new
meaning tothe word step-father.” I was touched by both of these references which tie
back to what I said in my introductory letter to PJ: “Ralph was my father, not my
father by blood, but myfather in real life. And who could hope for a better one?”
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GENEALOGICAL ANALYSIS OF
McSHANE/BRANNAN FAMILY DEATH NOTICES
PUBLISHED IN BALTIMORE NEWSPAPERS
(1897 – 1960)
RELATION
TO RALPH
Paternal Great
Grandfather

Paternal
Grandfather

DEATH NOTICE
n.a.

NAME
Anne
McShane

DR. JAMES F. McSHANE DEAD
James F.
Former Health Commissioner A
McShane
Victim Of Paralysis.
Dr. James F. McShane, formerly Health
Commissioner of Baltimore, died at his home,
1275 East North avenue, shortly be fore midnight.
Dr. McShane had been suffering from progressive
paralysis for two years and eight months.
He was 54 years old and was born in this city.
He was educated in the public schools and
attended Calvert Hall, and was graduated from
Loyola College. In 1870 he took his degree at the
University of Maryland and began to practice his
profession. He soon became identified with the
Health Department and was appointed vaccine
physician. Later he was made Assistant
Commissioner of Health, and finally he succeeded
Dr. Rohe as Commissioner, a position he held for
about eight years.
Dr. McShane married Miss Sarah Bradley, who
died more than two years ago. He is survived by
his mother, Mrs. Anne McShane, five sons and
two daughters. He also leaves two brothers and
two sisters.

DATE OF
DEATH
After
1905
*****
1905

A-1

PARENTS
n.a.

SIBLINGS
n.a.

SPOUSE
n.a.

CHILDREN
James F. plus
two more sons
and two
daughters

Anne and father
n.a.

2 brothers and Sarah
2 sisters names Bradley
n.a.
McShane

James Francis,
Albert F.,
Robert I.,
Lawrence,
John M.,
M. Loretta,
Mrs. Charles
Jorss

RELATION
TO RALPH
Paternal
Grandmother

Maternal
Grandfather

Maternal
Grandmother

Father

Mother

DEATH NOTICE
McSHANE – On the morning of February 6,
1903, SARAH BRADLEY, beloved wife of Dr.
James F. McShane. May she rest in peace.
Funeral from her late residence, No. 2 South
Patterson Park avenue, on Monday morning,
February 9, at 8 o’clock. Requiem High Mass at
St. Patrick’s Church at 9 o’clock. Friends are
respectfully invited to attend. Interment private.
DIED.
BRANNAN – On April 17, after a brief illness,
at his late residence, No. 211 South Ann street.
JAMES A., beloved husband of Mary Agnes
Brannan.
Funeral, as above, this (Monday) afternoon, at
two o’clock. Interment private.
BRANNAN. – On November 4, 1924 MARY A.,
beloved wife of the late James A. Brannan.
[Evasion (Pa.) papers please copy.]
Funeral from 3000 East Baltimore street, on
Thursday, November 6, at 2 P.M. Interment in
Loudon Park Cemetery.

NAME
Sarah
Bradley
McShane

McSHANE. – Entered into rest eternal on April 2,
1929, at his residence, 613 Bentalou Street,
JAMES F., beloved husband of Nettie Brannan
McShane and beloved son of the late Dr. James F.
and Sarah Bradley McShane.
Funeral from the above residence on Thursday,
April 4, at 9:30 A.M. Requiem High Mass at St.
Edward’s Church at 10 A.M. Interment in Loudon
Park Cemetery.
n.a.

James
Francis
McShane

DATE OF
DEATH
6 February
1903

PARENTS
n.a.

SIBLINGS
n.a.

SPOUSE
James F.
McShane

CHILDREN
As above

James A.
Brannan

17 April
1897

n.a.

n.a.

Mary Agnes
Brannan

Jerome Pickett,
James A. Jr.,
Edwin W.,
Mary
Antoinette,
Marion Dasey

Mary
Agnes
McConn
Brannan

4 November
1924

McConn

n.a.

James
Adams
Brannan

As above

James F. and
Sarah Bradley
McShane

Albert F.,
Robert I.,
Lawrence,
John M.,
M. Loretta,
Mrs. Charles
Jorss

Mary Antoinette Ralph
Brannan
Edward
McShane
(“Nettie”)

*****
2 April
1929

Mary Antoinette 25 February
Brannan
1968
McShane
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James Adams
Jerome Pickett, James Frances
and Mary Agnes James A. Jr.,
McShane
Brannan
Edwin W.,
Marion Dasey

Ralph Edward

RELATION
TO RALPH
Paternal
Uncle

Paternal
Uncle

DEATH NOTICE
McSHANE. – On November 15, ALBERT F.,
aged twenty-eight years, son of the late Dr. James
F. and Sarah Bradley McShane.
Funeral from his late residence, 3626 Park
Heights avenue, this Monday, November 17, at
8:30 A.M. Requiem mass at St. Ambrose’s Church
at 9 A.M. Interment in Bonnie Brae Cemetery.
Albert F. McShane.
Albert F. McShane, 28 years old, 3626 Park
Heights avenue, died at the Eudowood Sanitarium
yesterday morning. Mr. McShane had been ill
about four weeks and his death had been expected
for several days. He was the son of the late Dr. and
Mrs. James F. McShane. He leaves four brothers
and two sisters.
His funeral will take place from the residence of
his sister (Mrs. Charles Jorss) tomorrow morning
at 8:30 o’clock. A mass of requiem will be sung at
St. Ambrose’s Catholic Church by Rev. Philip
Walsh. Interment will be in New Cathedral
Cemetery.
McSHANE.-Suddenly, on June 18, 1926,
ROBERT I., beloved son of the late Dr. James F.
McShane and Sarah Bradley McShane.
Interment June 19, in Cathedral Cemetery.

NAME
Albert F.
McShane

DATE OF
DEATH
15 November
1913

Robert I.
McShane

18 June
1926
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PARENTS
James F. and
Sarah Bradley
McShane

SIBLINGS
SPOUSE
James Francis, None
Robert I.,
Lawrence,
John M.,
M. Loretta,
Mrs. Charles
Jorss

CHILDREN
None

As above

James Francis, None
Albert F.,
Lawrence,
John M.,
M. Loretta,
Mrs. Charles
Jorss

None

RELATION
TO RALPH
Paternal
Uncle

DEATH NOTICE
n.a.

NAME
Lawrence
McShane

Paternal
Uncle

n.a.

John M.
McShane

Paternal
Aunt

McSHANE. – On July 10, 1923, at the residence
M. Loretta
of her sister, Mrs. Charles Jorss, 4511
McShane
Reisterstown road, M. LORRETTA, beloved
daughter of the late Dr. James F. and Sarah
Bradley McShane.
Relatives and friends are respectfully invited to
attend the funeral at the above residence on Friday,
July 13, at 8:30 A.M. Requiem High Mass at St.
Ambrose’s Church at 9 A.M. Interment in New
Cathedral Cemetery.

DATE OF
DEATH
Before
1911

PARENTS
As above

n.a.

James F. and
Sarah Bradley
McShane

10 July
1923

As above
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SIBLINGS
James Francis,
Albert F.,
Robert I.,
John M.,
M. Loretta,
Mrs. Charles
Jorss
James Francis,
Albert F.,
Robert I.,
Lawrence,
M. Loretta,
Mrs. Charles
Jorss
James Francis,
Albert F.,
Robert I.,
Lawrence,
John M.,
Mrs. Charles
Jorss

SPOUSE
Anne

CHILDREN
Lawrence Lee,
Alice,
Mary L.

Mamie T.
Cashmyer
McShane

John M. Jr.,
Carroll,
Gertrude

None

None

RELATION
TO RALPH
Paternal
Aunt

Paternal Aunt by
Marriage

Paternal Aunt by
Marriage

DATE OF
DEATH
n.a.

DEATH NOTICE
n.a.

NAME
Mrs. Charles
Jorss

McSHANE. – On the morning of May 20th, 1911,
at her residence, 115 South Chester street, ANNE,
beloved wife of the late Lawrence McShane.
Funeral from the above residence on Tuesday,
May 23d, at 8 A.M.; thence to St. Patrick’s
Church, where a requiem high mass will be offered
for the repose of her soul at 9 A.M. Relatives and
friends are respectfully invited to attend. Interment
(private) Bonnie Brae Cemetery.
McSHANE. – On May 7th, 1910, MAMIE T.,
beloved wife of John M. McShane, daughter of the
late Augustus and Rosana Cashmyer, at her
residence, 804 East Twentieth street.
Funeral from the above residence on Tuesday
morning, at 8 o’clock; thence to St. Ann’s Church,
where a requiem mass will be offered for the
repose of her soul. Interment New Cathedral
Cemetery. Please omit flowers.
Mrs. Mamie T. McShane.
Mrs. Mamie T. McShane, wife of Mr. John M.
McShane, of 804 East Twentieth street, died
Saturday morning in her home after an illness of
about one month, from pneumonia. Mrs. McShane
was a daughter of the late Augustus and Rosana
Cashmyer, of this city, and was 44 years of age.
She is survived by her husband (Mr. John M.
McShane), two sons (John M., Jr., and Carroll) and
one daughter (Miss Gertrude McShane). She was
an active member of St. Ann’s Catholic Church
and was a member of the Sodality Society of that
church, and was an active worker for the St.
James’ Home for Boys. The funeral will take place
tomorrow morning at 9 o’clock from St. Ann’s
Catholic Church, where a requiem mass will be
celebrated by Rev. Father C. Thomas, the pastor.
Interment will be in the New Cathedral Cemetery.

Anne McShane

20 May
1911

Mamie T.
Cashmyer
McShane

7 May
1910
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PARENTS
As above

SPOUSE
Charles
Jorss

CHILDREN
n.a.

n.a.

SIBLINGS
James Francis,
Albert F.,
Robert I.,
Lawrence,
John M.,
M. Loretta
n.a.

Lawrence
McShane

Lawrence Lee,
Alice,
Mary L.

Cashmyer

n.a.

John M.
McShane

John M. Jr.,
Carroll,
Gertrude

Maternal
Uncle

BRANNAN. – Entered into rest eternal, on
September 20, 1927, JEROME PICKETT
BRANNAN, beloved and eldest son of the late
James Adams and Mary Agnes Brannan (nee
McConn).
Relatives and friends are respectfully invited to
attend the funeral services from the residence of
his sister, Mrs. Harry Lee Manger, 727 North
Fulton avenue, on Saturday, September 24, at 2:30
P.M. Interment (private) in Loudon Park
Cemetery.
Maternal
BRANNAN. – On June 25, 1939, JAMES A., Jr.
Uncle
(theatrical name Parkwood), beloved husband of
Mary V. Brannan (nee Lomax).
Funeral from the residence of his aunt, 2758
Fenwick avenue, on Tuesday at 2:30 P.M.
Interment in Loudon Park Cemetery.
Maternal
BRANNAN. – On February 22, 1951, at
Uncle
Orangeburg, S. C., EDWIN W., beloved husband
of the late Eva Stenger Brannan.
Funeral from the Funeral Home of Charles F.
Evans & Son., Inc., 118 West Mount Royal
avenue, of which due notice will be given.
Maternal
MANGER. – On April 3, 1960, MARION DASEY
Aunt
(née Brannan), beloved wife of the late Harry L.
Manger and sister of Mrs. Nettie M. McShane, of
Baltimore.
Funeral services will be held at the MacNabb
Memorial Chapel, Frederick and Wade avenues
(Beltway), Catonsville, on Wednesday at 2 P.M.
Interment in Loudon Park Cemetery. Visiting
hours 2 P.M. until 9:30 P.M.
Maternal Uncle by MANGER. – On February 15, 1937, at his late
Marriage
home, 727 North Fulton avenue, HARRY LEE
entered into rest, beloved husband of M. Daisy
Manger (née Brannan). [Atlantic City (N. J.) and
Orangeburg (S. C.) papers please copy.]
Funeral from Joseph Syfer’s Funeral Home,
1600 West North avenue, on Thursday morning at
10 o’clock. Interment in Loudon Park Cemetery.

Jerome Pickett
Brannan

20 September
1927

James Adams
James A. Jr.,
and Mary Agnes Edwin W.,
Brannan
Mary
Antoinette
(“Nettie”),
Marion Dasey

None

None

James A.
25 June
Brannan, Jr.,
1939
theatrical name:
“Parkwood”

As above

Jerome Pickett, Mary V. Lomax None
Edwin W.,
Brennan
Mary
Antoinette,
Marion Dasey

Edwin W.
Brannan

As above

Jerome Pickett, Eva Stenger
James A. Jr.,
Brennan
Mary
Antoinette,
Marion Dasey

22 February
1951

Marion Dasey
3 April
Brannan
1960
Manger (Daisy)

James Adams
Jerome Pickett, Harry Lee
and Mary Agnes Edwin W.,
Manger
Brannan
James A. Jr.,
Mary
Antoinette

Harry Lee
Manger

n.a.

15 February
1937
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n.a.

None

None

Marion Dasey
None
Manger (Daisy)

RELATION
TO RALPH

Maternal Aunt by
Marriage

Paternal
Cousin

Paternal
Cousin
Paternal
Cousin
Paternal
Cousin

Paternal
Cousin

DEATH NOTICE

BRANNAN. – On April 23, 1936, EVA M. (née
Stenger), beloved wife of E. W. Brannan.
Funeral from the Wippert Mortuary, Eutaw
Place and Lanvale street, on Monday morning at
8.30 o’clock. Requiem High Mass at St. Paul’s
Church at 9 o’clock. Interment in Holy Redeemer
Cemetery.

NAME

DATE OF
DEATH

Eva M. Stenger 23 April
Brannan
1936

*****
McSHANE. – On November 14, 1931, JOHN M., John M.
14 November
beloved husband of Mary R. Jump-McShane.
McShane Jr.
1931
Funeral from his late residence, 718 East
Twentieth street, on Wednesday, November 18, at
8.30 A.M. Requiem Mass at St. Ann’s Church at 9
A.M. Interment in New Cathedral Cemetery.
n.a.
Carroll
n.a.
McShane
n.a.
Gertrude
n.a.
McShane
Snyder
McSHANE. – On October 3, 1922, LAWRENCE Lawrence Lee
3 October
LEE, beloved husband of Caroline B. McShane
McShane
1922
(nee Atwell).
Funeral at his late residence, 1138 East North
avenue, due notice of which will be given.
McSHANE – On March 28, 1922, ALICE E.,
Alice E.
28 March
beloved daughter of the late Lawrence and Ann
McShane
1922
McShane.
Relatives and friends are respectfully invited to
attend the funeral at the residence of her brother
(John M. McShane), 718 East Twentieth street, on
Friday, March 31, at 9.30 A.M. Requiem high
mass at St. Ann’s Church at 10 A.M. Interment in
New Cathedral Cemetery.
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PARENTS

SIBLINGS SPOUSE
n.a.

E.W. Brannan

John M. and
Mamie T.
McShane

Carroll,
Gertrude

Mary R.
None
Jump-McShane

As above

John M. Jr.,
Gertrude
John M. Jr.,
Carroll

n.a.

Lawrence and
Anne McShane

Alice and
Mary L.

Caroline B.
Atwell
McShane

None

As above

Lawrence,
Mary L.

None

None

Stenger

As above

CHILDREN
None

n.a.

John M. Snyder None

RELATION
TO RALPH
Paternal
Cousin

Paternal
Cousin by
Marriage

Paternal
Cousin by
Marriage

DEATH NOTICE

McSHANE. – On January 4, 1922, at her
residence, 1508 Linden avenue, MARY L.,
beloved daughter of the late Lawrence and Anne
McShane.
Funeral from the above residence on Saturday,
January 7, at 8.30 A.M.; thence to the Immaculate
Conception Church, where Requiem Mass will be
offered for the repose of her soul at 9 A.M.
Interment in New Cathedral Cemetery.
McSHANE. – The Alumnae Association of St.
Catherine’s Normal Institute announces with
sincere regret the death of MISS MARY L.
McSHANE, first president loyal and devoted
alumna. All alumnae members are requested to
attend the Requiem Mass at the Immaculate
Conception Church Saturday, January 7, at 9 A.M.
McSHANE. – On July 3, 1941, CAROLINE B.
(nee Atwell), beloved wife of the late Lawrence
Lee McShane and mother of Miss Alma A.
McShane and Mrs. Annette McShane Davis.
Funeral from her home, 643 Tunbridge road, on
Monday at 11 A.M. Interment in Loudon Park
Cemetery.
SNYDER – On October 2, 1957, JOHN M., of 502
East Thirty-eighth street, beloved husband of M.
Gertrude McShane Snyder.
Services at the FUNERAL HOME OF
WIEDEFELD AND SON, Greenmount avenue
and Twenty-second street, on Saturday at 8.30
A.M. Requiem High Mass at St. Ann’s Church at 9
A.M. Interment in Cathedral Cemetery.

NAME

Mary L.
McShane

Caroline B.
Atwell
McShane

DATE OF
DEATH
4 January
1922

3 July
1941

John M. Snyder 2 October
1957
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PARENTS

SIBLINGS SPOUSE
Lawrence,
Alice

None

CHILDREN

Atwell

n.a.

Lawrence Lee
McShane

Alma A.
McShane,
Mrs. Annette
McShane Davis

Snyder

n.a.

Gertrude
McShane
Snyder

n.a.

As above

None

ANNEX B
EXCERPTS FROM "TESTING COMPARTMENTS FOR TIGHTNESS BY USE OF
COMPRESSED AIR" AN ARTICLE BY REAR ADMIRAL RALPH E. McSHANE
PUBLISHED SEQUENTIALLY IN FOUR ISSUES OF THE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF NAVAL ENGINEERS DATED 2 MAY 1952, 3 AUGUST 1952, 4 NOVEMBER
1952 AND 1 FEBRUARY 1953.
SUMMARY
The importance of adequate compartment tightness needs no defense. It therefore is evident
that the methods by which tightness is determined should be the best which it is practicable to
employ and a careful survey of the methods now in use and suggestions for improvement seems
desirable.
The discussion in the following paper concerns itself only with the subject of the tests of
compartments for tightness by the use of compressed air. The discussion may be more elaborate
than necessary for the immediate needs of the situation but it seems desirable to cover all phases of
the problem in some detail as a matter of record and to provide a complete survey as a point of
departure for any analyses which may be made in the future. The following specific aspects of the
subject are discussed:
1. The mathematical theory upon which tightness determinations should be based.
2. The effect of heat transfer as a major disturbing influence on the accuracy with which
tightness has been determined in the past.
3. The specific leakage phenomena which occur in practical testing.
4. The accuracy with which tightness has been determined in the past and recommendations
for changes to improve accuracy.
5. The varying standards of tightness which have prevailed in the past and which probably
still exist.
6. A survey and analysis of past and present criteria of tightness and the recommendation of
a new criterion.
7. Recommendations
8. References
A summary of the discussion of each of these subjects is given below.
It is desirable to stress one fact in connection with this subject. There is no intention in the
following discussion to advocate that entire reliance be placed in any theoretical treatment of the air
testing problem nor to base standards of acceptability solely on observations of pressure drop.
Instead, it is considered that the only satisfactory method of judging tightness when air tests are
employed is a dual process consisting of:
First, a careful search of all boundaries and fittings in a compartment under pressure
and the rectification of all discernable leaks.
Second, an observation of the drop in pressure in a given period of time. This step
should serve to indicate the success of the prior search and corrective work, provide a measure of
the degree of tightness which has been attained and indicate whether further corrective work is
required.
In the end, however, the pressure drop and the subsequent interpretation based on it provide
the only certain indication that the compartment in question is acceptable. Therefore, a careful
analysis of the "measurement" of compartment tightness is worthy of consideration.
1. Theory. There is a great temptation to ignore theoretical analyses of the air testing
problem and take recourse to empirical solutions. This practice hardly seems justified. The laws
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governing the action of air are well established and have been proved many times by a vast amount
of experience. It seems desirable, in consequence, not to reject these laws completely but to
determine how they can best be applied to the specific problem at hand. The rejection of accepted
theoretical considerations implies, in a sense, the adoption of a new theory and it is not unlikely that
illogical requirements will be the result.
The original mathematical treatment of air testing was given in ref. (a) below and the
methods based on that document stood the practical test of many years of experience. The analysis
made herein is fundamentally the same as that of ref. (a). It still assumes that the only rational
measure of the tightness of a compartment is the total area of the apertures through which the
leakage of air occurs and that the basic problem of air testing is, in the end, to measure that area.
There are introduced, however, two further developments
(a)
the past analyses have invariably assumed that the temperature of the testing air
would remain sensibly constant. The present treatment assumes that changes in the air
temperature--small though they may be--are significant and their effect should be embraced in the
theoretical equations.
(b)
the mathematical manipulation of the fundamental equations has been carried to a
point where the drop in pressure or the aperture area, as the case may be, can be calculated directly
from the known compartment volume, test pressure, time of observation and temperature changes.
This development--really an extension of the method of ref. (b)--makes possible a simple graphical
solution of the problem.
2. Heat Transfer--In the past it has always been assumed that the value of n is unity, i.e., that
the temperature of the compressed air within a compartment either did not change during the period
of test or that its change was small enough to be neglected. This assumption is not necessarily
correct. In a compartment from which compressed air is leaking, two distinct phenomena occur
simultaneously:
(a)
As air leaks through the apertures the air which remains within the compartment is
expanding and its temperature tends to decrease more rapidly than is recognized usually.
(b)
Whenever the temperature of the air within the compartment differs from that of the
compartment boundaries and material within those boundaries, a transfer of heat takes place and the
temperature of the air undergoes a change. The temperature of compartment boundaries is subject to
change of a significant order of magnitude and thus tends to change the temperature of the air within
the boundaries by a significant amount.
The net effect of these two actions is a change in the temperature of the air and a
concomitant change in its pressure which is not due to leakage. In other words, in the general case
the value of n departs from unity. Pressure drop, therefore, is not a measure of A/V but is a measure
of nA/V and if n is subject to substantial and unknown variations in practice the correct
determination of A with even a poor degree of accuracy is impossible.
There is a sufficient amount of theoretical, experimental and practically observed evidence
to suspect that in the usual conduct of air tests the value of n is subject to wide variations and its
value, of course, is unknown. If air tests are to measure A with only reasonable accuracy a method
should be adopted which compensates for the varying value of n.
Past analyses of the air test problem have been based on the assumption that the temperature
of the testing air either did not change or that the change would be small enough to be neglected.
This is a tempting assumption. It is true that, judged by the magnitude of the temperature changes of
ordinary experience, those which occur in the compressed air during the period of the usual
compartment test are very small. In passing, however, it is interesting to note that the changes in
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pressure which are considered significant also are very small. For instance, a drop of 1/2 oz. at a test
pressure of 2 p.s.i. (gauge) constitutes a change in absolute pressure of only 0.2 of 1 percent.
Pressure changes, though, are measured by manometers which are quite sensitive instruments; small
changes in pressure are observed with considerable accuracy and we grow accustomed to them.
Small but significant temperature changes, on the other hand, are not likely to be detected readily by
the usual types of thermometers. There is rather general agreement among experienced personnel
that temperature changes do occur, and the inter-relation between temperature and pressure is
generally recognized, but the temperature question usually is dismissed on "intuitive" grounds as
being of no practical importance. The following discussion is not conclusive of the fact that
significant temperature changes do occur because there seems to be no direct evidence in existence
but there will be produced a number of facts, which, in their entirety, seem to build up a pretty good
case of circumstantial evidence.
3. Leakage Phenomena--It obviously is desirable to determine the true value of the aperture
area in any compartment under test. Unfortunately, any theoretical analysis involves the
introduction of an "ignorance" factor "c," the coefficient of discharge. The conditions are such that
"c" values for the apertures which exist in air testing cannot be determined directly. In ref. (a) it was
attempted to overcome this difficulty by assuming that the "c" for circular holes would apply also to
the apertures in air testing. By analysis of the only data now existing, as given in ref. (d), it is
concluded that this practice is not correct.
In fact it seems possible to ascertain values of c which can be used to determine true aperture
values. Therefore, in this discussion it is proposed to adopt values of cA', which has been dubbed
the "fictive" aperture, as the measure of tightness.
Accuracy--Any process in which acceptance is based on measurement of some quantity
involves two steps in which accuracy is important:
(a)
The assignment of a limit of acceptability. The question of tolerances is pertinent
here. In general, the tolerances should be as small as the precision of the measurements to be made
will permit.
(b)
The measurement of the quantity. This should be accomplished with the best
practicable accuracy in order that there may be reasonable certainty that the acceptable limits are or
are not being exceeded.
An analysis of all the factors involved in air testing reveals that poor accuracy has prevailed
in the past in both phases of the problem. There is little assurance that the "allowable" drops which
have been assigned in the past promote the degree of tightness which was intended.
In the development of the equations which depict the leakage of air through apertures ideal
conditions are assumed and in the formulation of equations the following practical factors were
neglected:
(a)
the contraction of the air in the orifices.
(b)
the frictional characteristics of the orifices.
Thus, for practical employment of these relations it becomes necessary to introduce the "corrective"
factor c.
From the "tightness" equation
A = 1/C Vd/nDt
it is obvious that the aperture area cannot be determined until the value of c is known. However, c
must be determined experimentally; a process which requires that A be known. For the apertures
involved in air testing it obviously is impracticable to measure A and an impasse exists. The only
way out is to ascertain values of c by inference.
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In ref. (a) this problem was approached by determining the values of c for small holes of
circular cross-section which, presumably, also were of straight, smooth bore and equal lengths. The
results of these tests confirmed the findings of other investigations that the value of c varies with
both the test pressure and the aperture area. In view of the fact that the aim in ref. (a) was to provide
a single curve of pressure versus time applicable to all aperture areas the fact that c varied with area
had to be compensated. Consequently, ref. (a) adopted the approximation that it would vary only as
test pressure and employed the mean value of c for the circular holes tested. The "areas" determined
from the subsequent tests of fittings therefore are based on the implicit assumptions that:
(a) the value of c for all apertures varies only with the test pressure.
(b) all apertures in compartment testing have values of c which vary in the same fashion as
a theoretical "mean" orifice of straight, smooth bore, circular cross-section and a given length.
Neither of these assumptions is in accord with observed data and there is evidence to support the
belief that errors of significant magnitude are introduced.
The pressure versus time curve of ref. (d) is based on average results for a large number of
fittings. Again the hidden assumptions are the same in essence as those stated above and inherent
errors are the result.
It is unfortunate that the experimental data obtained for ref. (a) are not available for analysis.
There is, however, a quantity of experimental data existing in ref. (d) from which certain
conclusions may be drawn. Many tests were made to determine the leakage characteristics of
various types of fittings.
4. Accuracy in Testing--Tightness air tests have for their primary purpose the rectification of
apertures which have been discovered by sound, feel, soap bubbles or other methods. It would be
possible to rely solely on this method but, in view of the importance of tightness, it has been
considered necessary to supplement this primary method by measuring the degree of tightness
attained. Inevitably, then, there arise two problems:
(a)
the assignment of acceptable limits of tightness
(b) the measuring of the tightness of specific compartments and deciding whether they meet
the requirements or whether further corrective work should be performed to improve
them. The question of accuracy must be considered in both problems but it is of
particular importance in the second. If the method by which tightness is measured is
highly inaccurate one of two very undesirable conditions must arise in many instances.
5. Standards of Tightness--It is well known that disparities exist between the test results of
presumably similar compartments in sister ships but the magnitude of these variations is not
generally recognized. The following tabulations are typical. The tables give an analysis of the
completion test data for the ammunition and magazine spaces on sixteen sister destroyers built in
eight different yards. The test pressure was 2 p.s.i. gauge in all cases. The allowable drop was the
same for corresponding compartments on all ships.
The test data have been analyzed in three ways:
(a)
in order to put all of the observed drops on a common basis they were
expressed as percentages of their corresponding allowable drop. This measures the degree with
which the allowed standards were met.
(b)
expressed in the ratio A/V. This measures the "index" of tightness.
(c)
expressed as the total aperture area which existed in the compartment at the
time of the test.
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In each tabulation the "consistency" of results is measured by the average of the differences,
compartment by compartment, between the two ships at each yard. It should be noted that the two
ships at a given yard could have a low order of tightness and still show great consistency.
From any viewpoint the greater apparent tightness attained by Yards D to H is noticeable;
the performance of Yard F is remarkable. In contrast, the tightness attained by Yards A to C,
although it complies in all cases with the requirements, is relatively poor.
A similar tabulation comparing seven similar CL's built at four different yards is also given.
Again there is shown a decided lack of uniformity and again one yard reports remarkably good
results.
In all cases there is a marked lack of uniformity in the results for any given compartment,
not only between yards but also in sister ships at the same yard.
6. Criteria of Tightness--The only sure test of the tightness of a compartment is to fill it with the
fluid it is designed to retain. The substitution of other fluids introduces some element of doubt. For
instance, a watertight space may leak oil, an oil-tight space may leak air. The relative "searching"
power of the various fluids possibly is a matter of differing surface tensions or viscosities. Thus,
when air is the testing medium there arises the question "How much air will leak from an oil-tight or
watertight compartment?", in other words, "What is the criterion of watertightness or of
oil-tightness or of gasoline-tightness when air is the testing medium?"
Method of reference (a)--This method assigned "allowable" apertures for each type of fitting
and for representative ship structure. These "allowable" apertures represented the aperture area
which existed when the fitting or structure in question was "just watertight." With those data it was
possible to assign to any given compartment the total "allowable" aperture and then calculate on the
basis of the known volume and test pressure, an "allowable" drop. It is implicit in this method that if
the "observed" drop is equal to or less than the "allowable" value the compartment will be
watertight. Fundamentally this method provides an excellent criterion. Although it may be argued
that each fitting may not contribute to leakage in proportion to its "allowable" aperture and that a
single undiscovered aperture may be responsible for a major part of the "observed" drop, it is not
likely that such would be the case if the compartment had been examined carefully prior to
observing the drop. The real objections to the method are:
(a)
the difficulty and great labor of determining "allowable" apertures.
Changing designs require the adoption of new values based on experiment or, less satisfactorily, on
estimate.
(b)
the uncertainty of the precision with which "allowable" apertures have been
determined. For instance, diaphragms such as W.T. doors are likely to give variable results when
tested, particularly at higher pressures.
(c)
most important, the really great amount of time and labor to tabulate fittings,
calculate boundary area and volume and calculate the "allowable" drop.
Other methods--In order to reduce the large volume of calculations various expedients have
been adopted in the past. It was noticed that for compartments of a given functional classification,
i.e., tanks, storerooms, magazines, etc., the number and character of the fittings which contributed to
air leakage were roughly the same. Therefore, it could be assumed that the total "allowable"
aperture for each space in a given classification was a function of the type of the space. For instance,
the following method was employed at the New York Shipbuilding Corporation:
(a)
for each compartment the boundary area was calculated and the major
closures (doors, hatches, manhole covers, etc.) were tabulated.
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(b)
the "allowable" aperture for these boundaries and fittings was ascertained
and formed the basis for calculating the "allowable" drop for strength and tightness tests.
(c) for completion tests, the additional aperture for piping, cable, valves, etc. was
assumed to be a fixed additional percentage of the aperture in (b) above. The additional percentage
varied with the type of compartment and was an empirical value based on past experience. In
general,
the "allowable" drop for completion tests was less than would have prevailed if the
complete calculation for each of the fittings actually installed had been employed.
(d) if it proved impossible to attain the "allowable" drop thus calculated, the
compartment was checked to determine the fittings actually installed and a new calculation was
made based on the "allowable" apertures for the fittings actually installed.
The experience of years seemed to indicate that the original aperture values given in ref. (a)
were too liberal and that, possibly, the pressure versus time curve was not correct. In consequence,
the Navy Yard, Norfolk was requested to investigate the entire question. The result was a report, ref.
(d), which proposed new aperture values and a new curve to be employed with them. There is no
indication that these new data were ever adopted. The report in ref. (d) did not propose any new
method for criticizing tightness.
7. Recommendations. The importance of adequate tightness needs no elaboration. But, in view of
the labor involved in rectifying leaks, the requirements should be adequate tightness and not
air-tightness. In order to accomplish this aim the first need is to provide a criterion of adequate
tightness which should have the primary characteristic of being based on rational considerations and
secondarily should be specific, consistent, flexible and simple. The method proposed in Part VII
meets these requirements and is recommended for adoption. The "limiting" values of A/V
recommended therein are considered satisfactory for immediate use.
The method recommended in Part VII is as follows:
(a) using the limiting values of A/V recommended above, and the specified test
pressure and time the allowable drop for each compartment would be ascertained and, preferably,
tabulated for the convenience of the test gang and inspection personnel.
(b) each compartment would be searched thoroughly and all discernible leaks would
be corrected.
(c) the drop would be observed. If it were equal to or less than the "allowable" value
the compartment would be passed immediately.
(d) if the drop first observed exceeded the allowable value reasonable additional
search should be made to discover and correct leaks which previously were overlooked. If the
compartment continued to exceed the "allowable" drop the data should be referred to higher
authority for calculation of the existing A/V and for comparison with the values given above for
"extraordinary" cases. At the same time it is believed advisable to determine the approximate
number of electric cables which pierce the boundaries as a possible means of characterizing
"extraordinary" compartments.
(e) as the testing on each ship was completed charts similar to Figs. 1 and 2 would
be submitted to a central agency as a convenient indication of the general tightness being attained
and to provide a basis for future revisions of limiting A/V values. At the same time the
"extraordinary" compartments should be marked to show the number of cables existing until enough
data have been gathered to indicate the feasibility of this criterion.
It is believed particularly important that efforts to obtain air-tight compartments should
cease in all cases except, possibly, tanks and voids.
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In order to derive the full benefit of any criterion of tightness and to eliminate useless work
it is necessary that drops be measured as accurately as practicable and that the drops so measured be
indications of air leakage alone. Therefore, it is recommended that the type of differential gauge
described in Part V be tested and, if found practicable, adopted.
The standards of tightness obviously have not been the same at all building yards. This
situation is undesirable, at best. The fundamental question involved is whether or not air-tightness is
the standard for which to strive. It is considered that water, oil, gasoline, etc. tightness should be
attained and that air-tightness as a standard results in much useless work. Therefore, it is
recommended that standards of "adequate" tightness be adopted and this fact be promulgated to all
building yards. This can be accomplished merely by adopting the values of A/V recommended
herein and instructing building yards to make no particular effort to attain greater tightness.
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ANNEX C
MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS IN A MILITARY-CIVILIAN ORGANIZATION: SPEECH BY
REAR ADMIRAL R. E. McSHANE ON 1 APRIL 1953 TO A MEETING SPONSORED BY THE
ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS OF THE BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
AND THE ASSOCIATION OF SENIOR ENGINEERS OF THE BUREAU OF SHIPS, USN
Mr. Alfers. Ladies, Gentlemen. I'd like to call your attention to the date. In the old country,
it's called "All Fools Day." I haven't any idea whether the selection of this date has any significance
or not. If it has any significance, I don't know what the significance is. And that statement sets the
mood, the climate for everything I have to say subsequently, a mood of some confusion, lack of
crystal clarity, and absence of cogent reasoning.
The subject assigned to me has been variously described, and in the interests of precision, I'll
state that my idea of the subject is "The role of the Military in an organization such as, and
particularly, BUSHIPS.
In my own rather long experience in this business, I've heard little analysis of the role of the
Military. There has been a somewhat greater volume, at least of published works, on the other side
of the question, and that I consider only natural. In the absence of careful consideration of the
subject I am about to attempt to discuss, in the absence of consultation with my colleagues, of which
I have done very little, you can't expect anything more than a rather inchoate and somewhat
disconnected discourse from me. You won't find impeccable logic; it will be more in the nature of
oral notes and largely personal observations. In pursuing the usual timorous hedging to ward off
possible suits for libel, I'll use the customary hedge "Anything I may say does not necessarily
represent my views and it's entirely possible that it doesn't represent the views of anyone."
In order to give you a summary outline of what I propose to say, I'll tell you now that I hope
to break this talk into four parts. First, I'd like to offer some observations on the philosophic aspects
of the matter at hand. Second, I'd like to attempt to define the salient characteristics of a Military
organization. Third, I hope to offer points of view concerning the role of the Military in an
organization of the nature of and particularly, the Bureau of Ships. And finally, as is inevitable, I
will draw some conclusions. The word "conclusion" should be put in quotation marks.
I feel that we have here a question which has basic and fundamental psychological and
sociological aspects. I'm not a psychologist, I'm not a sociologist, at this moment, the only kind of
"gist" I am is a monologist, and I'm that in more senses than one. There may be those among you
who are psychologists or sociologists, and I offer you the opportunity now to disagree with any
observation I make, and at first indication of your competence, I will retreat in very bad disorder. At
the last meeting, or the meeting which preceded this at which Mr. Fordyce and Mr. Jacobson so ably
and so objectively presented certain points of view, Dr. Bush, the moderator, in summing up the
question as presented, used the phrase "dual status systems." I had never heard that phrase before; it
caught my fancy and started me to thinking along a particular line. I came to the conclusion which
satisfied me, and will probably satisfy no one else, that that phrase "dual status system" had perhaps
too few dimensions. The question we have here before us is possibly better described as a
"multi-status system." In pursuing that chain of thought, I coined the phrase, or perhaps I borrowed
it (I may have dredged it up from my subconscious), "group identification." It's very likely that
those "ologists" who are expert in such matters as this have another term for it, and I have no doubt
that they have more complete and more profound explanations than any I can offer. However, I
have the temerity to offer my own views.
Each of us, as I see it, belongs to and identifies himself with several groups. The number
varies perhaps according to the gregariousness of the individual. There is one grouping, a very
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obvious one; we identify ourselves and group and associate ourselves according to sexes. Until quite
recently, we identified ourselves with one sex or another. There appears to have arisen a third
grouping; it might be called a transmutation group, but I rather feel for our purposes, we can
continue to make the distinction between the two to which we are accustomed. Thank Heaven!
There are many other groups with which we identify ourselves; the church, a political party,
a Saturday night poker club, the family, a great number of them. It seems to me that, in identifying
ourselves, in associating ourselves with a particular group, for a particular purpose, at a particular
time, we enter into contests with other groups. The contests sometimes are mild, and other times,
more vigorous. The solutions to the differences of opinion are clear in some instances, not at all
clear in others. For example, a common grouping is that of national origin. That's a rather simple
group. They're the Irish against the rest of the world; and the solution to whatever conflicts arise are
equally simple because all men of good will, substance, and high intelligence will readily recognize
that the Irish are a master race. However, all these contests, impingements of groups are not quite so
clear cut as that case. There are many examples of group identification right within our own
bailiwick; all of us are familiar with the group of supervisors versus their subordinates; we all have
heard a subordinate state his perfectly valid opinions that if he were doing the job, he would do it
differently and presumably better. There is a grouping -- Mr. Fordyce at least implied it in his
excellent article in the recent JOURNAL of the Naval Engineers -- where engineers and scientists
are identified as a group. That grouping, as I see it, is a very widespread group identification. It is
current and well recognized in industry. I have seen certain articles which identify engineers and
scientists as a group with differing ideas from other groupings, and I think I detect a contest of a
sort. It may appear to some of you that we fellows in sailor suits -- the officers -- are a
homogeneous, single-minded, regimented in one sense of the word, regimented group. I can assure
you, and I don't believe I am revealing anything of a higher classification than "Restricted," I can
assure you that if you seem to see homogeneity, singleness of purpose in that group, there are
sub-groups among us and we don't always see eye-to-eye. The matter at hand, the question before
us, can be viewed as one of group identification.
It seems to me that associated with this question of group identification is a matter of
symbols. I feel that that is a sub- class of the general class of group identification. The symbols of
the Military are a uniform, our working clothes, philosophically in the same class with the overalls
of other workers. When we doff our uniforms, we still cling to rank titles, a symbol. Another
symbol is that interesting habit of listing the people attending conferences, to put all the Military
first and civilians second. These symbols sometimes, while we all recognize they have little inherent
significance, become irritants of a sort. Those symbols, I believe, are part of the question we're
considering here. One of the symbols in this matter is a thing called the "top" in the phrase, "getting
to the top." I'm not quite sure what that is. It doesn't seem to be a matter of annual salary or financial
security; it seems, rather, to be a set of symbols, perhaps those symbols can best be expressed in a
phrase taught to me by my friend, Jack Fordyce -- "multiordinal words."
I feel that this question of group identification and its associated matter of symbols may be
essentially and basically an emotional question rather than one of rigorous logic. We strive, and the
"we" is a collective "we," all of the several groups in this question, all strive for some logical
presentation of our views. We enunciate what we prefer to call postulates, as the mathematicians do,
attempt to parallel their methods of reasoning and by logical process, reach certain conclusions. We
all do it, it seems to me. I would prefer, myself, at this moment, to pursue one form of that chain of
reasoning and I wish I could dismiss this problem in the fashion in which ole Euler settled a
question at the court of Catherine the Great a good many years ago. Catherine, apparently,
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organized a sort of rudimentary ONR in her court and on odd Friday nights, when she wasn't
otherwise engaged, would put on intellectual clam-bakes. At that time, old Euler, a Swiss
mathematician, was one of the prize performers in the stable. An agnostic by name of Diderot, an
intellectual hot- shot from the city of light, Paris, wandered into the court of Catherine and
Catherine thought it'd be a pretty lively affair if she'd match Euler, a very devout gentleman, against
the agnostic, Diderot. So she arranged the affair, and Euler had first say in this debate. He came out
of his corner wearing purple tights with white stripes, strode up to a blackboard and quickly wrote
on it a relatively simple integral equation. He turned dramatically and said, "Thus, God exists."
Diderot, who apparently couldn't count much beyond ten, was so impressed by this thing, so
completely confused by the whole affair, that he didn't even take his turn at the bat, retreated in
confusion, packed his bags, and went back to Paris where people were less logical. If I knew the
way to emulate Euler, (I see I'm equipped with a blackboard), to write an equation which I would be
quite sure you wouldn't understand, and I wouldn't either, and then say, "That proves it!", I would
do so and sit down. Instead of that, I will attempt to pursue a logical chain of reasoning, but what I
will probably do is engage in some semantic wrestling which I choose to call rational. Let me
illustrate.
I'd like to approach the question of "getting to the top," which is one of the basic questions
before us. I will emulate Euler in a sense. I would like to paraphrase that old clich , "All Indians
can't become chiefs." I can say, with some personal conviction, all Rear Admirals can't become
chiefs. I can extend that and say "All chiefs can't become 'Heap Big Chiefs,' namely CNO." The top
is a matter of relativity, as I see it. Perhaps, E is equal to Mc squared is the answer to that. There is
the comment frequently made, and undoubtedly with some justification, that junior military officers
can't be objective. The reason asserted is they stand in awe or fear of their superiors and that puts a
barrier to their objectivity. Again, in the Euler tradition, I'd like to refer you to a cartoon I saw not
long ago in the NEW YORKER, in which a rather pompous board chairman was out shaking hands
with the vice president. The caption under the cartoon was, "It's refreshing, Tilson, to have a
member of the Board who has the courage to stand up and disagree with me. Good-by, Good luck."
If rank settles arguments, I offer the opinion that it settles them whether you wear a soldier suit, a
sailor suit, or a sack suit.
I could go on, I think, to offer observations on many comments which are made about the
Military, questions of social status, ambitiousness to be in charge, and various other such things.
There is one comment I find it impossible to resist remarking upon. I have heard and seen it
expressed in print that at times, my civilian colleagues feel they are "second-class citizens." As I
look at the cartoons in certain newspapers, which depict my military colleagues and me as Colonel
Blimps, as I read the generalizations which characterize us as certainly stupid and as I notice a
seeming reluctance to grant us a "rise in cost of living" wage increase, I'm rather happy to find other
people in the second-class citizen dog-house. It's a much less lonely place if we can occupy it
together.
The point of these ramblings is that a great many of the observations, a great many of the
assertions made by all parties to this question, seem to me to be essentially emotional judgements. I
feel that they are comments about human beings, and not comments that are valid in application to
any particular group. When the Military has a greater proportion of women in its ranks, the
comments should get even more interesting than they are now.
To once again offer the observation that this question is largely emotional in nature, I'll offer
you an acid test. After I have finished this dissertation with its impeccable logic, its unassailable
comments, its irrefutable reasoning, I'll be interested to know how many ideas I've modified, how
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many minds I've changed. My major hope is that at the conclusion, I will have as many friends as I
had in the beginning. We've finished with the erudite philosophical discourse.
I am about to talk about Military organizations. Some 2000 years ago, one of the Greek
philosophers said, "Before I'll argue with you, define your terms." I'm going to follow that dictum
and attempt to define the salient characteristics of a Military organization. I don't think this is a
simple playing with words, a semantic exercise, I feel that it's important, perhaps its's the very
essence of the problem. When I attempted to do it, I was somewhat horrified. I've been a member of
a Military organization, man and boy, for more years than I like to remember -- 36, I suppose -- and
I've never thought about it before; I've accepted it as we accept many of the things around us
without inquiring about them. Perhaps I should have undertaken more research; I did not, but
attempted to search into my own consciousness and find out what I thought a Military Organization
was. Therefore, these characteristics which I am about to state are my ideas, without any help from
Clausewitz or Mahan.
First of all, a Military organization exists to be prepared to conduct war, and in the unhappy
event that war occurs, to conduct that war. All of the members of a Military organization are
educated and trained in one or the other phases of warfare. A second characteristic which seems
significant is that in these days and in all democracies, at least those with which I am familiar, the
Military organization is defined by law. The law also defines many of their responsibilities, their
authority, in many instances, the offices which shall be held by Military personnel and to a
considerable extent, defines its procedures. As part of that body of the law, all Military
organizations have a special code of justice and a juridical procedure. Punishments are defined. This
military code differs from the civil code. All the members of a Military organization are subject to
this statutory code. It isn't the only such code, but it is its own specific code. I'd like to point out that
officers in the Bureau of Ships are subject to this Military code of justice. It's true, you may never
have heard of a court martial for any of those officers; on the other hand, I don't think, at least I have
never heard, any of my civilian colleagues in the Bureau of Ships being indicted for murder. The
fact that no one has been indicted doesn't make us any the less subject to whatever legal code exists.
As part of this broad Military legal basis, the officers in the Bureau of Ships must be responsive to
this statutory organization. Those officers in the Bureau of Ships must be responsible and
accountable under this code of Military law. It seems, as I look at it, that such a code is an almost
universally recognized requirement, I may say, to establish and define a Military organization.
Another point: Members of a Military group are subject to certain restrictions which are not
found, insofar as I know, in civil life, at least in a democracy. They have in the end no final choice
concerning the job to which they shall be assigned. We are not a heartless group and we attempt to
meet the preferences of the individual and take into account the particular desires and personal
situations in which he may find himself, but in many instances, those must, of necessity, be
disregarded, and the gentleman, (or in these days, the lady), concerned goes off to a job which may
not meet his enthusiastic approval. We can't choose, really, the location to which we would like to
be assigned. We may like it; we may not. We're required to go there and do the job. In such
instances as that and in many other situations, we are unable to quit, as a unilateral process. You
may submit a resignation, of course, but someone else has to interpret a law and, in a sense, agree
with you before you can get out. There is a way to get out. I've heard it called by various names
-- "Going over the hill" is one, a process with which you are all familiar. Thereafter, you get free
meals and lodging.
Another characteristic of the Military organization is a clear cut order of precedence, an
ordered hierarchy. I am quite sure that to many of you, as to many of us, some of the emanations of
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that ordered hierarchy seem out-moded. Some of them seem downright silly. Nevertheless, to use a
very insignificant example, the Military rule of getting into an automobile by reverse order of rank
at least avoids the Alphonse and Gaston milling about which frequently takes place, and you get
into the automobile perhaps more quickly, and in orderly fashion. You may, say, critically if you
choose, that "rank settles arguments" is a silly idea; in many cases, it does settle them, and that
seems to me to be a virtue.
Finally, in this very brief summary, because war is a thing of quick movement, sudden
change, and demanding frequent improvisation, military officers, as a group, are expected to be, and
required to be versatile. Whether it is successful or not, their education and training are aimed to that
end.
These are some of the salient characteristics of a Military organization and they govern -- to
bring us down to the Navy -- they govern all Naval officers. Within the Navy, there are chaplains,
doctors, supply officers, civil engineers, E.D. officers, and so on, ad infinitum. All are subject to and
influenced by the Military characteristics I have just described. The engineering duty officers in the
Bureau of Ships -- who form the greatest part of the officers of the Bureau of Ships -- are subject to
these characteristics, and are influenced by them. It's true that the engineering duty officers have
some special training which differs from those of many other officers in the service. For instance, all
the engineering duty officers had special engineering training and the vast majority of those in the
Bureau proper have had a wide and varied practical experience as technicians and as administrators
in organizations which, broadly speaking, are quite similar to the Bureau proper. For that reason the
engineering duty officers differ from certain other officer groups. They differ, for instance, from the
large mass of officers in the Bureau of Ordnance, and for that reason, some of the observations
made by Mr. Jacobson in his really excellent and very objective treatise, some of his observations I
feel do not apply to those of us in the Bureau of Ships. BuShips Officers, in the main, for example,
are quite familiar with Civil Service rules. I prefer to believe, and I hope I'm correct in saying that if
there is a separate civilian attitude, civilian point of view, the E.D. officers of the Bureau of Ships
understand it as well, and I hope far better than most other officer groups in the Navy. I'm laboring
here to make a point that generalizations are not necessarily valid, and generalizations made of any
large and heterogeneous group are subject to disagreement.
There you have it from my point of view. To sum up: the significant characteristics of a
military group, as I see them, are these: It exists to be expert in the conduct of war. It has a separate
code of justice to which all its members are subject. Its members surrender certain rights enjoyed by
other citizens; for that surrender, there are compensations. The members of a military organization
occupy a clearly defined and ordered hierarchy. And, finally, its officers are expected and required
to understand and follow the fundamental basis and to be versatile within the sphere of their
particular specialty.
I hear a question at this point: How about reserve officers? For the characteristics I have
been describing I've had in my mind professional career officers. The reserve officer, bless his soul,
who picks up a large part of the burden of war, is educated as best we may by correspondence
courses, drills, summer courses or other forms of training, in the attempt to indoctrinate him with a
military tradition. He absorbs it, in my view. When the time comes for him to join this military
organization, he drops, most always quite easily, and inevitably very effectively, into the military
organization. Perhaps he wants out all the time he's in, but while he's in, he's a tower of strength, and
from time to time, he's somewhat rougher than the average of us pros. That statement I have just
made is not malarky; it comes from the bottom of my heart with all the emphasis and all the
conviction I am able to muster.
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Military control -- why do we have it from our point of view. Here comes the impeccable
logic, the unassailable chain of reasoning! The Navy is a military organization. Bureau of Ships is
part of the Navy. I think that goes without saying. And, at this point, I would like to speak about the
thing called the Bureau of Ships.
The Bureau of Ships, as I see it, is a headquarters, a home office. A large widespread
organization consisting of Naval Shipyards, laboratories, offices of Supervisors of Shipbuilding, and
so on and so on and so on. The agencies over which the Bureau has management control spread
from Istanbul to Tokyo, from South America to Alaska, afloat and ashore. In some of the
discussions and in some articles I have read on the question we're discussing, there is a tendency to
narrow the view to that part of this large organization which is here in Washington, D. C., the
Bureau proper. I feel that distorts the picture of what we're discussing. I prefer to state that the
Bureau serves the field and the field serves the fleet. The end purpose, the end reason of this whole
complex Naval organization in general and the Bureau of Ships in particular, is to serve a combat
service, a purely military fighting organization. It's a truism, a cliche to say that this combat group
must be supported by a variety of subsidiary services of which the Bureau of Ships and its field
activities are only one. But, it's true, and all those subsidiary services must be responsive in the end
to that combat fighting organization. That combat group has its own established practices, customs,
traditions, and even a lingo of its own. They all differ in large measure from civilian practices.
All of these things stem from the long established business of conducting war, and in the
Navy, we have some characteristics which are peculiar to conduct of war on the sea. It is certainly
true that much of the support from the subsidiary organizations that is akin to civilian activity, is
akin to industry. It would be silly to deny that Naval Shipyards are, in many respects, like private
shipyards, but I insist they are not private shipyards, they are Naval Shipyards, and they are
government organizations and the two words "Naval" and "Government" make them different in
many, many respects, in my humble opinion, from something which is somewhat like them in the
world of industry. I'd like to say as an aside, that the attempt to make rigid comparisons between
military organizations and private industry seems to be sometimes to set us on a path of doubtful
logic. In the process of wedding this fighting combat group, which is our real end purpose and, if I
may use the words, "civilian type" support groups, there seems to be a clear need for some way of
linking them up or if I may use a current management phrase, to provide for communications. I state
that the engineering duty officers in the Bureau of Ships organization provide that chain of
communications, and that brings me to an attempt to characterize engineering duty officers. Those
officers who form the major part of the Bureau of Ships and its field organizations have definite
characteristics. Every statement I make from here on out applies to the great majority of the
engineering duty officers I'm talking about. Let's leave out the fringe of exceptions and talk about
the great majority. Whenever I say "all" I mean "most." All these officers have had a basic military
training. They have had sea experience; it varies in kind and extent, but they've all had a pretty good
sea experience. They've had a special education; they've had various duties; any who are mature
have had a variety of duties ashore. All in the attempt to give them the versatility I mentioned early
as a requisite of a military officer. Part of their special education and their training is intended,
whether successful or not, to give them some understanding of a civilian point of view, if such a
thing exists, and also to give them technical and management competence. They still are intended,
and I think are quite successful in maintaining intimate contact, intimate communication with the
professional fighting combat military group, the sea-going operators. You may criticize, if you
choose, and it's a valid criticism, whether this fraternalism, the symbols of uniforms and rank titles
and the other military signs and symbols are an advantage in this process. I state that they are, and
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you can call it military professionalism if you will. I submit it isn't the only place in this civilization
of ours in which sentimental bonds or bonds of tradition promote progress or action.
I'd like now to answer a few of the comments which seem quite frequently to be made about
the present arrangements in the Bureau of Ships. There is an assertion that officers are not
sufficiently experienced to discharge in most effective fashion the jobs to which they are assigned.
I'd like to make some statements to be considered in conjunction with that idea. All E. D. officers
have received a quite good theoretical education, even those gentlemen, young to me and whom you
may consider as junior officers, by and large, had had quite a varied experience at sea and
frequently ashore; most of them have had jobs of a supervisory or management nature; of varying
degrees of importance, it's true, but they've had some experience, and if they're intelligent and
absorptive they've learned something about it. The more senior of them, the "old fuds", have almost
without exception, had duty in this lovely city, and they have some knowledge of its specific
problems and its perhaps unique atmosphere. I'd like to question the statement that it takes the
average of these officers a matter of years to learn the new job to which he's been assigned. In the
first place it's unlikely to be entirely new to him, he's had in the average case, some comparable,
parallel, approximate experience. And I wish to point out also, that in any alternative scheme, I've
never heard any idea advanced which recommends that any given person stay for an entire lifetime
in a given job. So I think inevitably we are faced with the necessity to learn a new job, no matter
what scheme or organization we may adopt. If we pursue that far enough, we come right around
again to questions of rotation, length of service and so forth.
I want to touch on the concepts of "the best man for the job" and "equal opportunity." I
certainly do not challenge the desirability of those concepts. I consider them wholesome, I consider
them desirable ideas. Nevertheless, every time I have attempted to pursue these generalities into a
specific scheme of application of those general principles, I come around to what seems to me to be
the inexorable conclusion that the military will be abolished or, at the most, assigned to a position of
mere advisors without any decision-making rights. Now, I don't challenge the right of anyone to
hold the opinion that that's a desirable scheme, I certainly don't question his motives for making
such a suggestion. I merely disagree with the desirability of that, and I ask my friendly disputants in
this question to ask me for proof that I am right, in response to that, I will ask him to prove that he's
right.
I'd like to sum up this question of military point of view of military control and I postulate
that E. D. officers constitute an executive training program for one branch of Naval logistics. I state
that they are educated and trained specifically to perform that particular mission, and in that sense,
they are specialists in certain phases of logistics. Their mission is to exercise control in the activities
of the Bureau of Ships and the field activities under its cognizance, and you can call that control
"command" or "management" or use any word you choose to assign to it. Not the least important of
their duties is to exercise that control in such a manner as to preserve and promote the welfare of all
members of that organization by every reasonable and legitimate means, and in pursuance of that,
you may find the explanation of my presence here tonight.
I have finally reached the conclusions in quotation marks. Does our present scheme work? I
think two world wars testify to the fact that it does. Is it the very best of all possible arrangements?
It's my firm opinion that anyone would be very ill-advised to say that it is. In our search for
improvement, in our belief that there are always ways to improve, I am convinced that certain
changes can improve our present arrangements. I've been in this business nearly thirty years. A
good many of these years have been spent in the Bureau of Ships or its predecessors. I came here
first in 1935. In those eighteen years, and I am now confining myself only to that part of the Navy
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which is now called the Bureau of Ships, in those eighteen years, I have seen a great many
significant changes take place in this matter of military-civilian relationships. I think they're good.
The younger people among you or those who joined us in later years may not believe me, but I will
make the positive statement that the "old hands" will bear out the truth of what I have said. The
change I think has been gradual perhaps, but certainly a steady one. It's my firm belief that it will
continue; it's also my firm belief that it's a part of a vast sociological trend with pretty clearly
defined currents, eddies, and backwaters, but the general movement is the same. There is one form
of change, which if it proceeds slowly, we call oxidation; if it occurs rapidly, we call it explosion. I
express the earnest hope that the changes which take place in the future are those of administrative
oxidation. It may seem to some of our civilian colleagues that we in the military are somehow
different, it may appear that we lack understanding, we have no sympathy for another point of view.
I can answer that best by going to Mr. Kipling and use the words of Tommy Atkins, who was
speaking for us today as he was speaking for his military colleagues when he used these words: "We
aren't no bloomin' 'eroes, nor we aren't no blackguards, too; we're simply men in uniform most
remarkably like you." Thank you.
COMMENTS BY ADMIRAL McSHANE DURING THE DISCUSSION PERIOD
--Admiral McShane: I repeat that there has been an evolutionary process, whereby our
civilian colleagues have taken an increasing part in the decision-making process. I think I can state
that one specific and concrete step which is about to be taken is the formation by the Chief of the
Committee to pursue this question further, and we hope, come out with concrete specific things
which can be done.
--Admiral McShane: Yes, I'd like to say something about it. That's been done in the past. I'm
sorry I don't know what the practice is today, but it has been done in the past and quite successfully.
I'd like to pry into the soul of that question, and state that any officer, whether he be junior or senior,
certainly isn't very smart if he doesn't learn everything he can from his colleagues. There are some
more skilled than others in these hierarchical, symbolic questions. It's my belief that the really
skilled fellow completely abolishes this question of relative seniority or relative importance, and
achieves a wholehearted cooperation among all the people necessary to discharge any task. I realize
that sounds like religion, but I think it's correct.
--Admiral McShane: I don't know. I'm a bit confused on these questions of the "best" man.
I'm sincere, I really am confused. If we -- I'll use one of my favorite old cliches -- if we had a
"psychological fluoroscope," a character-analyzing univac, or some other mechanical device which
was truly objective, we could answer this question. I don't know what the best man is; I can only
state this -- perhaps an absurd statement -- the best doctor in George Washington Hospital might not
be very effective as the head of the Design Division of the Bureau of Ships.
--Admiral McShane: This specification of certain jobs as military type jobs has been done
and is on record in the Bureau for field activities. I don't know, myself, of any attempt to do it in the
Bureau proper, and I believe, without thinking very much about the question, it might be a very
difficult thing to do. But the step has been taken. I believe it's true also that there has been the
movement to write job specification sheets. Does anybody know whether that's actually in effect? I
think it's being done, to write job specification sheets for military type jobs. I believe, in the high
places in the Department of Defense, an attempt is either underway or the first step's been taken to
so define such military jobs.
--Admiral McShane: Part of the changes I stated had been made over the years has been, in
some senses of the word, the establishment of an equivalence between officer ranks and civilian
grades. They may be small, but there are things that exist today that didn't exist when I first came to
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the Bureau, and I point to the Executive Dining Room. There have been in other parts of the
military service equivalence in this dual status system established. I am quite sure that in Germany,
and I think in Japan, equivalence has been established for the assignment of quarters, and certain
other prerogatives. It's an obvious kind of thing that could be done, and in my mind, certainly there
is no law of nature -- Newton's laws or the theory of relativity which would stop it from being
adopted. What its effect would be, I don't know, and I don't think anybody else knows.
--Admiral McShane: You were well warned beforehand: I'm going to voice a personal
conviction. Don't ask me to prove it, don't ask me to give reasons. I feel that in public service such
as the Federal Government, the civil service system has been carefully worked out by intelligent
people, tested by experience in a wide variety of circumstances, and I have the feeling ... it isn't the
best of all possible systems perhaps, although I can't criticize it, and I would hesitate to fool with it
myself.
--Admiral McShane: I have not stopped beating my wife. You know I'm not going to stand here and
say that we dominate the thinking and maintain rigid control, right off the bat. Even if I believed it, I
wouldn't say it. Are there "stinkers" amongst us military? Sure, there are! No question about it, I've
worked for them. And furthermore, are they confined to the military? I just won't admit the premise,
and if I don't admit the main premise of the syllogism, I come out with the final conclusion
different. But, to get at what the question really means, as I read it, certainly we want everybody
among ourselves in the military, among our colleagues in the civilian groups, without whom we
can't get along, we can't do without, we want everybody to develop to the maximum of his capacity.
I think this is an emotional question; I don't think there is the authoritarianism, the Hitlerism, the
domination that is inherent in the question. I can only speak for myself; my own soul is the only one
I can pry into. I've certainly tried to look behind closed doors at other people's souls, but I haven't
been very successful. Sure, we want everybody to get ahead, sure, we want complete cooperation.
There's no advantage to us to put the iron heel on anybody. And, I repeat, that the picture I see
today, in contrast to the picture I saw in 1935, is a vastly different one. There is an extreme to which
it can go further; I don't know whether it's good or bad. I'm sorry for the heat.
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ANNEX D
LOGISTICS RESEARCH FOR THE NAVY BY REAR ADMIRAL RALPH EDWARD
McSHANE, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, NOVEMBER 1955
Introduction
During World War II many of the people engaged in logistics endeavors were
dissatisfied with the working of the systems and methods then current. They concluded
that it would be profitable to study the subject and attempt to apply scientific methods to
the solution of logistics problems. It was considered that such a process could best be
carried out as a separate research endeavor rather than as an administrative action and
that such research should be undertaken as a project by a university instead of as an
intra-Navy activity. Consequently, at the recommendation of the CNO (and particularly
Admiral R. B. Carney who was at the time Deputy CNO for Logistics) the Secretary of
the Navy in 1948 directed the Office of Naval Research to establish such a project. One
of the steps taken by ONR was to make a contract with The George Washington
University to establish a research group. Thus, the Logistics Research Project was born.
The original head of the Project was Dr. C. B. Tompkins who had been a principal
advocate of the basic idea. He assembled a very small group of associates from the fields
of mathematics, statistics and economics together with two retired naval officers who had
long and varied experience in logistics matters. This nucleus of continuous workers was
supplemented by a few consultants with pertinent special competencies and interests.
While the specific constitution of the Project's personnel has changed in the interim, its
character remains the same today.
It was recognized originally that research in many logistic problems would depend
on the analysis of large quantities of numerical data and that logistics practice would
sooner or later be improved if similarly large quantities of data could be handled quickly.
The employment and further development of high-speed computing machines was
therefore, of primary interest to the Logistics Research Project. An initial task of the
Project was to collaborate with the Office of Naval Research In the design of a computer
specially adapted to handling the types of calculations encountered in logistics. Such a
machine, named The Logistics Computer, was designed and procured. It is now in
operation under the supervision of the Project (see Research Reviews, May 1955).
Thus, for some five years a small group has been spading a new field: to acquaint
themselves with naval logistics experience and practice, to study the basic problems
involved, and to apply modern scientific analysis to these problems with the aim of
improving Navy practice.
Purpose of the Logistics Research Project
Logistics involves “the calculated risk” to such an extent that the aim of the
Project may be stated as an endeavor to improve the calculation and reduce the risk. More
formally the purposes may be stated thus:
• To provide a small group of people who are technically and temperamentally
qualified to study logistics questions and who, working together, can apply their
technical knowledge to the improvement of logistics practices. If such a group is
to be effective it must be free from routine administrative duties,
• To conduct some measure of pure research in the expectation that useful new
ideas will be developed,
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To maintain liaison with other centers of contiguous research and select new
applicable information,
• To provide a central source of certain logistics information which may be
consulted on a case basis by Navy activities in the search for current
improvement.
New theories and their resulting techniques which have potential naval applications
are arising constantly through the efforts of many researchers. One example, now finding
its way into various practical fields, is the discipline commonly known as "linear
programming”. The development of such new ideas, and their introduction and initial
application, can best be performed by research groups and such is one of the purposes of
the Logistics Research Project.
What the Logistics Research Project has done
The Logistics Research Project has engaged in a large number of tasks. Some of
them may be considered to have been “completed”, some are still underway. Among the
completed tasks the following, briefly described, will reveal generally the character of the
work done.
In order to facilitate the determination of logistics requirements in very broad terms
for the initial planning of naval operations a Three Factor Method was developed. This
scheme is intended to provide quickly first approximations of supply requirements for
each “activity” type under a wide variety of conditions. It is for the use of high-level
operational commanders and provides a ready means of determining basic logistic
requirements upon which further planning can proceed or to provide a basis for
modifying initial plans. The scheme provides for the inclusion of the inescapable
"judgment factor" but offers aids to the application of judgment by specifying those
characteristics which are not susceptible of sound numerical characterization and
provides basic numerical data as an aid to judgment.
The Three Factor Method includes comprehensive tables from which can be picked
readily, for example, the daily fuel consumption for a given ship type over a wide range
of operating conditions. The preparation of these tables involved an enormous number of
arithmetical operations which were performed on The Logistics Computer.
Another problem, which in this case involved the application of modern
mathematical techniques in its solution, arose in the process of calculating aircraft
inventory requirements, although the solution is applicable to other problems which have
the same characteristics.
Briefly stated the basic situation is this:
•
A given type of aircraft is intended normally to operate for a given period of time,
say "X" months,
•
At the end of that period it is placed in overhaul for "n" months and then is again
available for operation,
•
After a certain number of cycles of X + n months the aircraft is retired,
•
New aircraft are introduced into the system from time to time
•
The "normal" pattern is interrupted in some instances as a result of accident or
other unforeseen failure which may
•
Render the aircraft useless for further employment, or
•
Require overhaul prior to X months of operation.
•
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These contingencies are "probabilities" which cannot be scheduled in the normal
fashion but must still be considered.
The situation creates other problems such as: with a given schedule for the
introduction of new aircraft, how many aircraft will be operational at various times and
how many will be in overhaul? Or, the converse problem may be: with a given planned
schedule for operational aircraft, what must be the schedule for the introduction of new
planes?
In common with many everyday problems which can be formulated simply, the
solution of this one is more complex and difficult than may appear at first glance. The
common empirical solution of “cut and try” frequently results in poor solutions or else
requires the expenditure of more time than usually is available.
Logistics Research Project formulated this problem in mathematical terms,
analyzed it by the application of modern mathematical methods and procured a solution
which can be translated into methods and associated statistical data for routine
application by non-technical personnel. The result is a far more rapid process for reaching
specific results and, among other things, permits the comparison of alternate schemes
which in the past would have been possible only at the cost of much greater effort.
The LRP has produced a series of Logistics Papers which range in content from
pure general theory to analysis of particular current problems. The range of subjects
covered is a quite good indication of the breadth of the activity.
Current Tasks
Among a number of tasks which are underway, the following are selected to
illustrate generally the current efforts.
The advantage of accurate predictions of material usage, particularly in time of
war, is obvious. Despite the existence of huge masses of data on material in one or
another form in the Navy's hands, the calculations of future consumption still depend to a
large extent on inadequate historical data and involve a great deal of fallible judgment.
A number of analyses have been undertaken to improve the situation. One of the most
ambitious of these is the Korean Data Collection Program (KDCP) of the Logistics
Research Project.
The KDCP initiated the collection of detailed data on the material used by or on
account of a representative number of ships of different types engaged in the Korean
campaign, selected to provide a balanced sample. The data include not only material used
directly by the ships themselves but also that used by tenders, repair ships, naval and
private shipyards and other shore activities for the benefit of the sample ships. Whether it
be for operation or for maintenance, repair or alteration, if material is "used" it is covered
by the data. Such data have now been collected for the period commencing 1 July 1950
and will continue for some time into the future. As a measure of magnitude the data now
in hand cover about 3,000,000 individual transactions.
Concurrent operating data for the sample ships have been collected to provide
information on some of the major factors upon which usage depends.
The great mass of data available, and the large number of characteristics which define it
and indicate the factors which determine its use, would make its analysis impracticable
except by machine methods. Therefore, the aggregation of these data and their assembly
into forms suitable for further study is a typical task for The Logistics Computer
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Analysis of the data has commenced. While some broad conclusions already can
be drawn which differ from widely held beliefs, much more work is necessary to provide
useful and practical working techniques. It is confidently believed that the end results of
this program will be at least the following:
• A "catalogue" of usage data which will be more complete and authoritative than any
existing data. Such a compilation should be useful in the near future to many
logisticians for a variety of purposes. In a sense, this catalogue will be analogous to a
report of a census and should have similar widespread utility
• The development of procedures for handling such data on high-speed computers and
suggestions for the use of such computers in the Naval Establishment,
• Authoritative information on the causes of usage and the development of methods to
improve the accuracy of future calculations
Another current endeavor in which certain Logistics Research Project personnel are
engaged part-time might be considered to lie at the other end of the scale from the
viewpoint of immediate applicability. This activity is in the field of pure research, largely
mathematical. In this process the daily activities of working logistics personnel are translated into abstract terms and the form of such analysis would seem to the "working
people" to bear little, if any, relation to their operations. For instance, one such activity
concerns studies of a mathematical area in which such phrases as "vector spaces", "linear
transformations" and "inner product" are part of the common vocabulary of the
researchers. While an activity of this nature may seem to many people far removed from
inventory control of "nuts and bolts" it is an essential procedure in a scientific approach.
There are many analogies in history of the ultimate utility of such efforts. To cite only
one well-worn example, if Newton and Leibnitz, aided by a host of predecessors, hadn't
speculated, theorized and abstracted certain phenomena, we couldn't build modern
aircraft carriers. The justification of pure research rests on the belief -- proven often in the
past -- that this kind of activity by qualified people produces methods applicable in daily
life which are superior to the methods now employed.
It should not be concluded, however, that the Logistics Research Project is staffed
by a large group who do nothing but speculate in "ivory towers". The pure research is
pursued by people who, when occasion demands, focus their present knowledge on
efforts to find better solutions to current problems.
The Logistics Research Project’s potential utility
In the Navy's constant search for improvement, it is pertinent to ask the question:
“
Can the Logistics Research Project (and other similar agencies) contribute significantly
to the improvement of logistics practices and, if so, how?” One answer is that
contributions have already been made; their value must be judged by the recipients.
To be more specific there are two things LRP or any other research group can
supply:
• First, people who have types of knowledge which are not commonly found in
working logisticians, and
• Second, time to focus attention on a specific problem with minimum diversion from
that task.
These facts do not imply that no improvements are made by people who are
engaged largely in routine operations -- far from it. Perhaps a major effect of research is
to speed up the improvement by greater concentration on the task.
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The grist of the Logistics Research Project’s mill must be a reasonably steady
flow of problems. Some of the problems have been and will be formulated internally as a
result of the research people becoming more familiar with existing Navy practices and
their end purposes. This source of problems may be supplemented with profit by
reference to the Logistics Research Project of matters which vex the operating personnel
in their regular procedure. If help is not immediately available from its existing personnel
and equipment, the Logistics Research Project can constitute a kind of switchboard and
transmit the question to some other competent agency.
As a technique, the Logistics Research Project with the Logistic Computer is in a
position to "simulate" many problems and test new and alternative ideas more quickly
and cheaply than is possible with the full scale experiments which frequently have been
the only available method of trial. This process in itself has the potentiality in many
instances for quickly testing new ideas at low cost. It is akin to the use of a model basin
in the process of ship design.
Finally, it may be worthwhile to repeat a couple of generalities which, although
they may be clichés, are not less true. A basic justification for "research" is the faith that
application of the scientific method of analysis to any human endeavor will result in some
improvement. It would be an egregious error to expect that science will in any instance
eliminate entirely the need for human judgment based on personal experience. However,
judgment can be supplemented and aided by the results of research to the end that correct
decisions are more likely and predictions are close to the ultimate results.
*****
Further light is thrown on the activities of Ralph and his colleagues in a box written by
the GWU editors entitled Logistics Progress which was printed along with his document. The
text:
The complexity of the Navy’s logistic problems grows in a geometric progression
as the complexity of naval material and operations increases. For example, as the number
of models of aircraft has multiplied greatly since World War II, the task of planning and
controlling the usage and logistics of all aircraft and the half million different parts and
supply items has become one of staggering magnitude. In order to achieve the optimum
timing and balance of each part and of the whole, new methods and new equipment-new
extensions to the human mind-offer the only means. As yet, complete logistic control is
still in the future. but with the increasing implementation afforded by electronic methods,
the point of final absorption of the major logistic problems of the entire naval
establishment is no longer just a dream.
One method of attacking the situation has been an evolution, by continual
refinement and innovations, of office methods and equipment, within the organizations
which cope with the practical logistics problems daily. By this process in the field of
aircraft, OPNAV, BUAER, and ASO have acquired modern electronic computers to
supplement, in part, the calculations, work sheets, ingenious desk devices, and factor
tables used to calculate inventory requirements and schedule logistics activity. The same
computers are being applied to the need for more timely and thorough knowledge, and
hence control, of the vast inventories involved in naval aviation.
Relatively rapid progress along this line has been made since 1945. We now stand on the
threshold of a daily application of these advanced techniques and special machinery, without
which the Navy could not handle the complex logistic problems which science, engineering, and
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the world situation have thrust upon it. Those applications, coming from pure science on the one
hand and from the evolution of daily administrative struggles on the other, will merge into the
ultimate systems to furnish the Navy with the right things in the right place at the right time.
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ANNEX E
SUMMARY OF “A FRAMEWORK FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF SOCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS” BY REAR ADMIRAL RALPH E. McSHANE, PUBLISHED BY
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY ON 13 SEPTEMBER 1962
Ralph starts off the paper by stating that it concerns “social” organizations, but he is not
talking only about welfare or bridge clubs. He defines social organizations broadly as “sets of
people joined together in some fashion to achieve particular objectives. Consideration must also
be given to the non-human elements which people employ in their organized endeavors.”
He felt that much of the confusion in current analysis of organizations was due to the lack
of “(a) a common ‘starting point’ and (b) a standardized vocabulary.”
And now we stumble into his concept of “primitive notions” which apply to all social
organizations. I might call these “common characteristics” or “fundamental modes of operation”
or “who does what to whom or to what?” But Ralph’s words are better, once understood. He
provides three simple examples followed by a paragraph of commentary as follows:
For a start we may look at some of the simplest of social organizations. For this
purpose a few examples are:
a. One man with an ax chopping down a tree.
b. Two men with a cross-cut saw and a saw-horse, sawing a log.
c. Four people playing "doubles" tennis and using rackets, balls, a
court, a net, etc.
From a descriptive point of view one can find some similarities and some
differences in these groups and their activities. The examples are social
organizations and some of the nouns indicate people, others indicate "not-people".
One may say that one set of nouns are the "elements" of the organizations and that
there are two kinds of elements, People and Things. Here “things” is intended to
embrace all "not-people" elements as entities and may be animals or even ideas.
In the above examples the people "use" certain things to “do something” to other
things as a result of which “something happens to” the latter. In one case one man
with one thing (the ax) “chops” one other thing. In the other two cases there are
sets of people and they employ sets of things.
Coming back to the “common starting point” Ralph states that this is intended to mean
the above-mentioned “primitive notions” which apply to all social organizations. He goes on to
say that
it is to be hoped that such notions would serve, in part, to indicate what must be
sought in any organization and what further development is required to expand
these fundamental notions by further analysis looking toward useful theories
applicable to existing or proposed organizations.
After the above introductory explanations there follow 14 pages of mathematical
formulations relating to the primitive notions and also to “derived notions.” I can provide only
the most superficial indications as to what these things are all about.
Mainly Ralph assigns various capital and small letters and subscripts to people, things,
and actions along with assorted numbers and other mathematical symbols. The tennis game thus
becomes a formula when elements such as the above are put together.
In the tree chopping example we get:
Pi
the man
Oj
the action: does something with the ax, i.e., swings it
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qm
the thing to which something is done
l
the effort on qm as the result of the application of Oj, i.e., the ax moves
from the man’s shoulder to the position where the head is in forceful contact and
then returns
This all comes out as: PiOjqm(l)
As this was written in 1961 the references to Oj and the ax are purely co-incidental.
Ralph goes on to elaborate on the chopping, sawing and tennis examples and formulates
these things not only in terms of the specific examples but also in terms of the generalities that
they exemplify as broad combinations of actions that could be exemplified in many other ways.
He also notes that some progress has been made in developing the basic vocabulary that
was referred to as an objective in the above introductory notes. The following are the main words
that have been identified and given symbols for inclusion in mathematical formulations:
descriptive units
elements
people
things
operations
operators
initial states
final states
consecutively (in chains or sequences)
concurrently
phrasing
viewpoint
maintenance operations
Ralph’s modest description of what has been accomplished thus far is as follows:
All that has been achieved at this point is a standardized symbolic descriptive unit
which is extremely general and which, it is postulated, can be applied to specific
situations. The unit is a generalization which says no more than:
The description of a social organization can be separated into descriptive
units. A single unit symbolizes the situation where a certain set of elements
performs certain operations on another set of elements to produce a set of changes
in the latter. By "set of changes" it is to be understood that certain operations
produce no change, i.e., they are "maintenance" operations. Units of description
in certain instances occur consecutively in chains or sequences and in other
instances occur concurrently”.
Additionally, a few words and phrases, general in nature, have been
proposed for application to the descriptive unit. These words may be looked
upon as the start of a basic vocabulary. The symbolic formulation and the initial
vocabulary might be considered to constitute the foundation for description.
They constitute a general and abstract standardization presumed to apply to any
social organization. In their present generalized and abstract form they are only
primitives and for useful application must be expanded and made very much more
specific.
Ralph now points out that “if meaningful descriptions are to be achieved some words
more specific than ‘person’, ‘thing’, ‘operation’, ‘state’ and ‘status’ must be adopted. Each of
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these generalities must be expanded to include more specific words.” And this is what he does
over the next several pages, thus greatly enlarging the potential scope and complexity of his
mathematical formulations. However, he is far from satisfied as is evident in the summary at the
end of this section:
The foregoing basic vocabulary of elements and operations is by no means
proposed as a final answer. It is obvious that it is a debatable foundation. Further,
for application to most real life organizations it would require considerable
expansion to be useful. It is proposed solely for its suggestive quality. However,
even in its admittedly rudimentary form it will be used later in an attempt to
demonstrate the virtues of a formalized scheme of description.
The concept of “control” is obviously at the heart of any analysis of how an organization
operates and Ralph devotes 11 pages to this and awards it the capital letter “C.” Here are some
excerpts which I hope will provide a cross section of the ideas that Ralph has explored on the
subject of control without getting into the many mathematical elaborations of “C” that appear in
this section:
First the idea of control used here carries the connotation of "bending to
the will” which in turn implies the potential use of "force" of some kind. It is
intended to apply to such situations as the "control" of an automobile by the driver
and encompasses those processes by which the driver is enabled to start and stop
the vehicle, govern its speed and direction, and otherwise cause it to act as the
driver “wills”. The concept also is intended to cover those situations in which a
“boss” at least endeavors to cause his subordinates to pursue a plan, follow his
orders, and otherwise act in accordance with a predetermined scheme. Thus
"force", as employed here covers not only physical force but also such phenomena
applied to people as admonition, threats, the potentiality of punishment in its
various forms and other nonphysical means by which people are restrained from
deviating from a plan or are "forcefully" returned to the desired plan after
having deviated.
The existence of control in the sense of "bending to the will" certainly
implies that the control element will be aware of whether or not its plans are being
achieved. An automobile driver planning to stop the car at a red light steps on the
brake pedal and then observes whether the velocity is reduced. A commanding
general who issues a plan and orders its execution should then in some way
become aware of the actions of subordinate elements. A gyro pilot which has
been set to maintain a given course must be "informed" of deviations from that
course in order to be effective. Thus, it appears that one requirement for control
is the existence of a scheme whereby the control element is made aware of the
action of the subordinate elements. The common word “feedback” should cover
this requirement.
The “degree” of control will depend, at least, on the clarity and completeness of the plan, the exchange of information, the comparison and the
amount of restraining or corrective force. If the transmitted information is
incorrect, or if the force applied is incorrect in magnitude, the objectives will not
be achieved. To cite instances of such lack of control which nominally exists
would be redundant. One need only mention the nominal subordinate's reply to
the nominal boss, “Says who?” or recall the many instances of so-called “power
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behind the throne.” And instances of the results of failures in the information
stream are familiar to all. The notion here is that such situations determine the
“degree” of control.
There is a veritable spectrum in the degree of control present in various
organizations. At one end lies the essentially uncontrolled groups exemplified by
a rioting mob or even some committee or stockholder meetings where the nominal
presiding officer has little if any real control over what goes on. Further along are
such organizations as a game of bridge where participation is wholly voluntary
and aside from restrictions of the rules of the game there is little control in the
sense employed here. Still further are such groupings as college sports teams
where “going out” for the team is initially a voluntary matter but as a member of
the squad the individual people submit to control in coaching practice and
contests. In the business field initial participation in the organization is voluntary
but separation may be voluntary or "forced' (where the "force" applied is
discharge).
Military organizations contain some volunteers and some draftees
where entrance is forced to some degree. After entrance into the organization
control usually bars voluntary separation for some period At the far end of the
control spectrum lie organizations such as prisons where participation is forced
and the control while participating is close to complete.
It may not be unreasonable to say that the success or failure of any social
organization is solely a matter of control. Each of its separate processes -- plan
formulation, the scheme of communications, the comparison and the force
application -- is full of subtleties, variations and complexities. Each of itself is
worthy of detailed and comprehensive analysis in the study of the broader
subject in pursuit of applicable theory. A mere indication of failure of control
judged simply by the knowledge that the planned objectives have not been
achieved will not indicate where and how the failure occurred. This
determination requires separate analysis but inevitably it would seem the
failure inherently is one of control in one or more processes.
It also is conceivable that the lively game of centralization versus
decentralization could be benefited by a rigorous analysis of the control aspects
involved in a given situation.
It seems reasonable to state that ‘C’ will appear in some guise in every
formula for social organization. It deserves further and rigorous investigation.
Drawing now toward the end of this presentation Ralph is now able to present some more
complex examples of the “primitive notions” introduced at the beginning of the paper. I quote:
In social organizations several people with several things operate "jointly"
to achieve a set of objectives. The matter of "jointure" takes more than one form
and it is of some interest to examine it by considering a few simple organizations
which seem to differ in this respect. The rudimentary examples are:
a.
Two men, with a two-handle saw and a sawhorse sawing a log. No boss;
this is a voluntary pair, say a householder and his friendly neighbor.
b.
An eight-oared racing shell with eight oarsmen and a coxswain who
establishes the "beat" for the oarsmen and steers the shell to follow the prescribed
course.
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c.
One team in a tug-of-war. Considered here is a single contest during
which each participant maintains his maximum pull steadily. Thus, there is in
this team no "captain" who orders “heave!” in order to increase temporarily the
force on the rope.
d.
A voluntary string quartet during the playing of a single composition.
They employ bows, instruments, chairs, music stands, sheets of music, etc.
e.
A surveying team consisting of an instrument man with a level, notebook,
pencil, etc. and a rodman with a rod containing a target. The instrument man is
the "boss".
f.
A rudimentary industrial organization consisting of a boss, a
clerk-stenographer, a bookkeeper and two artisans. There is the necessary
complement of things such as an office with furniture, telephones, etc., and a
workshop with benches, tools, etc. Each artisan performs a simple sequence of
operations; a different set for each. The first passes an object to the second who
produces a finished product.
A common factor in all groups is that each person possesses a plan of
some sort and also has knowledge of some standards of operation which need
not be described specifically in the plan. All have learned the necessary
techniques, by prior instruction or by experience.
One may say with some semantic corrections that in the voluntary groups
the people are "cooperating" while in the controlled groups the agents are being
“coordinated” to a greater or lesser extent.
There are, however, aspects of the joint operations which differ from one
group to another.
a. In log sawing each person alternately pushes and pulls on the saw
in a repeated cycle. Ignoring the fact that “push” and "pull" differ,
it may be said that each person is performing the same operation
simultaneously.
b. In the rowing organization each oarsman performs a cyclical
operation and at a given instant each is operating in the same way.
The result is to propel the shell. The coxswain, however, in addition to being the controller, operates the rudder. This operation
is repetitive in a large sense but it operates directly on the rudder to
maintain the course of the shell.
c. The members of the tug-of-war team are pulling simultaneously
and continuously on the same rope with the objective of moving it
but, during a single contest, there is no repetition of the operation.
d. Each member of the string quartet may be considered to be
operating similarly, in a broad sense, in that he draws his bow back
and forth and simultaneously fingers the strings of his instrument.
There is the fact that the plan incorporated in the sheet music,
while establishing the same theme for all, requires the emission of
varying specific notes from each instrument at the same instant.
This aspect will be ignored here although a different viewpoint
would require its recognition.
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In the surveying team the operations of each person may be
considered broadly repetitive in the sense that, for instance, the
instrument man proceeds to a given location, sets up and adjusts
the level, peers through it, signals to the rodman several times,
makes a reading of the target height, and records it. This sequence
is repeated at another location and in the same order of detailed
operations. There is a fixed sequence for the rodman but it differs
from that of the instrument man.
f. The clerk-stenographer in the industrial group performs several
operations and certainly repeats some, e.g., "answers the
telephone", but there is no fixed sequence of the various operations. Similarly for the bookkeeper. Each artisan, however, is
presumed to perform several different operations but in a fixed
sequence. The operations of each differ at a given instant.
On the basis of these very simple examples certain
characteristics may be noticed which may serve, in part, to
differentiate one organization from another. These characteristics
may be indicated by the following questions:
a. Is there a recognized controller or not?
b. Over a period of time is there a fixed repetition of the same
sequence of different operations in the same order or, equivalently,
a fixed repetition of a single operation? If not the sequence of
operations may be termed “random”.
c. At any given instant are all agents in the descriptive unit
performing the same operation?
At this point Ralph leaves me once again as he launches into an explanation as to how the
above examples can be translated into symbols and formulas, but I hope I have given some idea
of his analysis of the common factors and differences in the joint operations of various kinds of
social organizations.
In the finale of his paper Ralph applies his proposed basic vocabulary and numerical
codifications to a particular bureaucratic organization, i.e. The Planning, Scheduling and
Procedures Section of the Budget Division of the Office of the Comptroller of the Bureau of
Ships of the United States Navy.
He notes that the duties and responsibilities of this Section are described in 114 words in
the Administrative Manual. He offers the first 44 of those just to give us an idea of what they
sound like:
a. Develops and advises on policy in regard to the advance planning for future
years’ budget estimates
b. Schedules the preparation cycle of each budget submission required to higher
authority and to Congress
c. Develops and coordinates budget procedures and policies necessary for budget
preparation and administration
“etc.”
By the time all of these 114 words have gone through Ralph’s processing machine they
come out as the following 18:
e.
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Based on instructions from appropriate authorities, prepare and interpret detailed
instructions for the preparation of budgets.
The final paragraph in Ralph’s paper reads as follows:
The applications made herein, cursory as they are, may illustrate some of the
potentiality of a formal, standardized and codified method of description.
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MEMORABILIA
IDENTIFICATION
Birth Certificate
Baltimore, Maryland
4 February 1899
Death Certificate
Point Pleasant, NJ
3 May 1982
Social Security Card
579-50-8164
Dog Tags 56741
ID Card, Armed Forces
Of the United States
56741
ID Card, Retired Officers
Association 32129
Admiralty Pass, expiry
Date 30 September 1945
N. H. Pass No. 963 London
Bremerhaven Docks Pass
N1554, 13 July 1945
A large wooden shield
About 18 inches high bearing
The McShane family coat
of arms. A gold lion with
three starfish above it on
a blue background is in
the middle. A hand holding
up a lighted candle is above
and the name McShane in
small letters is below on
a scroll.
ACHIEVEMENTS AND
HONORS (cont.)
Legion of Merit citation signed by
Admiral Harold R. Stark,
Commander of US Naval Forces in
Europe

A richly decorated certificate
presenting the Historiography” of the
McShane coat of arms.
A large number of McShane family
death notices clipped from Baltimore
newspapers by Ralph’s mother and
probably others. I was able to
reconstruct much of Ralph’s family
tree from these.
Large Honorable Discharge certificate
of J. A. Brannan, father of Ralph’s
mother, as an Acting Ensign in the
United States Navy,
22 December 1868.
ACHIEVEMENTS AND HONORS
The complete file of USN orders (181
items) to Ralph from assignment to the
battleship NEVADA following his
graduation from the Naval Academy
on 3 June 1920 to his Report of
Honorable Separation effective 31
July, 1954
Large wall display of crossed swords,
medals, ribbons and epaulettes (in
Peppy’s study in Geneva)
US Naval Academy Diploma,
Bachelor of Science
3 June 1920
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Diploma,
Master of Science in
Naval Construction
10 June 1924

WRITTEN WORKS
Testing Compartments for Tightness
by use of Compressed Air, an article
published sequentially in four issues
of the Journal of the American
Society of Naval Engineers dated 2
May 1952, 3 August 1952, 4
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Container for Ralph’s Legion of
Merit award. The medal is on the
wall display along with the crossed
swords
Croix de Guerre avec Étoile de
Vermeil citation signed by General
Charles de Gaulle
17 service ribbons including five
with stars and two with Vs
Certificate of Promotion to Rear Admiral
signed by the Secretary of the Navy, 2 July
1951 retroactive to 28 January 1944
Certificate of Promotion to Vice Admiral
with commendation for performance in actual
combat. Signed by the Secretary of the Navy
on behalf of the President
2 August 1954
Certificate of Satisfactory Service on Active
Duty in the United States Navy during World
War II. Signed by the Secretary of the Navy
26 July 1948

November 1952 and 1 February 1953
Management Problems in a MilitaryCivilian Organization, speech to a
meeting sponsored by the Association
of Engineers and Scientists of the
Bureau of Ordnance and the
Association of Senior Engineers of
the Bureau of Ships, USN, 1 April
1953
A Framework for the Description of
Social Organizations, George
Washington University, 13 September
1962
Formulas and Laws by R. E.
McShane 1915 – 1917. Hand printed
high-school notebook from logarithms
to calculus. 67 pages painstakingly
printed by hand in red and blue ink
including intricate diagrams.

Another notebook 110 pages in
handwritten script. The General
Recapitulation starts out: “The
Certificate of election as an Honorary Member problem of analyzing a body under
of the Master Mechanics and Foremans
the action of a system of forces
Association of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard resolves itself into …”
14 November 1950
Many a Watchful Night, by John
Certificate of Regular Membership in the
Mason Brown, an author who shared
United States Naval Institute
in Ralph’s experiences on D-Day and
25 September 1950
the preparations for it.
WRITTEN WORKS (cont.)
Victory at Sea by the Columbia Broadcasting
Corporation and the USN with Episode 14 on
D-Day by Rear Admiral R. E. McShane.
PERSONAL ITEMS
A small curved wrist plate noting “SPECIAL
MEDICAL INFORMATION ON WALLET
CARDS”
Gold colored uniform buttons for
front and cuffs stamped with eagles
Gold colored shirt stud with eagle
protruding on a perch. Marked
MMA USN.

A gold colored pocket watch about
1½ inches in diameter with a white
face and slim Roman hour markings.
Also a fairly large second hand set in
near the bottom
A damaged, but serviceable blue
clamped box for the pocket watch
A small wristwatch with engraving on
the back: “USS PEPPERWOOD 1941
RE McS”
Cloth neck chain holding a bronze
colored disk with a pineapple sticking
out. The message is “ALOHA
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Metal eagle and star shoulder
insignia
Four SWANK tie holders, one with
REM on the front
Cuff links in dark blue with four
gold starts and DKS inscribed
(Ralph’s fraternity at MIT)
Gold colored cuff links marked
REM
Blue and orange cuff links (can’t
read tiny inscription)
Cuff links with parts of American
and British flags
Other cuff links and shirt studs
Nail clippers and needle nose

HAWAII”
Two white napkins with red trim
A tiny bronze colored medallion in a
tiny box shaped somewhat like a
shield inscribed St A ’09 on one side
and Medal of Honor on the other.
Ralph would have been about ten
years old at that time
Holy Bible
Key of Heaven Manual of Prayer
Bronze colored oval medallion about
two inches high. Mary standing in a
long robe: “Mary conceived without
sin pray for us who have recourse to
thee.” Other side: Large M in the
middle with a cross above and
“Children of Mary” around the edge.
Small silver colored disk
with St. Peter on one side
and Pope Pius XII on the
other.

PERSONAL ITEMS (cont.)
Five silver colored metal crucifixes
about two inches high with little
hooks to hang them on clothing or
whatever
A ring with a crucifix on it
(NOTE: I don’t know why there are
these religious items. Ralph never
went to church or showed any
interest whatever in religion as far
as I observed. Perhaps they came
down from his mother or other
relatives)
About 60 expressions of
condolence to Joan at the time of
Ralph’s death, 3 May 1962: Letters,
cards, flowers etc.
Funeral Memory Book, Van Hise
& Callagon, Point Pleasant, NJ

Social Usage and Protocol, A
Hand-book Compiled for Officers Of
the USN, 7 June 1954
Shipmate Magazine, US Naval Academy
Alumni Association, July – August 1982
13 keys on a chain which also contains a
small disk with a four-leaf clover on one
side and this message on the other: “Good
Luck from the Bead Chain Mfg. Co.”
7 small keys on a small chain. A blue
oval disk printed in gold color shows a
galloping horse on one side with “They’re
Running” above and “SUFFOLK
DOWNS” below. On the other side it
says: “Come relax and enjoy yourselves.”
1950 MEETS SPRING APRIL 22 –
JUNE 10 SUMMER JULY 10 –
AUGUST 5
8 small keys on a small chain also
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FUN AND GAMES
Ralph’s photo album 1920 – 1945
(incomplete and not very
informative: unfamiliar people and
places. Also quite a few
miscellaneous pictures unattached.

containing a small bottle marked
“Seagrams Golden Gin”
Fake 100 Franc note signed by General
Bradley and others
A 1 mark scrip note

Large certificate of initiation into
the Domain of Neptunus Rex
(Ancient Order of the Deep) having
crossed the Equator southward on
24 January 1921.

A ½ mark scrip note

Batch of souvenirs of the 50th
Anniversary of the US Naval
Academy Class of 1921, 21 – 24
October 1971

Spoof on sinking of the Scharnhorst

A 10 shilling note
Spoof on German Lebensraum

No “3” Grosvenor Club 3 Grosvenor
Square W.1 Member Card No 540
available to 31/12/45

FUN AND GAMES (cont.)
Orchard Club 1412 Wigmore
Street, Portman Sq W.1 Member
Card No 5130
Old Quebec Club
30 Old Quebec Street
London W.1 Member 4502
The Pheasantry Club Ltd
Member Card
152 King’s Road S.W.3
London Underground Lines
2 November 1941
2 London bus tickets
What to do in London, A Guide for
Naval Officers in London
BJ’s Auto Buying Catalog
What You Should Know About
Your Bausch and Laumb
Binoculars
Lens Cleaning Tissue, Two Guys
Discount Department Stores
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